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reinforces the correctness of the government's
position.

Export: performance
The SPEAKER (Hon. S. J. Plowman) took the chair
at 2.05 p.m. and read the prayer.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER - Order! I welcome to the gallery
a delegation from Zimbabwe, including the High
Commissioner, His Excellency Professor H. H. Patel;
the Minister for Mines, the Honourable
Dr S. T. Mombeshora; Mrs Mombeshora; and the
Permanent Secretary for the Minister for Mines,
Mr D. Murangari.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

Crime compensation: funding cuts
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the case of Mr Anthony Higgins,
who was given a crime compensation payment for
pain and suffering as a result of receiving an
unprovoked and savage beating in Diamond Creek
from people he did not know, which left him in
hospital for an extended period. Months later, he is
still unable to eat properly without experiencing
extraordinary pain. Does the Premier class this case
as an undeserving payment and a rorting of the
crimes compensation system?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I am not aware of the
case to which the Leader of the Opposition refers,
but it proves up the point I made last week when he
raised questions such as this for the first time - that
is, that the government will stand by and provide
whatever medical assistance it can to help those
people return to good health as quickly as possible. I
suspect it does not matter what amount of money
you hand over in lump sums to be spent as the
recipients see fit, that will not necessarily help to
improve their physical conditions - Mrs Wilson -It might.

Mr KENNETI -It will not if it is not spent on
addressing their physical conditions. Last week I
made clear our position on this. The illustration
given by the Leader of the Opposition only further

Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - Will the Premier
outline the continuing improvement in Victoria's
export performance and its implications for ongoing
economic growth?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his question, because it is
always a delight to get questions from him.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - I know the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition is not interested but, as revealed in
the last quarter, for the full year to September
Victoria's exports again grew substantially to reach a
total of $15.7 billion. In the financial year to June,
Victoria recorded $15 billion in exports for the first
time ever. That figure was bettered at the end of the
latest quarter. Export growth over the year ended
September amounted to $2.3 billion, the highest in
dollar terms of all the states and the second highest
in percentage, at 17 per cent, after South Australia. It
is important to note that Victoria was the only state
to increase its share of national exports for the year
from 21 to 22 per cent. The figures for both New
South Wales and Western Australia remained
stagnant and the Queensland figure fell slightly as a
percentage of the national total.
Victoria's exports have consistently outperformed
the rest of Australia by a substantial margin since
this government came to office. That underlines the
importance of the policies being pursued by the
government in toto as opposed to anyone particular
policy aimed specifically at exports. It reflects our
competitiveness and pro-business environment,
combined with the efforts to generate a more
outward-looking economy and to attract new
investments into the state and market Victoria and
its products around the world. I have said before,
and I think it is now generally accepted by the
community as a whole, that if Victoria is to continue
to grow it must do so on a global basis. Victoria and
Australia do not have populations large enough to
sustain the sort of growth that generates these
figures. They therefore represent a very positive
result and should further boost the confidence of
Victoria and, ultimately, employment levels in this
state. I am also happy to say that not only are we
increasing our exports in manufactured areas per se
and service generally, but we are also continuing to
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attract a great deal of overseas investment interest.
The bottom line is simply to try to ensure that we
can provide security for individuals and their
families through security of employment and
reward for effort. I trust that in the year to come we
will be able to continually report growth in export
figures. They are a very true and independent
reflection of the correctness or otherwise of the
policies of the government of the day.

Crime compensation: former Minister for
Health
Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - I refer the
Attorney-General to the writ issued by the former
Minister for Health against the Age in which she
complained that she had been humiliated and
embarrassed and suffered loss and damage by the
Age and claims damages of $200 000. Does the
Attorney-General agree that victims of crime, such
as rape victims who have really been humiliated and
embarrassed and suffered loss and damage, deserve
compensation for their humiliation, pain and
suffering?

Tuesday, 19 November 1996

therefore deserve compensation for their
humiliation, pain and suffering. TItis is a policy issue.
Mr Stockdale - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
I understand that a date of hearing has been set in
relation to this matter. Because it is a civil matter, my
understanding of the standing orders and practices
of the house is that since a hearing date has been set
the matter is sub judice. The question is therefore out
of order.
The SPEAKER - Order! Can the
Attorney-General advise whether a date has been set
for the hearing?
Mrs Wade - Mr Speaker, I am afraid I cannot
answer that question. The matter would have to be
addressed to the - The SPEAKER - Order! I take the word of the
Treasurer that it has been set. If the Treasurer says to
the house that a date has been set for the
hearing--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The question seeks a
legal opinion and therefore is not permissible.
Mr Brumby - Mr Speaker, I raise a point of
order on the ruling you have just given on that
question. As I heard the question no legal opinion
was sought. The member for Niddrie referred to a
writ which is publicly available at the County Court
and of which he has a copy. It is a public document
that refers to a defamation action by the previous
Minister for Health against the Age. The member has
quoted from it. He has not sought a legal opinion.
He has asked why is it all right for a member of
parliament or a minister to seek a payment of
$200 000 but not for a victim of crime to seek benefit
for pain and suffering. There is no legal opinion
involved whatsoever.

The SPEAKER - Order! Is the Treasurer
convinced that a date has been set for the hearing?
Mr Stock dale - I understand so.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Unless it can be
categorically established that a date has been set for
the hearing I cannot accept the point of order.
Mr Ryan - On the point of order, Mr Speaker,
the question, in any event, has a premise that relates
to a proceeding taken by the former minister in her
own right. It has nothing to do with government.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Niddrie to repeat his question.
Mr HULLS - The question referred to a writ
which was issued by the former Minister for Health
against the Age in which she complained that she
had been humiliated and embarrassed and suffered
loss and damage and claimed $200 000 for such loss
and damage. I asked the Attorney-General if she
agreed that victims of crime, such as rape victims,
have really been the ones who have been humiliated
and embarrassed and suffered loss and damage and

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member has the right to raise a point of order and be
heard in silence.
Mr Ryan - The proceeding taken by the former
minister is a proceeding in her own right. It is
unrelated to government administration and
therefore that part of the question is inappropriate. If
the honourable member wants to rephrase the
question so that it relates only to the latter part of his
question it would seem to me to be in order.
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The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. I look on the first part of it as a preamble to
the question.
MI5 WADE (Attorney-General) - I thought
question time would have improved when someone
who is supposed to be qualified as a lawyer would
be asking questions. That was not the case
previously. However, I now find myself constantly
being asked to give legal advice to the person who
purports to be the legal affairs spokesman for the
opposition. I would have thought the legal affairs
spokesman for the opposition would be aware that it
is open to any person to bring an action in a court
against another citizen in cases of defamation or,
indeed, in cases of personal injury. That is a right
that is available to any victim. In fact, in future
where appropriate, the government will assist
victims by bringing such actions on their behalf and
reimbursing them for pain and suffering where there
is an order of the court. In addition, under the
proposed legislation in all cases victims will have
access to counselling, expenses for medical
treatment and reimbursement for loss of earnings as
a result of violent offences and, in exceptional
circumstances, a right to reimbursement for other
expenses.
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The ESD network will allow Victorians to complete a
wide range of state and local government
transactions electrOnically. They will be able to do
that from home, from libraries or from kiosks that
might be available in public places such as shopping
centres by this time next year.
By August 1997 Victorians will be able to pay bills
and access information from seven government and
private sector agencies. They include Vicroads, Yarra
Valley Water, the State Electoral Office - in case of
by~lections or state elections - the Registry of
Births, Deaths and Marriages, Eastern Energy, the
Shire of Moira and the City of Manningham.
This will be the start of what I think will be the
biggest change that mankind has witnessed since the
invention of the printing press by William Caxton in
the 15005. For all of us not only the way we trade
information but the way we relate to government or
pay our bills will be changed completely.

Mr KENNElT (Premier) - That is a very good
question from the honourable member for
Prahran - much better than the next one from the
opposition, by the look of it.

Eventually the network will provide a single
electronic window through which citizens and
businesses can access all state and local government
information and transaction services. As I say, there
will be three ways to access information: kiosk
terminals situated in public places such as shopping
centres, libraries and council offices will be the most
obvious method. Initially the government will
establish 30 of these. The second method will be
interactive voice response, which will ensure that
customers can pay their bills and access information
using a normal push-button telephone. The
push-button telephones that people have in their
homes or offices now will enable them to pay their
bills or access information. The third method is
obviously the Internet, the use of which is growing
very quickly indeed.

You might be aware that during the election
campaign the government made a commitment to
extend multimedia technology into local
communities and homes in every corner of the state
so that it would be accessible and of direct benefit to
all Victorians. The government made a policy
commitment then to have Victorians on line on time
all the time by the year 2001. Therefore I am pleased
today to have launched with my colleague the
Minister for Multimedia a program which saw
NEC Australia awarded the contract for Australia's
first advanced electronic service delivery (ESD)
network. The company has put together a
consortium, part of which is Aspect Computing.

NEC and Aspect Computing will invest $10 million
over the next three years ID the system's design,
development and manufacture. Obviously it will
create a number of jobs. The agencies will enter into
a financial arrangement with the consortium and it
will be one of the most revolutionary changes we
have seen in the way government relates to the
community it has elected to serve. It will
substantially increase the efficiency of providing
people with access to public information. At the
moment most of that access is restricted to a 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. business day. The new system will ensure
that the seven agencies I have referred to will be
open for business seven days a week, 24 hours a day.

Multimedia: on-line services
Ms BURKE (Prahran) - Will the Premier advise
the house of the progress in fulfilling the
government's commitment to prOviding multimedia
on-line services for all Victorians?
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I commend my colleague the Minister for
Multimedia on the work he has done on the system,
and I particularly commend NEC and Aspect
Computing. We look forward to the system being in
place by August 1997.

Export: federal government policy
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to his claims earlier today during
question time regarding Victoria's export
performance. I refer him also to a report in
yesterday's Australian Financial Review stating that
the federal government had rebuffed the approach
of the United States of America to discuss its
position on Australia's export facilitation for the
Preston-based company Howe Leather, which
employs hundreds of people.
Did the state government then or does it now
endorse the actions of the federal government in so
rebuffing the American approach? If not, what
action has the government taken with the federal
government to rectify this serious error, and will the
state government ensure that the matter is raised by
the Prime Minister with President Ointon during his
forthcoming visit to Australia?

Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I can only suggest
that after this question the Leader of the Opposition
and not just three of his colleagues but all of them
retire to a place outside the chamber to consult on
the quality of their next question. I cannot determine
what the Prime Minister is going to discuss with
President Ointon.
Mr Brumby - Howe Leather is a Melbourne firm
employing hundreds of people.
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some of the international covenants that work
towards free trade. A great deal of work has been
done in Australia at both federal and state
government level by Howe Leather and by some of
the industry groups.
Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to cease interjecting across the table. If he
wishes to ask another question he will get the call
next time.
Mr Brumby - I just want him to answer it.
The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr KENNElT - Members of the automotive
industry have also been doing a lot of work which the Leader of the Opposition is obviously not
aware of - in the United States to try to have the
action reversed. At present between our government
and that of the United States there is a suggestion in
the wind that we hope will lead to a resolution of the
issue sooner rather than later. We can only hope that
that is the case, but the matter is federally based
because it is to do with the schemes introduced by
the federal government. I hope the issue is resolved
quickly because the ramifications on Howe Leather
are quite substantial.
Mr Brumby interjected.

Mr KENNElT - I am sorry for you. You just
can't help yourself, can you?
The SPEAKER - Order! Would the Leader of
the Opposition cease interjecting. I do not want to
have to take action against him, but if necessary I
will have to do so.

Mr KENNElT - I cannot read the Prime
Minister's mind to enable me to know what he is
going to raise with President Ointon tomorrow. The
Leader of the Opposition would understand that the
issue has now been in the public arena for some
months. Howe Leather is a major processor and
value adder in this state and in this country. It
exports not only to the United States but also to
Germany and other parts of Europe, where it is a
major provider to manufacturers of some of the
finest makes of motor vehicles anywhere in the
world.

Mr J. F. McGRATH (Warmambool) - Will the
Minister for Education advise the house of further
developments in the school restructure program?

The American community has questioned some of
the export incentive programs that are currently in
place and asked how they relate in this case to Howe
Leather, believing the programs to be in breach of

Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I thank the
honourable member for his question and for the
tremendous work that he does with schools in the
electorate of Warmambool. I know it has been

Mr KENNETI - I hope the matter will be
resolved quickly in the interests of Howe Leather
and its employees and, importantly, our export
position right around the world.

Schools: mergers
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difficult for him, but I am pleased to be able to
inform the house that two schools in the member's
electorate, Dennington and Warmambool West
primary schools, have agreed to merge to form a
new school on the Warrnambool West site.

days and weeks as more school councils meet to
discuss the restructuring of their schools, and I
expect to announce more mergers and restructures
in the future.

Hospitals: waiting lists
This is more good. news for the people of Victoria. I
am also happy to announce that three schools in
Colac have agreed to restructure to form two new
schools: Colac West and Colac primary schools will
merge on the Colac Primary School site, and the
Colac South-West Primary School will consolidate
from two campuses into one.
There is still more good news. In the Geelong region
the South Barwon Secondary College is to merge
with Belmont, Oberon and Grovedale high schools
to form a new three-campus secondary college.
Again we are seeing progressive action taken.
Rushworth P12 college will be consolidating from
two campuses to one.
The government would like to put on record its
congratulations to the local communities on
attaining better educational opportunities for the
young people in their regions. I also thank the local
members, who have worked very hard for their
school communities. Speaking of local members, I
congratulate the honourable member for
Broadmeadows, the Leader of the Opposition, on the
good. work that he is doing in his electorate.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr GUDE - I am assuming that he knows where
his electorate is, and I am happy to inform the house
that Broadmeadows East and Eastmeadows primary
schools have agreed to merge on to the
Broadmeadows East site. I also congratulate the
honourable member for Morwell, who was
interjecting a moment ago, on the good. work he has
done in his electorate, where the Traralgon East and
the Traralgon Liddiard Road primary schools are
merging on the Liddiard Road site. It seems that
these two opposition members have taken to heart
the work that was done by the honourable member
for Thomastown, which has already been
acknowledged in this place. The government is more
than happy to assist members on either side of the
house who have the best educational interests of
their communities at heart when it comes to
restructuring local schools.

These announcements will affect some 15 schools. I
am confident that there will be much more good.
news for the people of Victoria over the following

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Premier to the latest waiting list figures, which
reveal that 10 779 patients, more than a quarter of all
the patients on the waiting lists, have been waiting
more than six months for treatment. Will the
government now abandon its plans to close another
400 beds as part of its metropolitan hospital plan,
which will lead to a further blow-out in waiting lists?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his question; I notice that
the Leader of the Opposition got the manager of
opposition business to duck the handball over to the
honourable member for Albert Park at question
time. The leader has obviously bowed out of the
batting for the rest of today - retired hurt. I am not
surprised that the honourable member for Albert
Park did not refer to comments he made in the
media yesterday, when he sought quite deliberately
to mislead the community over the question of
waiting lists in this state. The reality is that the
number of people on hospital waiting lists in
categories 1,2 and 3 has been reduced by just over
1000, according to the figures that have just come
out, and because they have gone down the
honourable member for Albert Park said, 'Let us for
the first time ever include those who are booked in
for surgery'. The only reason those figures have
never been used before is that when the ALP was in
government it decided that booked-in figures were
never going to be used. Is it any wonder that more
people are booked in for surgery these days? Under
this government an extra 160 000 patients are treated
every year above the miserable number that were
treated under the former Labor government.

The honourable member continues to show his lack
of knowledge in this area when he talks about
changes in the physical structure of hospitals. With
the passage of time we have seen a tremendous
increase in the number of people who are treated as
day surgery patients, and that figure will grow
considerably not only numerically but as a
percentage of the whole. The ALP would have us
believe that the way to improve our health system is
to hang on to the old institutions we had in the past
that it did not look after or maintain and that were
not provided with new equipment or new
computers. At the end of the day, if we are going to
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offer the best health service that we can possibly
afford we need to have institutions that are properly
suited to meet the changes.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr KENNETI - You are going to be a great
deputy, I tell you, mate! By his interjection the
honourable member for Albert Park just proves - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - He did not have to take the
benefit of a government car; he did not have to put
alloy wheels on his car, but he did. He lines his own
pocket while he comes in here and cries poor over
what he perceives to be a crisis in the health system.
The government will continue to address and reform
the health system in the way the public of Victoria
has come to expect of this government, just as it
expects the opposition to whinge and to moan.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETI - Here we have the Leader of the
Opposition interjecting, 'Did you take the alloy
wheels?'. 1bis man is really about policies. He is an
incredible lightweight. The tragedy for the Labor
Party is that everyone else behind the honourable
member is even lighter still. You are an abject failure.

We will continue to deliver a good health system.
We will not change the way we are restructuring the
health system at the moment. Just as the ALP tried
before the last election to have the public reject what
the government was doing and just as the public
then supported the government's activities, so will it
in the future.
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was not a matter of how it was run but how it was
mismanaged and who ran it on a day-to-day basis which at that time was the union movement.
The entire community - and I must say to some
degree even the union movement - understood that
the time for change had not only arrived but was
long overdue. The taxpayers were sick and tired of
putting in $507 million in subsidy, as they did in
Labor's last year. This government embarked on a
program to cut that subsidy in half over four years,
and that has been achieved. We have saved
$245 million a year with changes implemented by
agreement.
The contribution of rural Victoria to those savings
was $33 million. By far the biggest loss maker in
rural Victoria was the train that formerly ran to
Mildura. Because of the many millions of dollars
necessary to bring that line to a high-class standard,
as well as the more than $5 million per annum losses
that were being incurred, the government decided
that the sensible alternative was mode
substitution - that is, road coach should replace the
train, and that happened.
As a result, there are almost twice as many services a
week to Mildura now than four years ago. In
addition, people wishing to travel on public.
transport to Mildura have three choices. They can
take a road coach right through to the heart of the
city without having to change modes; they can take
a road coach to Bendigo and travel on one of the
world's most modem sprinter trains; or - and a
large number are doing so - they can take a short
journey in a road coach to Swan Hill and use the
train service from Swan Hill. I visited Mildura two
weeks ago, and I urge the honourable member not to
continue to talk down that community.

Rail: Mildura link
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) - Given that there is a
budget surplus and that the Calder Highway project
has federal status, will the Minister for Transport tell
the house the time frame for the upgrading and
standardisation of the Mildura rail link to facilitate
efficient freight handling and to enhance the
possibility of the return of a passenger service, the
total cost of which could be as low as $25 million, as
against 2.2 kilometres of Calder Highway
duplication at a cost of $7.1 million?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Transport) - The
house is well aware, as is the community, that when
the Kennett government came to office just over four
years ago public transport was bleeding to death. It

Mr BROWN - Many people are doing so - and
I will tell you why. That community is a great
community; it has a lot going for it.

Mr Batchelor - Mr Speaker, on a point of order,
I draw your attention to standing order 127. The
minister is clearly debating the question. I ask you to
bring him back to the question.
The SPEAKER - Order! I cannot uphold the
point of order at this stage.
Mr BROWN - It is a fine community. I can
assure honourable members that the 650 people who
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arrived in town with me would not have travelled
on the train had the service remained - the rally
was organised by motorcyclists! During my visit I
saw thousands of people, hundreds of whom were
visitors to that fine city. They were very much
enjoying their stay in what many would regard as
one of the finest parts of Victoria in which to have a
holiday.
The reality is similar to what happened in my home
town 20 years when a former Minister of Transport,
Joe Rafferty, removed the train. Not only did the
town not die; it grew and prospered, and that is the
case with Mildura. I say to the Mildura community:
you have a wonderful community and people have
many choices about how to get there, including
public transport.
When the current contract for the road coaches
expires, which is a little over three years from now,
the government will call tenders for either the road
coach operation to continue or for trains to be
returned. The government will evaluate the tenders
submitted at the time on the basis of the cost. The
test will be in just over three years time when we
advertise for tenders for the continuance of public
transport to that community in that wonderful part
of the state. Public transport will certainly continue
forever more to Mildura. The long-term is question:
what will be the cost to the taxpayer? It is possible
that an acceptable tender may be submitted in the
future, but I place it on no higher term than 'may
be'. Whether private enterprise would want to run
that service would depend on the cost at the time.
In conclusion, the grant for the Calder highway is

not of benefit to my portfolio. I do not get an extra
cent because the commonwealth government
decides to give some of Victoria's taxes back in the
form of increased road funding. The bottom line for
transport is that the long-suffering taxpayers of
Victoria still foot the bill for a subsidy of around
$250 million a year. We are certainly not making a
profit.
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will the government take to monitor and reduce the
number of cancellations of operations?

Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for that penetrating question.
The number of people who are booked for surgery is
an expression of two things. Firstly, as I said earlier,
we are treating substantially more patients. We are
now treating BOO 000 people in our public hospital
system. That is an extra 160 000 over what was
occurring when we came to office only four years
ago. So there is a massive increase.
Secondly, as we know, with the ageing
population - and this is going to increasingly be the
case - more and more people, because of new
techniques, et cetera, are able to have elective
surgery to help them to remove pain in their old age.
Both figures are probably in themselves quite
healthy: firstly, we are treating more patients and
therefore more people are booked in for surgery
because we are treating them more quickly; and,
secondly, we are adjusting to an ageing population
with new technology and new drugs.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr KENNETI - The member says, 'What about
the cancellations?'. There is normally one reason
why we have cancellations.
Mr Thwaites - Not enough beds.
Mr KENNETI - Beauty! That's not the reason at
all. The reason we have them is because we give
priority to those in more urgent condition, and that
will always be the case. Unlike the previous Labor
government, which had literally hundreds of people
on the category 1 waiting list, to my knowledge we
now no longer have anyone waiting more than
30 days for what we call category 1 life-saving
emergency operations. The people in real need are
getting-Mr Thwaites interjected.

Hospitals: waiting lists
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Premier to his previous answer about booked
patients and to the fact that the number of patients
on the booked patient waiting list has increased by
59 per cent in the life of the Kennett government and
that many of those patients are having their
operations cancelled because there are more
bookings than there are beds available. What action

Mr KENNETI' - I'm sorry if you don't like it. I
know you don't like it, Florence. The reality is
you've been muckraking about this issue ever since
you came into this place. At the last election you had
the opportunity to put up a policy and you didn't.
There was not one policy on health.
Mr Brumby interjected.
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Mr KENNETI - The Leader of the Opposition
and the member of Albert Park say, 'We did'. The
reality is they failed the simplest test - that is, the
test of hard work. They simply didn't deliver. The
member for Albert Park asks what we will do to
ensure that people are not booked in and their
surgery is cancelled. On this side of the house we
will always continue to drive changes in the health
system to try to give people greater access to the
health services they require.
That is why much of the $1 billion expenditure the
Minister for Health and I announced recently will be
directed to facilities being taken closer to where
people live. That will incorporate a lot more
technology that will allow for considerably more
day surgery. By doing so, throughput will increase.
The health system is getting better and most of the
community accepts that.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - The reality is also that you will
always find when you are treating - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - The member for Albert Park
says we're out of touch. Why have we got
58 members on this side while you've got only 29?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - It happens to be the reality.
Fundamentally the public does not want you. We
will continue to introduce the new hospital networks
and to introduce the new systems that will ensure
people are treated better. That will continue to be
reflected in the way the public assesses the
performances of the two major parties. On one hand
the government is prepared to do things in the
long-term interests of the community and on the
other the opposition is policyless and leaderless. It
simply cannot continue to knock and criticise
without offering any constructive suggestions
whatsoever in any policy area, let alone health.

Prisons: drugs
Mr DIXON (Dromana) - Will the Minister for
Corrections advise the house of the strategies in
place to address the incidence of drugs in Victoria's
prisons?
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Corrections) - The issue of controlling drugs in
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prisons is an ongoing saga. Legislative changes
made by the government have helped significantly
to reduce drug taking in prisons.
An opposition member interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - You did not do much
about it in your term in office. Things were basically
out of control. In your term 23 per cent of prisoners
were testing positive to illicit drugs; now the rate is
back to 8 per cent.
The new female prison that was opened in August
gave the government a great opportunity to try to
put in place a drug-free prison environment. Both
the government and the Premier, through Turning
the Tide, are strongly committed to delivering a
drug-free prison environment for female
offenders - and, indeed, for all offenders in our
gaols. The female prison is the first of its type
outside America to be privately operated. Under the
Victorian prisons drug strategy - An opposition member interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - We had the occasional
tennis ball at Fairlea and Pentridge for years. I hope
the honourable member is not referring to tennis ball
as being a bit like tennis elbow. She seems to know a
bit about this tennis ball thing!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Sunshine to cease interjecting.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - It is fair to say that there
ismuch--

The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
audible conversation on both sides of the house,
particularly from members on my right.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - It is fair to say that there
is a much better chance of reducing tennis ball
incidents at the new private prison because of where
it is placed and how it has been built. The perimeter
can be surveyed using surveillance cameras, and the
environment in the gaol means accommodation can
be easily searched.
Mr Baker interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! I have warned the
honourable member for Sunshine twice; I will not

PETITION
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Mount Stirling

warn him again. The minister, winding up his
answer.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - This is a very important
question-The SPEAKER - Order! And a very lengthy
answer.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - Even though the
opposition does not want to hear it, the honourable
member deserves a proper and comprehensive
answer.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
minister wishes to defy the Chair by continuing a
lengthy answer, I will invite him to make a
ministerial statement. I ask him now to wind up his
answer.

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria sheweth that Mount Stirling being an
undeveloped mountain available to all Victorian
citizens for a wide range of recreational wilderness
experiences and activities is under threat of being
developed as a downhill ski resort with ski lifts, the
associated infrastructure and a gondola linking Mount
Stirling with nearby Mount Buller.
Your petitioners therefore pray that Mount Stirling be
forever protected from such mechanical gondola, ski
lifts and associated infrastructure and it be preserved
for all time.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Mr W. D. McGRATH - The house needs to
understand that a deterrence program has been put
in place, which involves disincentives to prisoners
continuing their drug use. Detection measures
included the development of strategies to identify
drug users and traffickers through regular random
urine testing. Drug treatment programs have also
been introduced.
The works, educational and personal development
programs give female offenders the opportunity to
look at their own situations and develop, with
assistance from others, strategies to help them
overcome their drug problems. At the completion of
their terms all offenders will have individual
assessments. The Department of Human Services
will ensure that those pre-release assessments are
completed and, where appropriate, will guarantee
the women access to suitable treatment services in
whichever part of the state they live in. It is
important to give them ongoing access to follow-up
programs.
It is interesting to note that most of the problems
with re-offenders relate to drugs. If we can overcome
the drug problem in our prisons, we will go a long
way down the path of overcoming a difficult
problem for people who are inclined to re-offend.

PETITION
The Oerk - I have received the following
petition for presentation to Parliament:

By Mrs Elliott (20 762 signatures)
Laid on table.
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Mooroolbark be considered next day
on motion of Ms GARBUlT (Bundoora).

NATIONAL ROAD TRANSPORT
COMMISSION
Mr BROWN (Minister for Transport) presented

report for 1995-96.
Laid on table.

CODE OF FOREST PRACTICES FOR
TIMBER PRODUCTION
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and Land
Management) presented copy of Code of Forest
Practices for Timber Production - Revision no. 2,
November 1996, together with instrument of
approval.

Laid on table.
Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and Land
Management).

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
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SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

Alert Digest No. 9
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) presented Alert
Digest No. 9 of 1996 on:
Education (Amendment) Bill
Miscellaneous Acts (Further Omnibus
Amendments) Bill
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Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
All Planning Schemes - No. SRL3
Brighton Planning Scheme - No. 1.35
Diamond Valley Planning Scheme - No. LSO
Doncaster and Templestowe Planning Scheme Nos 1.39 Part 2, L93
Kingston Planning Scheme - No. L 11
Pakenham Planning Scheme - No. U22

Rail Corporations Bill
together with appendix.

Shepparton City Planning Scheme - No. L60
Tambo Planning Scheme - No. L69
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme - No. L20

Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

Public Prosecutions - Report of the Director,
Committee and Office for the year 1995-96 (in lieu of
Report previously tabled)

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Bendigo Health Care Group - Report for the year
1995-96 (two papers)
Caritas Christi Hospice Limited - Report for the year
1995-96

Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Section 17DA
Orders granting under Section 170 leases in the City of
Port Phillip (three papers)
Electricity Services Victoria - Report for the year
1995-96
Inner Health Care Network - Report for the year
1995-96
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 - Notice under
section 32(3)(a) in relation to an Order varying State
environment protection policy (Waters of Victoria)
(Government Gazette No. G44, p. 2877, 7 November 1996)
Mercy Public Hospitals Incorporated - Report for the
year 1995-96 (two papers)

St Vincent's Hospital Melbourne - Report for the year
1995-96 (two papers)
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Administration and Probate Act 1958 - S.R No.
109
Competition Policy Reform (Victoria) Act 1995S.RNo.62
Gaming Machine Control Act 1991 - S.R No. 112
Heritage Act 1995 - S.R Nos 85, 86, 87
Magistrates' Court Act 1989 - S.R No. 108
Police Regulation Act 1958 - S.R No. 88
Road Safety Act 1986 - S.R Nos 63, 89, 90
Supreme Court Act 1986 - S.R No. 110
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 Ministers' exemption certificates in relation to
Statutory Rule Nos 54, 62, 112
Minister's exception certificate in relation to
Statutory Rule Nos 108, 109, 110
Upper Murray Health and Community Services Report for the year 1995-96

Nurses Board of Victoria - Report for the year 1995-96
Ombudsman and Acting Deputy Ombudsman (Police
Complaints) - Report for the year 1995-96 - Ordered
to be printed

Victoria Grants Commission - Report for the year
ended 31 August 1996
Victorian Catchment and Land Protection CouncilReport for the year 1995-96

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
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BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I move:
That, pursuant to sessional order No. 6(3), the orders of
the day, government business, relating to the following
bills be considered and completed by 4.00 p.m. on
Thursday, 21 November 1996:
Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill

1283

When announcing the government's decision the
Premier said it was the most important initiative to
be undertaken since Federation. The transfer of state
powers to the commonwealth is an important
matter, yet the government will use its numbers in a
procedural way to try to establish guidelines that
will make it impossible to argue after the
second-reading speech about the length of any
adjournment of debate on the bill. The government
has sought to pre-empt what the opposition has to
say about the transfer of state powers to the
commonwealth.

Firearms Bill
Friendly Societies (Victoria) Bill
Motor Car Traders (Amendment) Bill
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill
Rail Corporations Bill

Optometrists Registration Bill
Mental Health (Interstate Provisions) Bill
Stock (Seller Liability and Declarations)
(Amendment) Bill
Children's Services Bill

Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I oppose the
motion because of the inclusion in the list of bills of
the Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations)
Bill, which is to have its second reading shortly, as I
understand it. The motion proposes that debate on
that bill be concluded by 4.00 p.m. next Thursday.
That would be insufficient time to consider a bill of
such importance; it should be removed from the list
of bills included in the motion moved by the Leader
of the House.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I join the
honourable member for Williamstown in opposing
the government business program motion because
of the insistence by the government on including the
Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill in
legislation due to pass by 4.00 p.m. next Thursday.
I believe the second reading of that bill will occur
today, yet even before we have had an opportunity
to hear the second-reading speech and conduct a
debate on the appropriate period of adjournment of
any debate, the government has moved a procedural
motion that in effect pre-empts such debate. The
opposition opposes the motion because the
gove~en~ is treat:ing Parliament with contempt; its
administrative motion will determine the length of
debate on that bill.

This unprecedented action will force important
industrial relations legislation through this place
with undue haste before we have a chance to
discover what the complementary federal legislation
will contain. It is inappropriate that Parliament be
required to deal with this bill so quickly. Proper
de~at~ will be restricted. We are being asked to buy
a pIg ID a poke before we know what will happen in
Canberra.

The opposition will not accept this government
action lightly. The political parties in this Parliament
have att:empted to negotiate to facilitate the passage
of the bill. Every effort was made on both sides to
come to agreement; according to the traditional
procedural forms of this place, when resolution on
such a question cannot be reached a 14-day
adjournment is provided.

If this motion is passed the opposition will find it
difficult to argue effectively for a 14-day
adjournment. Nonetheless it will argue the case
because the legislation is so important, although
little opportunity will be available to argue about
time. This motion is a proceduraliy shabby attempt
by the government to force through Parliament with
undue haste what will be one of the most important
and significant legislative matters to come before
Parliament during this sessional period. If one
believes what the Premier said, it will be one of the
most important matters to be dealt with in this place
since Federation.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - Only last week in this
place we had an exhaustive and exhausting debate
on this topic. That debate lasted for about 2 hours
during which the honourable member for
'
Williamstown spoke at length. Honourable members
had the opportunity to canvass the merits of the bill
that is the subject of the opposition's concern. The
opposition foreshadows that it will not have enough
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time this week, yet it continues to speak ad nauseam
on the same subject. It defeats its own argument.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - The minister is
confused. The debate last Thursday was about the
length of adjournment of the second-reading debate
on the Accident Compensation (Further
Amendment) Bill, not on the Commonwealth
Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill. The reason for the
debate last week was that the government moved
for a 14-day adjournment on the accident
compensation legislation and the opposition argued
for a two-month adjournment.
The legislation now causing the opposition so much
trouble concerns a transfer of industrial relations
powers from the state to the commonwealth
jurisdiction. That bill has not been the subject of any
debate - either about the legislation or on the
matter of time - because it has yet to be read a
second time. After the house has dealt with this
government business motion, presumably the
minister will read the bill a second time, and that
will be the first time the opposition will have seen it.
We should then be allowed to debate the length of
the period of adjournment of debate on such an
important bill.
The house is now being asked to agree to the bill's
being dealt with by Thursday without honourable
members having yet looked at it. Perhaps the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training has
had a chance to go through the bill in cabinet, but it
has not been sighted in this house and it has not
been the subject of debate, even on the question of
time. The minister must be confused, because a
different bill was being debated at the time he
referred to.
The SPEAKER - Order! For the clarification of
the honourable member, the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training was alluding to
Wednesday's adjournment motion on the subject,
not a bill that the house debated on Thursday.
Mr LEIGHTON - I make the point that the bill
has not yet been Sighted in this house, and it will not
be sighted until government business, order of the
day no. I, is read and copies of it are distributed to
members.

We on this side of the house have made our views
clear. All I can say is: 'More fool, government
backbenchers!'. I now understand why the
honourable member for Tullamarine exploded in his
party room when the matter of paint balls was being
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debated. He seems to be one of the few
backbenchers willing to challenge the executive
government. The bulk of government backbenchers,
who have not sighted this bill, are prepared to allow
the executive to determine what bills will be dealt
with. That in my view is a dereliction of their duties
as members of Parliament. They all have overriding
responsibilities to the house, the community and the
electorates they represent to ensure legislation is
properly scrutinised. I cannot understand how they
can vote to allow a major bill such as this to be dealt
with on Thursday without having even sighted it. At
least we on this side of the house are not prepared to
agree to that.
House divided on motion:

Ayes,57
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley,Mr
Brown,Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean, Or
Dixon,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Lean,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr (Teller)
McCall,Ms
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.D.

McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrln,Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Shardey,Mrs
Smith, Mr ER
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr (Teller)
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Noes, 28
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks,Mr
Brumby,Mr
Cameron,Mr
Campbell,Ms

Hamilton, Mr
Hulls,Mr
Langdon,Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr (Teller)
Loney,Mr
Maddigan, Mrs

MOTOR CAR TRADERS (AMENDMENT) BILL
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Carli,Mr
Coie,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis, Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett,Ms
Haerrneyer, Mr
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Micallef,Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Savage, Mr (TeIIer)
Seitz, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.

MOTOR CAR TRADERS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Statement under section 85 of Constitution Act
Mrs WADE (Minister for Fair Trading) - I wish
to make a statement under section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons why I propose
in committee to insert a new clause into the Motor
Car Traders (Amendment) Bill to alter or vary that
section. The clause will insert section 39A into the
Small Claims Tribunals Act 1973. Section 39A states
that it is the intention of section 15(1) of the Small
Claims Tribunals Act 1973 - as it applies to a small
claim because of the amendment made by section 52
of the Motor Car Traders (Amendment) Act 1996to alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act
1985.
Section 52 seeks to amend the definition of 'small
claim' in the Small Claims Tribunals Act 1973.
Section 2(1) of the Small Claims Tribunals Act 1973
defines small claim as, inter alia, a claim for the
payment of money in an amount not exceeding
$5000 arising from a contract for the supply of goods
or services arising not more than two years
previously between a consumer and a trader.
Section 15 of the Small Claims Tribunals Act 1973
gives the tribunal exclusive jurisdiction, with some
minor exceptions, in relation to small claims referred
to it. Section 16 states that decisions of the tribunal
are final.
Section 52 of the Motor Car Traders (Amendment)
Bill raises the jurisdictional limit of small claims
from $5000 to $10 000 in respect of claims against
motor car traders within the meaning of the Motor
Car Traders Act 1986 in relation to the purchase, sale
or exchange of a motor car. The amending provision
therefore indirectly limits the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court for those motor car purchases
involving amounts from $5000 to $10 000 in the
same fashion that it is limited in relation to existing
motor car purchases involving up to $5000 which are
referred to the tribunal. In respect of those matters
the decision of the tribunal is final.

The public policy rationale for this proposal is to
accommodate the higher value of individual
transactions in used motor vehicles due to inflation
and cost increases brought about by more persons
seeking used vehicles due to increases in new
vehicle prices. It is considered that a $5000 limit in
respect of claims concerning motor cars is too low
given these increases, and the present cap of
$5000 forces consumers with such claims which
exceed $5000 to seek remedy through the court
system.
The Small Claims Tribunal is the desirable venue for
this type of consumer claim as it is less expensive
and quicker than the court system and an expertise
in the technicalities of these claims has been
developed over a number of years. An appeal to the
Supreme Court from the tribunal's decision would
unnecessarily complicate, delay and add to the cost
of a process which has been specifically designed for
the expeditious final resolution of relatively minor
consumer complaints against traders. It is therefore
considered to be a fair and reasonable proposal that
consumers should have the option of seeking a
remedy for an increased amount under the tribunal
jurisdiction.

FIREARMS BILL
Statement under section 85 of Constitution Act
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)(By leave) - I wish to make a
statement under section 85 of the Constitution Act
1975 of the reasons why I propose in committee to
move the amendments to clause 190 of the Firearms
Bill to further alter and vary that section.

Clause 190 of the bill states that it is the intention of
that section to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary to
prevent the bringing before the Supreme Court of
actions of the kind referred to in clause 183. I intend
to propose in committee amendments to clause 190
to make it accord with current drafting practice,
which is to refer to the substantive clause, in this
case clause 183, as having the intention of altering or
varying section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
On Thursday, 31 October 1996, at page 1013 of

Hansard I made a statement under section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975. The amendments necessitate
the making of a fresh statement under section 85 of
the Constitution Act 1975 in relation to clause 183 of
the reasons for altering or varying section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
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Clause 183 provides that a registered medical
practitioner, nurse or psychologist is not liable to
civil or criminal prosecution if the health
professional informs the chief commissioner of his or
her reasonable belief that a person to whom they
have been providing a professional service is not a
fit and proper person to possess, carry or use a
firearm or to have a firearm licence. Clause 183 also
provides that an officer of an approved club is not
liable to civil or criminal prosecution if that officer
informs the chief commissioner of his or her
reasonable belief that a member of the club is not a
fit and proper person to possess, carry or use a
firearm or to have a firearm licence.
These immunity provisions are needed to ensure
that health professionals and club officials are able to
report persons whom they reasonably believe may
pose a threat with firearms without fear of
subsequent legal action. Early identification of
potentially dangerous persons is part of the process
of helping to ensure public safety. These provisions
form part of that process by ensuring that health
professionals and club officials are not discouraged
from informing the chief commissioner of any
potentially dangerous person by the threat of
prosecution.
Government amendments circulated by
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and

Emergency Services) pursuant to sessional orders.
Second reading
Debate resumed from 31 October; motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services).
The SPEAKER - Order! Before calling the
honourable member for Van Yean I advise the house
that I believe the second reading of this bill is
required to be passed by an absolute majority of all
members of the house.
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - The opposition
will support the bill because it espouses principles in
relation to the ownership of firearms that the Labor
Party has long held; that came through in the
legislation the Labor Party introduced into
Parliament in 1988. However, in supporting the bill I
express strong reservations about the indecent haste
with which the government is seeking to push it
through the chamber.

The bill was introduced only two weeks ago. It is a
large and significant piece of legislation; it is highly
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technical and encompasses a complete rewrite of the
Firearms Act. Even someone with a detailed
technical knowledge of firearms and the law would
take some time to comprehend the ramifications of
the bill, yet we were given two weeks in which to
circulate it in the community and discuss it with the
many interest groups that have strong views about
the matter. Firearm legislation has probably aroused
some of the strongest and most passionate debate
the community has heard on any issue, yet we were
given two weeks to deal with it.
If we are going to deal with legislation that has such

an impact upon the community it is important that
we are able to consult widely. 1his is a sensitive
issue and it is vital that people understand what is in
the legislation and do not feel they are being
snowed. It is important that people understand the
technical minutiae of the bill. It is also important to
ensure that the trauma that the whole firearms
debate has aroused in the community is not further
aggravated, and that the threats that have been
made against members of Parliament and their staff
as a result of the legislation are not repeated.
It is also vital that no unintended consequences flow
from the bill, because if there are ramifications
further down the track they could have frightening
consequences, given what we are dealing with here.
People must feel comfortable in their understanding
of what is proposed here. Otherwise they will be
alleging there are hidden agendas and all sorts of
things that mayor may not be the case. We must get
the legislation right. I do not want to be here year
after year debating amendments to the firearm
legislation because of the trauma it causes.

My electorate officer - my electorate office is not
alone in experiencing these sorts of traumas - had
death threats made to her when the first component
of the bill was debated in the autumn session. One
particular individual decided he was going to stalk
my office. He followed my electorate officer home
and followed her out that night. The next day he
rang and told her he knew where she lived, where
she had been and everything she had done the
previous night. 1his was an extremely traumatic
episode for her. We should not have to debate
amendments to firearm legislation every year
because of the division and anxieties the subject
creates in the community.
Not only are we expected to have absorbed,
understood and consulted on the ramifications of a
147-page bill in two weeks, but on the same day as
the second-reading debate is commenced the
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government confronts the house with
61 amendments. I place on record my appreciation
of the courteous and patient briefing I received from
officers of the minister's department. However, in
relation to the 61 amendments - and I appreciate
that most of them are simply perfunctory - I would
have liked to consult my party colleagues but did
not have the opportunity. I was briefed at 1.30 p.m.
today. I have not had the opportunity to talk to the
people who have professed an interest in and who
are concerned about the legislation. I have spoken to
people from both sides of the debate - those who
think there need to be more controls on firearms and
those who think there need to be fewer - and also
to those who simply think there are technical
problems that need to be tidied up. I would have
liked to talk to them again about what the
amendments mean to them but was not given the
opportunity to do so because of the indecent haste
with which the bill will be rushed through.
I wonder when the government intends to proclaim
the legislation. Perhaps the minister will address
that matter in his reply, because it is important that
the firearm legislation be implemented soon.
Nevertheless, that should not be done at the expense
of consultation and a careful working through of the
issues to ensure that people understand what is at
hand. If it is misunderstood all hell will break loose
once again.
The opposition has been asking for debate on the bill
to be delayed for a couple of weeks so the
government can ensure it has it right. The
government may very well have it right, although I
have a few concerns I would like to see addressed.
Everybody needs a chance to go through the details
of the clauses of the bill. It is also important that if
there is to be bipartisanship, the opposition be
involved in the processes that are taking place here.
The opposition has not at any stage sought to exploit
the discomfort members on the other side have felt
from their own constituencies in relation to the
legislation. All the opposition has sought to do is to
be involved in the consultation on the details of the
bill. On 5 May, when the issue was raging at its
fullest, I wrote the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services and Minister for Corrections a
lengthy letter detailing some points that the Labor
Party felt were important and had to be considered
in any firearm legislation. I asked to meet with the
minister to discuss those issues. It is now November
and I am still waiting for a reply. Unfortunately the
government's magnanimity in regard to a bipartisan
approach has been severely lacking.
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This is, of course, a very important bill. The tragedy
at Port Arthur, where 35 people died as the result of
one person going off with a gun, shocked the entire
nation and put Australia on the map internationally
in a way that we would prefer had not happened. It
certainly focused public attention on the importance
of having effective controls on firearms, and the
public overwhelmingly supports that proposal.
As an illustration I point out that a poll undertaken
in Queensland, which is perceived to be probably
the most conservative state in Australia in terms of
firearm legislation, indicated that 90 per cent of
Brisbane residents and 79 per cent of regional voters
supported the ban on semiautomatic firearms - the
most contentious part of the federal government's
push for national legislation.
It is important that we have national legislation
because, while Victoria blazed the trail for effective
gun laws in Australia with the legislation that was
introduced under the Cain government in 1988, the
biggest problem with that legislation was that it was
rendered partly ineffective because of the absence of
complementary controls interstate. That had
ramifications for the purchasing and registering of
firearms, and it also enabled firearms that were
illegal in Victoria to be easily trafficked across the
border. Getting a set of national principles by which
all states need to abide is a vital step.
I congratulate both the Prime Minister and the
Federal Leader of the Opposition on the leadership
and bipartisanship they have shown in moving
down this path. It is certainly most important that
Australia does not go down the path of the United
States, where the attitude is that the right to own a
gun is absolute. In the United States the right to own
a gun seems to override the right to walk around the
streets without fear of being shot. Primary
school-age children in America bring guns into
schools, and children have to pass through metal
detectors before they go into schooL Increasingly I
am receiving reports of children here in Australia
bringing firearms into classrooms. I would hate to
see us go down the American path.
In relation to people who require firearms for either
occupational purposes, whether they be farmers,
police, prison officers or security guards, or to
pursue sporting or recreational pursuits, although
we would certainly like to uphold their right to
practise their occupations or sporting pursuits we
need to make sure that the regime that allows them
to carry firearms ensures that we know who has
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firearms and that there are strict controls over who
gets the firearms and how they are used.

outstanding against them. Certainly this is a very
important result from the police ministers council.

As a result of the Port Arthur massacre the
Australian Police Ministers Council in May agreed
to 10 motions which were to form the essential
thrust of the national principles underlying firearms
rules around Australia. The first one concerned the
banning of semiautomatic weapons. The ban was
originally proposed by the Cain government, but the
Liberal and National parties in opposition
shamefully and opportunistically opposed the
proposal. Now the federal Parliament is forcing the
measure upon them, and it is certainly a move that
the opposition supports. That resolution was given
effect to in the autumn sessional period of
Parliament, and the bill before us now deals with
resolutions nos 2 through to 10 of the ministers
council. I should like to go through some of these
provisions briefly.

The fifth resolution establishes on a national basis
training as a prerequisite for licensing. It is
important that there be uniform training standards.
Someone using a Queensland or New South Wales
gun licence in Victoria must have the appropriate
training, or the same level of training that is required
of people in Victoria. It is also important that we
ensure that people know how to use and store
firearms properly and safely. Probably a large
number of the deaths and injuries that result from
the use of firearms occur not in the environment of a
Julian Knight or a Frank Vitkovic or a Martin Bryant
going out and committing a massacre but in the
environment of a firearm that may even be legally
owned being misused or abused by somebody who
does not fully understand how to use it. Many
accidents occur with people engaged in various
shooting sports and in the home. Ensuring that
people are properly trained in the use and storage of
firearms and properly instructed on their rights and
obligations as shooters is extremely important.

The second resolution establishes the nationwide
registration of all firearms. We all remember the
cries of absolute horror that were heard in 1988
when Victoria sought to introduce the registration of
firearms. Later I will quote some of the comments
members on the other side made back in 1988. We
now have an endorsement on a national basis of the
principles that were put in place by the Cain
government in Victoria in 1988.
The third resolution establishes acceptable reasons
for applying for a firearm licence and includes
prOvisions regarding the collecting of firearms. We
certainly believe that is a good move. We have
always had fairly strict requirements. I believe what
is being proposed here tightens up the existing
requirements and ensures that people who have a
legitimate requirement for firearms can obtain them
but that firearms are not circulating through the
community willy-nilly.
The fourth resolution establishes basic standards for
all licences, including new national licence
categories and mutual recognition provisions for
interstate licences. This is very important in making
sure that the people who apply for and obtain
firearm licences satisfy certain strict criteria and that
we do not have obtaining firearms people who are
unable to use them safely and responsibly, have had
no basic training in firearm use or have committed
criminal or other serious firearms offences, showing
themselves to be totally incapable of using firearms
responsibly. Neither do we want obtaining firearm
or gun licences people who have restraining orders

Resolution 6 establishes the grounds for the refusal
or cancellation of licences to own firearms and for
the seizure of firearms. Again, the opposition agrees
that people who have shown themselves unable to
abide by the firearm legislation or have shown they
are not responsible firearm users should not be able
to obtain firearms; nor should people who have
committed serious offences and have volatile
temperaments, particularly those with restraining
orders against them. That should be a fundamental
premise underlying any firearm legislation.
Resolution 7 recommends the establishment of a
permit system for acquiring firearms. Again, that
was in the 1988 legislation introduced by Minister
Crabb in the Cain Labor government. A great
hullabaloo erupted when it was suggested that the
government should introduce a permit system for
the purchase of firearms. If you are to have licences
and registration it seems sensible to ensure that
someone who seeks to buy a particular category of
firearm must be able to indicate to the Chief
Commissioner of Police, or whoever he may
deputise to perform the function, that they satisfy
the requirements before he buys it. It seems to be an
essential link in the proper regulation of firearms.
Resolution 8 provides for the establishment of
uniform standards for the security and storage of
firearms. The Firearms Bill takes that perhaps a bit
further than the 1988 legislation. Again the Victorian
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government, under John Cain and Steve Crabb,
blazed the trail in ensuring the proper storage of
firearms. If people want to own firearms we must
ensure that they are stored in such a way that
children cannot get them. We do not want the sorts
of horrific accidents that occurred in the past where
children were able to obtain firearms and play
around with them, leading to tragic consequences.
In domestic disputes or arguments people can be
consumed by uncontrollable rages and behave out of
character or change their demeanour. If firearms are
properly kept under lock and key with the
ammunition stored separately, it might give such
people time to calm down and, one hopes, resist
acting on the spur of the moment. Certainly, if they
are still intent on reaching for firearms, the fact that
the ammunition is kept separately under lock and
key might give potential victims a fighting chance of
getting away. The storage and security of firearms is
probably the most important reform introduced by
the former Labor government, and I am glad to see
its introduction nationally.

Resolution 9 provides for the establishment of
standards for gun dealer recording of sales of
firearms. Again, this is an important administrative
requirement when maintaining proper details of
who owns what firearms. It is pretty much the same
as the legislation in respect of motor vehicle
ownership. I am a licensed driver but that does not
mean nobody needs to know how many and which
vehicles I own. The police rightly want to know who
owns which motor vehicles. If an offence is
committed with a motor vehicle, registration assists
police to track down the person. Similarly,
registration allows police to know what firearms are
in the community and who owns them. If an offence
is committed using a firearm, the police can narrow
down its potential ownership.
More importantly, if police officers are called to an
incident they should be able to check their database
to identify the types of firearms likely to be stored
on the site. That is important if police are to carry
out their job safely. An ineffective system of firearm
registration will not allow this. The legislation goes
further towards enabling us to make firearm records
more accurate than they are at present. However, the
firearms registrar must have sufficient resources and
equipment, and that did not occur in the past.
Personnel must ensure that the details registered are
accurately recorded and kept up to date. They must
check the backgrounds of applicants for firearm
licences and permits. At present that is not done as
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rigorously as the legislation requires and a large
loophole in the system affects its enforcement.
Applicants often approach police stations to find
overworked police officers with lots of other
problems on their plate and I suspect the sorts of
rigorous checks required by the legislation are not
always carried out.
I implore the minister to identify what extra
resources and support should be provided to the
police for the administration of the bill. The police
already have extensive responsibilities and they
have struggled to keep up, given the shortage of
resources. However, the bill requires them to show
even greater responsibility, diligence and attention
to administrative detail. So it is important to provide
the police with appropriate resources and funding.
We can have all the legislation in the world but, as
we found with child protection, if resources are not
provided on the ground, the legislation becomes
farcical. Resolution 10 imposes controls on mail
order sales of firearms. Again, the opposition
supports that.
As I said, the opposition supports the 10 resolutions
adopted by the coundl of police ministers. Most of
them are ringing endorsements of the provisions
which were introduced in 1988 by Minister Crabb
and the C~ Labor government and which the
members of the Liberal and National parties
vehemently opposed at the time. Now the Victorian
coalition government expects bipartisan support
from the ALP to ease its political pain. Although the
government is really hurting out in the National
Party branches, the ALP has not sought to exploit
the issue in the same shameful way as the Liberal
and National parties did in 1988, despite the fact that
it is aware of the discomfort, particularly on the part
of the National Party.

That discomfort is evident in the sorts of messages
that have been floated by National Party members.
An article in the Shepparton News of 22 May quotes
the current Deputy Premier under the heading 'Bad
advice on gun laws says McNamara':
Federal government proposals seeking to outlaw
semiautomatic .22 rim-fire rifles and semiautomatic
shotguns have been based on ill-informed advice,
Deputy Premier, Pat McNamara, has said.

Mr McNamara, at a dairy farmers conference in
Shepparton yesterday, said the physical devastation
caused by a .22 calibre bullet and that of a high-<alibre
bullet fired from a military centre-fire rifle varied
dramatically.
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One has to ask: exactly where does the Deputy
Premier stand in respect of the legislation? It will be
quite interesting to find out. I notice that when the
honourable member for Mildura called for a division
on the issue in the autumn session, a large number
of government members did not come into the
chamber to indicate where they stood. It was quite a
telling point that the overwhelming proportion of
the people who spoke in support of the bill that was
passed in the autumn session were from the
opposition. I think only one speaker from the
government side spoke in support of it.
The rest of the government members spoke against
it, which I found rather strange. We have to know
whether government members support the
legislation or whether they have been dragooned
into it by their federal colleagues. An article in the
Shepparton News of 20 May 1996, under the headline
'Kilgour blasts Drane over gun law loyalty', states:
Mr Drane said the meeting had also vowed to stand by

its bid to remove the Victorian police minister, Bill
McGrath, from Parliament if he did not back changes to
the gun proposals.
'There was 100 per cent unanimous [support] nobody dissented from it or even argued against it so 1
would say that Bill McGrath, if he wants to retire, had
better think very carefully about it now', Mr Drane told
ABCradio.

I find making those types of threats to
MPs offensive, but that highlights the sort of - Mr W. O. McGrath - You are defending me?
Mr HAERMEYER - I am defending you, yes.
The article goes on to say:
An upset Mr Kilgour said Mr Drane should reserve his
criticism for the Liberal and Labor parties ...

The member for Shepparton is a member of ~e
coalition government, yet he told a public meeting in
his electorate that Mr Drane should criticise his
coalition partner, the Liberal Party. I repeat:
... Mr Drane should reserve his criticisms for the Liberal

and Labor parties, not the National Party, which,
through Bill McGrath, had won the debate in Victoria
to accommodate sporting shooters but had lost out on
the national arena.

Where do the minister and the government stand?
Mr Kilgour went on to say:
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'I think Mr Drane's comments are ridiculous in the fact
that it was the National Party, and National Party
ministers who tried to get Australia to come into line
with Victoria's gun laws'.

They are the same Victorian gun laws which were
introduced in 1988 and which the then
Liberal/National Party opposition opposed to the
hilt. Some incredible ideological gymnastics have
been going on. Members of the National Party went
to the last election assuring the Sporting Shooters
Association and Mr Ted Drane that they would get
rid of permits and registration and water down the
controls on .22s. That was part of the Faustian deal
done by the Deputy Premier and the Sporting
Shooters Association. The minister made promises
that he could not keep.
After his appointment the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services sought to get his promises
through by calling for a review of the Firearms Act
by the Firearms Consultative Committee. The
committee produced a report that, if implemented,
would have given effect to the promises the Deputy
Premier made to the Sporting Shooters
Association - and that became public knowledge. I
refer to an article in the Age of 13 November 1993 by
Paul Heinrichs entitled 'Bid to ease gun laws', which
states:
The gun lobby is pushing for the easing of Victoria's
tight firearm laws, calling for a virtual return to the
controls that existed before the Queen Street and
Hoddle Street massacres in 1987.
The move to wind back controls on gun registration,
permits, the prohibition of high-calibre centre-fire rifles,
and the storage of weapons and ammunition comes
despite strong signs that the tougher laws have helped
cut gun crime by almost half in four years.

Another article in the Sunday Age of 14 August states:
The state government is to review Victoria's gun laws
following allegations that thousands of unregistered
guns are in circulation.
But the review could lead to the watering down of gun
laws to match those in other states, a spokesman for U.e
police minister, Mr Pat McNamara, said.
'The review will look at the question of bringing us into
line with other states and vice versa'.

The Deputy Premier, in his capacity as Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, was in effect trying
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to create national legislation by bringing Victoria
into line with other states such as Queensland and
Tasmania, which allowed people to own
high-powered military-style automatic and
semiautomatic weapons. The events in Tasmania
earlier this year were the catalyst for the legislation
we are debating today.

Deputy Premier, marching up Bourke Street on
30 January 1988 alongside Mr Ted Drane, the
President of the Sporting Shooters Association. The
Deputy Premier was willing to make those sorts of
promises to the gun lobby back then, but right now
he should not be surprised that members of the gun
lobby are feeling pretty well betrayed.

As it turned out, the then minister revoked the
report on the Firearms Act, which took some months
to produce. After the report became public, the
Premier, realising the political sensitivity of the
issue, stepped in, as reported in the Age of
16 November:

They are saying, 'We gave you political support but
you sold us out'. No wonder there is such heat and
vitriol in the debate about firearms. The Deputy
Premier and Leader of the National Party raised the
expectations of the people in the sporting shooters
organisations, but he has been unable to deliver.

The Premier, Mr Kennett, yesterday ruled out any
relaxation of Victoria's gun laws, no matter what the
committee reviewing the laws recommends.

The Shepparton News of 22 May 1996 makes
interesting reading. An article headed 'Gun lobby to
set sights on Kilgour' - that is a rather disgusting
headline - states:

'If new systems can be introduced that can improve
safety for citizens, then we will certainly look at it But
we will not accept any change that in any way indicates
a lessening of the controls that are in place at the
moment,' Mr Kennett said. '1 am just saying to you
there will be no easing of gun laws in Victoria now or
for as long as my government remains in office.'

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
Mr McNamara, supported Mr Kennett after initially
appearing reluctant to guarantee that existing gun
controls would be maintained.

The Deputy Premier clearly had his tail between his
legs! He was embarrassed by the report, which sat
on his desk for almost a year, despite the opposition
repeatedly asking him, in this house and through
correspondence, to release it. His answer was always
that he was still considering the findings. He must
have been a very slow reader! The day before our
FOI application was to be considered by the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal, the minister was
forced to release the report because he recognised he
did not have a hope in Hades of suppressing it.
The report was certainly interesting because it
recommended all the things the minister had
promised the Sporting Shooters Association he
would do. It proposed watering down the
restrictions on some categories of semiautomatic
weapons, abolishing junior permits, watering down
the controls applying to the security industry and
watering down the conditions under which people
were allowed to possess or use firearms. That is
what the minister was trying to hide, given the
Faustian deal he made before the election. We all
remember the then member for Benalla, now the

Mr Drane said the survey of 1005 people in Melbourne,
Brisbane and Sydney on May 18-19 cast doubt on the
90 per cent support for new national gun laws being
espoused by politicians.
He said sporting shooters had a right to be angry with
the National Party, which had abandoned the people
who supported it.

Although I do not agree with Mr Drane on many
things, this time he is right. He is quoted as having
said:
I think they are liable for oiticism. In 1988 the National
Party endorsed three people in shooting sports as
candidates.

Indeed! The National Party endorsed Mr Drane as
its candidate for Central Highlands Province. He
was told, 'The chances of winning it are not good,
but do us a favour and we will get you a safe seat
next time'. When the government tried to ban
self-loading firearms, Mr Drane felt betrayed. He hit
the nail on the head when he said:
1 guess it is different when you are in coalition and
have ministerial cars, offices and are in government

Who can argue with that? The government made
many promises to many people before the last
election, but suddenly, when it won, it turned
everything on its head. When they were in
opposition, the coalition parties made their views
abundantly clear. I remind honourable members
opposite of some of the interesting comments they
and their colleagues made in 1988.
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An honourable member interjected.

Mr HAERMEYER - I cannot but highlight the
difference between what members opposite said
then and what they say now. I commence with what
the Premier, then the Leader of the Opposition, said
on 9 March 1988 during debate on the Firearms
(Amendment) Bill (No. 2), as reported at page 430 of

Hansard:
The minister is not greatly concerned about the rights
of all Victorians. He should not be allowed to continue
a policy of division and to raise the expectations of the
community in such a way that it believes the passage of
the proposed legislation will make people safer.
The Premier now says this legislation is the safest,
the best and the strongest firearm law in Australia yet in 1988 he said similar legislation was divisive.
How outrageous! He is then reported as saying:
The minister has the effrontery to cite the deaths that
occurred with weapons in recent times. Everyone is
appalled by violent deaths, whether by firearms, bricks
or knives. Honourable members may not be aware that
in 1986,256 Victorians fell to their deaths.
Was he saying such things just happen, that because
falling to your death could not be controlled by
government the same applied to somebody being
shot by a firearm, whether it was wielded by some
crazed individual during a massacre, discharged
accidentally or used by somebody in a fit of rage?
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That person had a shooter's licence that was issued to
him in Queensland, but it was issued to him using an
alias.

At present, 550 000 firearms are registered and, because
the government has not resourced the office of the
registrar properly ...
The Premier talked about the registrar's office not
being properly resourced. Perhaps the minister will
tell the house what additional resources he has since
poured into that office. The Premier continued:
'" 109 000 are waiting to be registered. There is a total
of approximately 900 000 in Victoria.
The then Leader of the Opposition was telling the
government its registration program was a bit of a
joke because he claimed the firearms registry was
not working properly. He said that proper
resourcing was needed but that that was yet to
come. He is also reported as saying:
With respect to the regulation, the Liberal Party has
focused on the firearms that everyone agrees should be
banned in all situations. Federal assistance will be
needed to stop the importation of most of the other
weapons. The low calibre .22 rifles have been in place
for a long time and do not present the same problem.
Why, in May, did we pass legislation that restricted
the use of semiautomatic weapons?
Mr McArthur interjected.

The then Leader of the Opposition was affronted
that the former government had introduced
legislation in response to the Hoddle and Queen
street massacres - but what are we doing now? We
are debating legislation that, in the minister's own
words, is in response to the Port Arthur massacre.
The same principle is at stake, yet in 1988 the then
Leader of the Opposition said, 'How dare the Cain
government introduce legislation in response to the
Queen Street or Hoddle Street massacres'. What a
major somersault!
In the same speech the then Leader of the
Opposition, now the Premier, is reported as saying
at page 432:
On the basis of information available to the opposition,

only one of those homicides utilising a firearm was
committed by a person who was a licensed shooter and
had a registered firearm. That was the unfortunate
incident where the father put a weapon to the head of
his daughter and executed her in the front seat of a car.

Mr HAERMEYER - I am highlighting the
hypocrisy of the government, comparing what it
says in government with what it said in opposition.
The Premier continued:

They will present a greater threat if we lose control of
them through the register.
He did not want them registered, then.
That is the position in which we will find ourselves if
the government does not put in place the regulations
suggested by the opposition.
I now refer to some of the most fascinating but
appalling quotes I have been able to trace on this
issue. They came from the mouth of the current
Deputy Premier and Leader of the National Party.
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In a speech he gave in the Assembly on the Firearms
(Amendment) Bill (No. 2) on 9 March 1988 he
argued that, as reported at page 420 of Hansard:
They-

I presume that is basically anybody have a right to possess fireanns and they have not
abrogated that right.
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the then opposition whipped up for purely base
political purposes.
The Premier, then the Leader of the Opposition, had
a few interesting things of his own to say during
debate on the Firearms (Amendment) Bill, which
was introduced after the Hoddle Street incident. At
page 1533 of Hansard of 14 October 1987 he is
reported as saying:
If we examine that incident more closely we will learn

The notion that people have an implicit and
unquestionable right to carry firearms is wrong. As
the minister said in his second-reading speech, the
ownership of a firearm is a privilege because it
carries with it certain conditions and responsibilities.
Most responsible shooters accept that view, yet the
then Leader of the National Party, the current
Deputy Premier, said in 1988 that people have an
absolute right to possess firearms. As reported at
page 420 he went on to say:
The National Party supports the system administered
by the New Zealand Labor Party, which emphasises
the vetting of shooters at the licensing stage. There are
heavy penalties for those who break the law - and the
National Party has no argument with heavy penalties.
Under the system that operates in New Zealand,
shooters are licensed for life ...

He was arguing for licensing for life, and I am sure
the minister would not accept that. The then Leader
of the National Party also said, as reported at
page 421 of Hansard of that date:
The National Party supports a reasoned and sensible
approach to the issue. A number of steps can be taken.
The government should support a system of firearms
instruction for all secondary students in the state.

I would be interested to know whether the
government still supports firearm instruction for all
secondary students at the same time as it is trying to
stop the proliferation of weapons in our community.
Those comments show that prior to the election the
government was pandering to the shooters lobby
and was basically saying anything. The bill is at
odds with what coalition members were saying then.
Current and former members of the Labor Party,
including members of the former government, had
to put up with vitriolic criticism and political and
physical threats because of the hysteria the then
Leader of the National Party and other members of

that the individual changed location several times,
according to our information, and only one shot was
returned against the individual who was firing on
innocent citizens - and there may have been very
good reason for that.

Was he implying that the community should be
armed? Was he saying that if members of the
community had had firearms they would have been
able to protect themselves during the Hoddle Street
incident? That is the same argument we hear from
the United States National Rifle Association, which
believes people should be encouraged to bear arms
because their doing so will discourage criminals. I
would argue the contrary: if criminals know all other
members of the community are carrying guns, they
might decide to carry them as welL
The then Leader of the Opposition supported an
argument that is prevalent in a country that has the
highest rate of murder by firearms anywhere in the
Western world. He also went on to say:
It is the most hypocritical act of all time for the minister
to introduce into this house a shoddy bill that is
dramatically unfair on a group of citizens who have
overwhelmingly proved themselves to be honest
law-abiding citizens. I should like the minister to tell
me later in the debate how many farmers and people
with rifles that are registered have been involved in
murders and .,. have taken lives and, in particular, to
tell me how many have taken the multiple lives of
Victorians during a killing spree.

The same argument could apply now. The
government's legislation is right, as was the former
government's. Yet the former opposition adopted
the shamefully opportunistic attitude that the former
government's legislation penalised law-abiding
citizens, ordinary shooters and farmers - the same
legislation that the Premier now says is the best in
the world.
Unfortunately, all legislation restricts the rights of
some people. Often legislation restricts the rights of
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those who have no intention of abusing firearms.
The same is true of legislation covering motor
vehicles that restricts the rights of motorists. For
example, we all have to abide by road rules because
there must some orderly way of driving motor
vehicles. Just as restraints have to be placed on the
use of motor vehicles, restrictions must be put on the
use of firearms, because people misuse and abuse
them. That is why their right to bear arms must be
restricted.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
then the Deputy Leader of the National Party, does
not get away unscathed. This is his response to the
Firearms (Amendment) Bill No. 2, as reported at
page 468 of Hansard of 9 March 1988 - -

number of firearms that may be owned. The letter
continues:
5.

Mr W. D. McGrath - Are you saying there is
something wrong with that?
Mr HAERMEYER - I am not saying there is
anything wrong with it. The then deputy leader
referred to the letter and to the resolutions passed
unanimously at a meeting of the council, including:
1.

that the proposed Fireanns (Amendment) Bill 1988 be
rejected in total.

In other words: let's get rid of registration and
compulsory controls on storage and go back to an
open slather environment! The second resolution
was:
... that the question of compensation for confiscation
never be an issue.

In other words, the resolution said that anybody
who has a firearm confiscated, whether it is legally
owned and whether or not an offence has been
committed using it, should be entitled as of right to
compensation. The letter continues:
3.

4.

that legitimate sporting dubs in this state not be
asked to authorise a person's credentials to hold a
shooters licence;
that once a licence is issued no permits or restrictions
should apply to the number of firearms a licence
holder may own ...

That is different from the legislation we are debating
today, which places severe restrictions on the

that a comprehensive system of shooter education be
pursued ...

I would not argue with that 6.

that the need to join a competitive shooting club as a
prerequisite to field shooting be totally rejected ...

In other words, the minister, the then Deputy Leader
of the National Party, was saying shooters should
not have to compulsorily join competitive shooting
clubs. The letter continues:
7.

Mr W. D. McGrath - Was I there?
Mr HAERMEYER - You certainly were. On that
day you referred to a letter from the Wirnmera
Sports Shooters Council, which you glowingly
endorsed.
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that the emotive banning of semiautomatic rifles
should be rejected on two grounds: (a) the banning
of lawfully held and lawfully purchased private
property is against all accepted rights; and (b) the
ban does not take into account the ballistic
perfonnance of different rifle calibres.

Forgive me! I thought the bill the house debated in
the autumn session dealt with the banning of all
semiautomatic weapons. In 1988 the then Deputy
Leader of the National Party was arguing for the
contrary. The letter continues:
8.

that increases to the costs of a shooter's licence and
the authority to hunt not exceed the CPI.

That is perhaps not an unreasonable request, but
whether it is feasible is another thing. The ninth
resolution is:
... that the government of the day increase police
powers enabling them to deal with the criminal misuse
of fireanns ...

That is done in the bill. The letter continues:
10. that to obtain a shooter's licence is a privilege but,
once obtained and lawfully held, the ownership of
a firearm becomes a right ...

So once one has a licence and a gun one no longer
faces any of the obligations that are incumbent in the
ownership, possession or use of the particular
firearm. It continues:
11. that fingerprinting should never be advocated or
condoned, conveying as it does an image of
criminality on law-abiding citizens.
12. that reciprocal benefits for interstate shooters be
recognised where shooters: (a) abide by the
conditions of the licensing system of their home
state; (b) obtain the appropriate permits or
authority to hunt; and (c) are participating in
competition events controlled by a recognised
shooting organisation or body.
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13. that the government of the day ensure proclaimed
game seasons are allowed to proceed without
unlawful harassment by self-proclaimed
conservationists.
14. that the system of having to obtain a permit to
purchase the firearm be abolished.

Again, that is a fundamental tenet of the 1988
legislation. The permit to purchase is also a
fundamental part of this legislation. But the current
minister is against it. It requests that the registration
of firearms be abolished. The same individual
introduced legislation that basically strengthens the
requirements for registration. It continues:
16. the council expects the conservative governing
parties, on regaining government, to repeal all
unrealistic and unworkable legislation and to
consult fully with all interest groups to formulate
practical, progressive, and positive fireann
legislation.

In response to this the minister said:
They are the sixteen resolutions passed by the
Wimmera Shooting Sports Council. They are positive
suggestions and the National Party has little argument
with those resolutions.

So, the now minister was taking a very, different
approach back in 1988. I welcome the minister's
renaissance.
Mr Perton - I am not sure whether that is the
correct word.
Mr HAERMEYER - It is probably not. I am sure
if you can quickly get me a dictionary or a thesaurus
I will find a more appropriate word.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I thank the
member for Doncaster for the advice but I think we
will refrain.
Mr HAERMEYER - On 22 March 1988 in the
Firearms (Amendment) Bill the same minister said:
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massacre. It is a shameless exploitation of the issue.
He seems to have undergone some sort of
renaissance.
Mr Perton - Is this a congratulatory speech?
Mr HAERMEYER - In a way it is. The only
person who does not appear to have changed his
tune is the honourable member for Mornington. On
10 March 1988, when he was the Liberal Party
spokesman on police and emergency services, his
remarks were given a ringing endorsement by the
then Leader of the Opposition, now the Premier. As
I read this quote honourable members should
remember that this is what the current Premier
endorsed back in 1988. The honourable member for
Mornington said:
Of the many thousands of words that have been
written or spoken on this issue since the horrible
disaster of the Queen Street massacre, I believe the
paragraphs that I shall quote from a newspaper article
are probably the most pertinent. I refer to an article
written by Matthew Ricketson and published in the
Australilm of 19 December last year which states: 'How
do you prevent an arson? Ban matches? This is the
logical extension of the ban this week by Premier Cain
on semiautomatic rifles in the wake of the Queen Street
shootings'. The article goes on to state: 'Semiautomatic
rifles of the kind that Frank Vitkovic used to kill eight
people in Queen Street have been available since the
end of World War 11. Yet it is only this year that two
shooting sprees of this magnitude have occurred in
Melbourne. The first step towards preventing a
recurrence of these tragedies is to find out what
happened in the killers' lives that caused them to run
amok. And, more than focusing on gun laws, it is
equally important, if not more so, to boost the mental
health services and research'.

This government has certainly done that. We have
certainly seen all the evidence of that throughout the
tragic episode of the police shootings. The article the
honourable member quoted concludes:
As has been repeatedly pointed out, guns are not evil, it

In all honesty, I do not believe the honourable member

for Bendigo West could suggest that any firearm
legislation would come to terms with the types of
atrocities that have been committed. It is sad that the
Labor Party should mention the Queen Street and
Hoddle Street shootings as reasens for the bill.

Again, that was bizarre. It was completely opposite
to the minister's approach in his second-reading
speech. This bill is in response to the Port Arthur

is the people pulling the trigger.

The honourable member for Mornington further
said:
I believe that sums up the whole issue very well.

I want to deal with that because the notion that guns
do not kill people was the tripe peddled by the
Liberal and National parties in 1988. We were told
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that guns do not kill people, people do. I would have
a darned sight harder time trying to kill somebody if
I decided to do it with my bare hands or with a knife
than I would with a gun.
Mr Perton - Weapons make it easier for people
to do it.
Mr HAERMEYER - Exactly. I thank the
honourable for Doncaster. I believe the honourable
member for Doncaster has always held a rather
enlightened view of these sorts of matters. He makes
a valid point. People kill people, guns just make it
easier. That is the essential point I make. A firearm
makes it far easier to kill. If someone wants to kill
someone else with his bare hands, a knife or a
hatchet, he has to come close to that person.
However, if he wants to kill with a firearm he can do
it from a distance of 100 yards or more. If a person
has a semiautomatic firearm he is able to shoot a
number of people with repeated applications of the
trigger before having to reload. The higher the grade
of firearm the more damage that can be done.
It is nonsense to use the argument that guns do not
kill people, people do, because it goes further than

that. A firearm is an essential tool in the sorts of
massacres that have occurred in Port Arthur and
Queen and Hoddle streets. A firearm is also the
weapon of choice in most serious violent crimes
because it is the most potent weapon available to
someone who wants to commit those crimes. But
this is not just about committing crimes; the majority
of deaths or injuries from firearms flow from their
misuse by ordinary citizens. We are not necessarily
talking about someone who has a criminal bent.
Someone may suffer an upset or an episode of
uncontrollable rage. Although sometimes when I
hear the Premier in this place I am overcome with an
uncontrollable rage I have never yet seen fit to try to
deal with it in a violent way.
Mr Perton - I don't think he is worried.
Mr HAERMEYER - Certainly that is the way
some people respond to situations. It may be a
domestic dispute. A husband may come home and
find his wife being unfaithful - or vice versa. There
might be an argument over cards or a few drinks
causing people to be overcome by uncontrollable
rage.
In a situation like that, if someone has a firearm
handy, particularly if it is not properly stored and
the ammunition is not separately locked away, there
is a reasonable chance that the person may reach for
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that firearm. The controls that Labor introduced
back in 1988 and that the government is now
endorsing make it more difficult for that to happen.
The controls will not ensure that no more deaths or
tragedies involving firearms will occur. We cannot
guarantee that there will be no more Port Arthurs or
Queen or Hoddle streets. We cannot guarantee that
firearms will not be used in domestic situations in
the future or that there will not be accidents with
firearms. The bill seeks to reduce the chance of those
things occurring again, which is all it can do.
We can do our best to ensure that massacres like
those at Port Arthur, Queen and Hoddle streets do
not recur. We can try to minimise the opportunity of
people such as Frank Vitkovic, Julian Knight and
Martin Bryant obtaining firearms. Such people may
still obtain firearms, but we can make it harder for
them to obtain the high-powered semiautomatic and
military-style weapons that have sometimes been
used in such massacres. We can make it harder for
people to use firearms in armed robberies, and we
can make it harder for people who might be inclined
to reach for a firearm in a fit of rage. That is really all
we can do, and that is what the legislation aims to
achieve and what Labor sought to achieve in 1988.
I can understand the apprehensions of many
sporting shooters and farmers. After Port Arthur and it came through in 1988 after Hoddle Street and
Queen Street - they felt that somehow they were
being blamed for these massacres. I suppose the
hysteria that was generated as a result of all this
made shooters feel that way. It did not help the
debate when some of them responded to the
suggestion that they were being blamed for the
massacres, and without that sort of perception it
would have been possible to discuss the matter in a
more rational way. We have to make it quite clear to
the legal owners of firearms that we are not blaming
them for the massacres, but they need to understand
the importance of the legislation. We need a rational
and constructive debate on legislation that will
enable people to use their firearms legally and safely
and allow them to protect themselves and their
families as much as it protects anybody else. The
Minister for Police and Emergency Services and
Minister for Corrections has moved 61 amendments.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER - I understand that most of
them are technical and tidying-up details, but there
are also some substantive amendments. The
opposition would have liked an opportunity to
discuss the amendments with the various interest
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groups - the pro and anti-shooting and victim
groups, and anybody with an interest in the matter.
The opposition has not had that opportunity, but by
and large the amendments appear to be
commonsense. Again I state the reservation that the
opposition has not had the opportunity to go
through the amendments in detail.
I want to comment on the licensing of prison officers
to carry firearms. At the moment there is a bizarre
situation at the Coburg prison complex, where the
prison officers are employed by the Public
Correctional Enterprise. Yesterday the officers'
longarm firearms were taken from them and
replaced by .38-calibre pistols. I will come to the
reason for that in a minute.
Let us look at what that means. Prison officers
standing up in towers around the Pentridge complex
may at any stage have to use firearms to shoot over a
distance of hundreds of yards. That is why they
have always been issued with high-powered
long-range firearms. If prison officers need to use
firearms in response to incidents taking place
outside, inside or around the prison they have to
resort to using pistols, which are accurate over a
very short distance. If I were a bystander, somebody
walking around the prison, a resident or one of the
children who attend any of the schools near the
prison I would be worried if a firearm had to be
used in that sort of situation. There is a real chance
that a bystander would be hit because the firearms
that have been issued to the prison officers are
totally inappropriate. Why would the government
do this?
The AcrJNG SPEAKER (Mr A. F. Plowman) Order! The honourable member for Yan Yean must
direct his remarks to the bill, and I need to be
persuaded that his argument is on the bill and not
on an issue outside the relevance of the bill.
Mr HAERMEYER - Various clauses relate to the
licensing of prison officers in the public and private
sectors and to the carriage of firearms. There is a
difference in the treatment of prison officers who
work for private companies - or custodial or
security officers, whatever you want to call them and the requirements that govern them as opposed
to those that govern prison officers within the public
system. These firearms are being removed from the
prison officers who for the next three weeks will still
maintain the perimeter security at Pentridge Prison.
In three weeks time a company by the name of
Corrections Corporation of Australia (CCA), which
also manages the private prison at Deer Park - and
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thanks to leaks from there last week we are aware of
the appalling perimeter security there - will be
taking over the perimeter security at Pentridge.
The guards of this company are not permitted to
carry longarm firearms, whereas the prison officers
who are currently employed by the Public
Correctional Enterprise (CORE) are. The
government realises the total inadequacy of
somebody with a .38-calibre pistol standing in a
30-foot high tower covering a large area, and to
protect itself against criticism it has issued the
people currently employed by CORE with .38s, so
when the private company CCA comes in and takes
over in three weeks time the government will be able
to say that these are the same weapons that were
carried by the prison officers who were employed in
the public sector. That is what this is about. It is a
totally shameful exercise. Indeed, one might ask
why we have to hand over perimeter security to a
private company when the prison is closing in less
than 12 months anyhow, and why only four days are
allowed for people to express interest in doing that
job. It seems to me that the tender process was fixed,
because we all know that CCA is in serious financial
straits in relation to the way it is running the prison
at Deer Park, and this is being thrown in as a
sweetener. A number of the other companies that
would have liked to tender for this contract have
told me that they did not do so because they thought
the tender process was fixed, so I have some serious
concerns about the whole process.
A number of parties interested in this legislation
have expressed concern to me about the specifics of
the legislation, which certainly I would like to see
addressed in some way. Again, this comes back to
the short period that we have been given to consider
the legislation. There are some concerns that people
have about it. They mayor may not be realistically
founded, but I want to raise these matters and
I would like the minister to address them. Some of
the people representing shooters organisations have
argued the issue of genuine need for category B
firearms. There is no definition of genuine need in
the legislation. I shall quote from a document which
I think has been circulated to most members of
Parliament by an organisation called the Shooters
Party (Victoria) Ltd. It states:
To be forced to establish that one has a 'genuine need'
for a sporting firearm creates an absurdity which dears
the way for all extremes of subjective judgment One
has a 'genuine need' for food, for air, for water, and one
could be said to have a genuine need for a firearm if
one's life was under immediate threat and could only
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be saved through the use of a firearm. All other cases
fall into the 'genuine reason' category.
It is doubtful if even the police could establish a
'genuine need' for their firearms, even though we all
appreciate the absurdity of this interpretation.

The very phrase' genuine need' is totally inappropriate
in the context of sporting firearms used for hunting and
range competition. A number of police district firearms
officers have expressed the view that under such a
requirement no sporting firearm could be approved.

I have been advised that we should relax in relation
to this issue and that sensible discretion will be
exercised in the legislation, but ultimately if the
Chief Commissioner of Police in his discretion
wanted to take a fairly literal view one could
effectively say that no sporting or recreational
shooter has a genuine need for a firearm. In that
regard we need to look at whether there is a
possibility of providing a more adequate definition. I
know that once we become a bit too specific in these
matters we start snaring people we do not intend to
snare and create loopholes where we do not want
loopholes, but at the same time there is probably
some merit in exploring whether a definition of
'genuine need' can be provided in the legislation.
Concern has also been expressed in relation to the
~sue of an ammunition collector's licence. Again it is
lIDportant that we do not inflict any unintended
consequences and snare innocent individuals who
may have some inert ammunition or even hollow
shells that they have collected as mementos. At
home I have a collection of bullets that were used in
the American Civil War. They are completely useless
for any purpose other than putting on the shelf, but I
won~er whethe~ I ~ in breach of the legislation by
keepIng them. SImilarly, people might use empty or
hollow shells for decorative purposes, so probably
some clarification is required in relation to that
aspect.
The other matter that has been raised concerns the
issue of something being not in the public interest. I
refer to clause 17 of the bill headed 'General
discretion of Chief Commissioner to refuse a
longarm or handgun licence', which provides:
(1)

The Chief Commissioner must not issue a longarm
or handgun licence -

It then stipulates a number of conditions, and Cc)
provides:
(c) unless the Chief Commissioner is satisfied that ...
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(v) the issue of the licence is in the public interest;

Similar clauses then provide for the issue of a lice:l.ce
being in the public interest in relation to the issue of
junior licences, firearm collectors and heirloom
licences and in relation to the alteration, renewal or
variation of conditions of a licence. Again, some
representatives of shooters organisations have rai>ed
what seems a fairly valid point, and I would
appreciate this being addressed.
In the circular to which I referred earlier the Shoo:ers
Party (Victoria) states - and I do not necessarily
endorse some of the more emotive terminology in
this letter:
The bill provides for the most extraordinarily
draconian and arbitrary police powers. They go far
beyond those which were so abused by some police
during the 1960s that Parliament moved to reduce tt.em.
The whole question of police powers in this bill mus: be
referred to a parliamentary committee to make sure Ne
are not laying the groundwork for further and mud:
greater abuse.
As an example, many sections of the bill permit licerces

to be issued provided the chief commissioner is
satisfied that 'it is in the public interest'. This is a m05t
unsatisfactory and unfair wording and will lead to
some bizarre decisions which will seriously infringe
people's rights. Such decisions will not, of course, be
made by the chief commissioner but will finish up a~
the delegated prerogative of a local officer who may:lr
may not be reasonable or 'educated' in the normal
legitimate use of firearms.
Surely what is really meant is that the authorities
should be satisfied that the licence issue 'is not contnry
to the public interest'.

I suspect that is probably what was intended when
the bill was drafted. If you are asking people to
prove public interest, how do you prove public
interest with a clay target shooter, a duck shooter,)r
anybody else wanting a particular category of
firearm? How do you demonstrate that an
~dividual's ownership of a firearm is in the public
Interest? We are trying to include a condition so tmt
~ somebody applies for a certain category of
licence ~ say, .a juni?r permit - and their obtain.iI.g
such a licence 15 not In the public interest, it shoulc
not be granted. Otherwise the condition does not
apply.
You are really making it a very difficult test. If yot:
get some super pedantic person he or she will appy
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the letter of the law. It is appropriate that the
honourable member for Malvern has come into the
chamber; he takes the prize for pedantry in the
house. If the member for Malvern were being asked
to issue a firearm licence, he would say, 'This
legislation requires me to be satisfied that your
obtaining the licence is in the public interest, and
you can't show that'. Whereas if he were asked to
consider whether the issuing of the licence was not
contrary to the public interest, his decision would be
different. That is yet another area the opposition
asks the government to address.
Some concerns have been expressed by people from
the other side of the fence. Members of Gun Control
Australia have raised an interesting issue relating to
the storage and carriage of firearms. They refer to
the notion of gun locks being placed on firearms
when they are stored or being carried from one place
to another. They say that makes carrying firearms
safer. Again, I am not aware of the full implications
of introducing a requirement along such lines. I
should have liked the government to address such
issues in its consideration of the legislation. I should
have liked to have more time for the issues to be
canvassed and considered.
I suspect there is a lot more common ground
between people on the gun control side and those on
the shooters' side than they would believe possible.
If you take a reasonable attitude to this matter, as I
believe most shooters and most people seeking
stricter firearm control do, you would probably find
that they have a lot more in common than they
believe possible.
Gun Control Australia also suggested that the
adequacy of existing training programs should be
examined. It is one thing to say that people have to
undertake certain training programs. I understand
that the specifications of training programs are set
out in the schedules of the bill but we must ensure
that when people undertake training as a
prerequisite to obtaining a firearm licence the
programs meet community expectations. They must
give participants a fairly comprehensive
understanding of their rights as shooters, firearm
collectors or gun dealers. It is extremely important
that they understand the legislation so that they do
not find themselves in breach of it. It is also
important to ensure that people know how to use
firearms. They should understand that the weapon
they have in their hands is potentially dangerous.
They should know its capabilities and how it should
be used, maintained, cleaned and stored. The
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opposition would like to see a bit more public
discussion on training programs.
Unfortunately, as I said in my opening remarks,
many of the bill's provisions have been introduced
in such a way that many members of the
community, particularly those who are interested in
the matter, do not fully understand them. When
legislation like this, which excites a high level of
emotion and anxiety in the community, is
introduced it is absolutely essential that people
understand it. Much of the hostility directed at the
proposed legislation in 1988 and that introduced
earlier this year stemmed from a misunderstanding
of the measure. For that reason it is important that
such a complex and significant bill should be
circulated throughout the community for a decent
length of time so that all the issues can be massaged
and people do not think a swiftie has been pulled, as
it were. Although I do not believe a swiftie is being
pulled, some people do. Their questioning of the
motives behind the legislation has produced much
of the aggravation, hostility and misunderstandings.
When they understand what is behind the bill many
people will say, 'Yes, we agree with its broad thrust,
but we have concerns about particular technicalities
such as how to decide whether someone is a fit and
proper person'. Those sorts of matters need to be
talked through and explained to people. If people
had a better understanding of what is going on,
perhaps the debate could take place without the
vitriol that characterised it both this year and in 1988.
I do not believe the sporting shooters organisations
in this country are of the same lunatic idiotic fringe
as the National Riflemen's Association in America. I
visited that organisation - Mr E. R. Smith - And came out alive!
Mr HAERMEYER - Yes. I was surprised at that.
We were told that it was everybody'S constitutioltaI
right to own a tank if that is what they wanted. That
organisation opposed a Maryland proposition
banning ceramic hand guns. Would you want to
own a ceramic hand gun for any other purpose than
to get it through an airport metal detector?

Because many of our shooters and those seeking
tighter firearm control are rational people the
capacity for level-headed debate exists. Let's isolate
the fruit cakes who want to go off and use this issue
as the launching pad for the fourth reich. We must
make sure the debate remains sensible. If that is the
intention behind this legislation, let us have more
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time to consider it, particularly when there are
61 proposed amendments.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr E. R. SMITH
(Glen Waverley).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

COMMONWEALTH POWERS
(INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS) BILL
Second reading
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

On 11 November 1996 the Victorian and
commonwealth governments announced an historic
development in Australian industrial relations. The
two governments announced the referral of
Victoria's industrial relations powers to the
commonwealth.
The referral is clearly the most significant industrial
relations reform in Victorian history. It is also a
significant achievement in reshaping federalism to
meet the challenges facing Victoria in the 199Os.
After decades of inefficiency Victoria will have:
Australia's first single industrial relations system;
easy access to federal agreements without
constitutional technicalities; and
access to the new federal unfair dismissal
provisions.
Victoria has taken the lead in this reform. A single
national industrial relations system has been
promoted for many years. More recently the
government's 1992 election policy identified
Victoria's wish to refer its industrial relations
powers. Commentators and major industry groups
have similarly promoted a single industrial relations
system. The anticipated finalisation of the
commonwealth's Workplace Relations Act has
provided the impetus to this referral. The reasons for
the referral and the consequent establishment of a
single industrial relations system are profound.
First, the jurisdictional complexities that arise from
competing state and federal industrial relations
systems are irrelevant in the closing years of the
20th century. Australian industrial relations history
is replete with cases determining whether an
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industrial dispute should be heard on one floor of
Nauru House instead of another - that is, whether
a case should be decided in the state or the federal
jurisdiction.
Second, in a globally competitive economy no state
or nation can afford the luxury of imposing artificial
inhibitions on economic investment. Overseas
investors are appalled by the multiplicity of
jurisdictions, the competing interests of state and
federal unions and the need for different rules in the
same workplace. The referral represents a significant
step in the Victorian government's economic reform
agenda, leading to enhanced economic performance
and jobs growth for all Victorians. The effect of this
referral legislation will give parties freedom to enter
into federal agreements or awards. Alternatively,
parties are free to continue with their existing
arrangements until they choose to enter into a
federal agreement or an award is made.
Referral of Victoria's industrial relations powers will
mean that sometimes fictional interstate disputes
will no longer be a jurisdictional requirement to
enter the federal system. The Australian Industrial
Relations Commission will still be required to find
there is a genuine industrial dispute, but the
requirement for interstateness will no longer be
necessary. Similarly, parties will be free to negotiatt:
Australian workplace agreements without any
federal constitutional impediments requiring one
party to be a constitutional corporation.
The bill proposes to effect a referral of the broad
matters of industrial relations power set out in
clause 4, namely:
conciliation and arbitration for the prevention and
settlement of industrial disputes;
agreements between employees and employers;
minimum terms and conditions of employment
embracing the setting and adjusting of minimum
wages for work classifications;
termination of employment at the initiative of the
employer; and
freedom of association.
The referral will be made on the basis that, as with
all the legislative powers of the commonwealth
under the commonwealth constitution, the referral
powers will be exercisable subject to the provisions
of the constitution, express and implied.
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There must obviously be exclusions from the
referral. These are set out in clause 5.
To the extent to which the commonwealth
Workplace Relations Act allows such matters to be
dealt with in agreements or awards, Victoria will not
refer matters relating to:
long service leave and public holidays, which
have been traditional state legislative
responsibilities and are referred to in numerous
federal awards to establish entitlements;
superannuation;
equal opportunity;
workers compensation;
occupational health and safety;
apprenticeship;
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proviSions of that act will be the division of the
Employee Relations Act that has regulated long
service leave. These arrangements are set out in
part 3 of the bill.

Maintenance of a safety net
For parties who choose to maintain their existing
arrangements or, prospectively, parties who choose
to enter contracts of employment outside formal
federal agreements, the schedule 1 minima in the
Employee Relations Act will be maintained in the
federal legislation. Schedule 1 of the Employee
Relations Act provides for minimum wages, annual
leave, sick leave, parental leave, and notice of
termination requirements.
The Australian Industrial Relations Commission will
be given the power to maintain and adjust the
minimum wage rates for work classifications
applying under schedule 1. The schedule will apply
to all present or future Victorian employees not
subject to a federal award or agreement.

essential services;
Transitional issues
certain aspects as a result of the restructuring of
undertakings;
appointment, discipline and redundancy in the
public sector; and
senior state positions and appointments. Positions
specified include judicial office holders, members
of tribunals, ministers, ministerial advisers and
assistants, members of Parliament, parliamentary
officers, statutory office holders and senior
executive officers of the Victorian public service.
The last two exclusions are intended to coincide
with those central areas of state functions and
activities which the High Court recently held to
lie outside the scope of commonwealth legislative
power.
The bill is the culmination of a sustained
collaborative approach by federal and state
governments. Further negotiations are occuning to
fully develop an agreement between the
governments regarding the referral initiative.
Long Service Leave Ad 1992
The provisions of the Employee Relations Act no
longer required after referral will be repealed. The
major area of significance that remains is long
service leave. Accordingly, the act will be re-titled
the Long Service Leave Act 1992. The operative

Schedule 3 to the bill sets out transitional provisions.
Employment agreements and contracts of
employment in force under the Employee Relations
Act will be continued in force by the Workplace
Relations Act.
Outstanding matters before the Employee Relations
Commission of Victoria at the time of repeal of the
relevant prOvisions of the act will be able to be
determined, some by the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and others by the industrial
division of the Magistrates Court, applying state law
that applied at the time of the referral.
Consequent upon referral the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission will become the sole
industrial tribunal for Victorian workers.
Accordingly, the relevant industrial role of the
Employee Relations Commission of Victoria will be
undertaken by the federal commission and the
Victorian commission will cease to exist. Discussions
have commenced with members of the Employee
Relations Commission on appropriate arrangements
following abolition of the tribunal.
Schedule 2 to the bill sets out a number of changes to
legislation consequent upon repeal of various
provisions of the Employee Relations Act.
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Enforcement and other provisions
The repeal of Employee Relations Act provisions in
areas other than long service leave will mean the
conclusion of enforcement mechanisms within the
state system in those areas.
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These provisions reflect the thrust of policies
implemented by this government in 1992.
The government believes that all parties should have
this freedom as an essential element of their
workplace rights.

Parties who enter a federal agreement or to whom a
federal award applies will have access to
enforcement and compliance provisions in the
federal legislation. Parties remaining on their current
employment arrangements or entering other
informal arrangements in the future will also have
enforcement entitlements in federal law.

Termination of referral

I wish to make a statement under section 85(5)(b) of
the Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering
or varying that section by this bill. Clause 7 provides
that it is the intention of clause 4.10(a) of schedule 2
to the bill to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975. The provision in questionan amendment to section 79 of the Construction
Industry Long Service Leave Act 1983 consequent
upon the abolition of the Employee Relations
Commission and transfer of its functions under that
act to the industrial division of the Magistrates
Court - substitutes the industrial division of the
Magistrates Court for the ERCV as the body the
decisions of which under that act are final and
without appeal. The effect of this provision is to
preclude the Supreme Court from hearing appeals
from the industrial division of the Magistrates Court
regarding entitlements to and amounts of long
service leave. The Supreme Court was similarly
precluded from hearing appeals from such decisions
of the ERCV.

Mr KENNETI - We won't hold our breath
waiting for the return of the Labor government in
this state - at least, not in my lifetime. We have
heard what happened to Mr Theophanous in
another place today and we look forward to the
party meeting in two weeks to watch the continuing
machinations of the Labor Party as it pulls itself
apart and clearly indicates to the public why it
cannot be trusted with the management of the state
when it cannot even manage its own affairs.

The reason for limiting the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court in these types of cases is that the
industrial division of the Magistrates Court is
intended to take over from the ERCV in the
industrial matters that remain for resolution within
Victorian jurisdictions as a specialist body that will
provide cost-efficient and speedy determinations in
these matters.
Freedom of association
The freedom of association provisions in division 5
of the Employee Relations Act provided employees
and employers with the right to choose whether to
belong to a union or association.
Although these prOvisions will be repealed in the
Employee Relations Act, they will be replaced by
relevant prOvisions of the Workplace Relations Act.

Consistent with constitutional law and
well-established precedents, clause 6 of the bill
permits Victoria to withdraw its referral.
Mr Bracks interjected.

The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr A. F. Plowman) Order! The Premier will return to the
second-reading speech.
Mr KENNEIT - I am trying to do that, but I
continue to be interrupted. I will refer to that aspect
again for the benefit of the opposition. Consistent
with constitutional law and well-established
precedents, clause 6 of the bill permits Victoria to
withdraw its referral. 1his will ensure that should
there be a change in future circumstances Victoria
may retrieve any of the matters referred. Any
decision by Victoria to withdraw all or any of the
matters referred will be in its absolute discretion.
Summary
In summary, this bill provides benefits for all
Victorians. Employees will have immediate access to
the new and more equitable federal unfair dismissal
provisions - reflecting the longstanding industrial
principle of a fair go all round. Employees will also
have a real choice in deciding whether or not to join
a trade union.

Finally, employees will be able to negotiate federal
agreements meeting the needs of their workplace
without the necessary involvement of any third
party subject to a nCKlisadvantage test based on a
federal award. No Victorian employee will receive
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any lesser safety net entitlement than is currently
available. The potential exists for employees to
obtain greater entitlements by entering agreements
in the federal system.
Employers will also benefit under the referral.
Employers will have the flexibility to continue
current workplace arrangements. Alternatively, they
may choose, by consent, to make an agreement with
their employees under federal law. Significantly,
employers will not have any automatic increase in
labour costs forced upon them by the referral.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRACKS
(Williamstown).

Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday next.

Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I move:
That the word 'next' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the expression '5 December
1996'.

The second-reading speech of the bill was promised
by the government for last Thursday, but that did
not occur. Then the bill should have been read a
second time after question time today, at 3.00 p.m. It
is now 5.00 p.m .. The Premier expects the house to
debate and vote on this bill by 4.00 p.m. on
Thursday. The bill will have profound implications
for Victorian workers; in fact, when the Premier
announced the changes in a statement last week he
said that this would be the most profound change in
commonwealth-state relations since, I think he said,
1901. The Premier placed great importance on what
he calls this reform but what we call his throwing in
the towel, putting up the flag and saying his state
industrial relations reforms have failed.
Given the profound industrial relations changes
proposed in this bill, it is important to have
sufficient time - at least the usual time, two weeks;
we are not seeking more - to consult with the
interested parties, employers, unions and other
interested groups and to seek legal advice, because
the bill involves complex legal questions about
commonwealth-state relations and powers. We
cannot hope to scrutinise such complex legal matters
in two days.
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It is true that at one stage the opposition was

prepared to negotiate with the coalition to have this
bill dealt with and debate completed by Thursday.
We had discussions with the Leader of the House,
but he did not tell the opposition that new material
which was not contained in the Premier's statement
last week was to be introduced today.
That aspect will need close opposition consideration;
it will need to obtain advice. Had the new material
not been introduced maybe we could have finalised
the debate by Thursday, but now the house has
heard for the first time that common-law agreements
will replace individual agreements.
The second-reading speech does not talk about the
industrial relations system or the federal
commission, the employer advocate or the
Magistrates Court deciding on contracts or
agreements in common-law arrangements. Had we
heard about that we would not have discussed with
the Leader of the House the prospect of the bill's
being passed on Thursday next. This profoundly
new matter will create enormous complexities in the
state industrial relations system, as certain matters
will be removed from the jurisdiction of the present
Employee Relations Commission of Victoria and
placed under that of the Magistrates Court.
We have seen how detrimental that can be to both
good government and the state, particularly when
the state government has caused the public sector
unions to take matters such as these to the
Magistrates Court time and again. There are good
reasons for debate on the bill being adjourned for
two weeks. As can be seen from the second-reading
speech, new material has been introduced which
must be considered properly. The opposition needs
two weeks - the usual time - to prepare for the
debate.
Why is the government rushing this through? Why
the urgency? One could speculate that the urgency
has to do with the federal Parliament being able to
get its complementary legislation through. We have
an equally valid reason for waiting. We want to
examine the legislation which will amend the
commonwealth Workplace Relations Act - and the
second-reading speech that accompanies it - before
considering our response to a bill which cedes state
industrial relations powers to the federal
government.
The Premier knows the bill is only one little part of
the process. The bigger part will be the amendments
to the Workplace Relations Act which will be
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brought in by the federal Minister for Industrial
Relations, Mr Reith, and which will have a
significant effect on Victorian workplace relations.
The government is rushing to gain some advantage
over its own work force and to adhere to a secret
deal made between the Premier, Mr Reith, and the
Prime Minister, Mr Howard, for the transfer of these
powers from the state to the commonwealth. The
secrecy of the deal has now been revealed at least in
part by the provisions that maintain under federal
arrangements state contracts for Victorian workers,
in perpetuity in some cases. That is why we need
time to examine the measure properly.
The bill also provides that certain matters be
excluded from the Workplace Relations Act.
Obviously, that has been done to allow the Premier
to save some face and retain some semblance of the
state system he has always hoped for. The bill also
excludes provisions affecting long service leave,
public holidays, superannuation, equal opportunity,
worker's compensation, occupational health and
safety, apprenticeships, essential services and
undertakings as a result of restructuring,
appointments, discipline and redundancies.
There is a large amount of new material in the bill
which was not referred to in the Premier's statement
last week when he glibly proclaimed the change as
the greatest reform in constitutional arrangements
between the commonwealth and states since 19O1.
We can now see that it is a bit more than that.
Mr Maclellan - You agree with it.
Mr BRACKS - At the end of the day members
of the opposition will do anything to get Victorian
workers out of the rotten state system - but we
reserve the right to examine the bill. I am sure that
there are provisions that the Minister for Planning
and Local Government does not know about,
including those relating to the common-law
agreements which will operate outside the IR system
and which will be decided by the Magistrates Court.
They will be enshrined for all time in state
agreements, therefore taking them outside the
Workplace Relations Act. If the minister had known
that, would he have signed up?

The opposition requires advice on the new material.
The opposition will seek to move amendments to
ensure that the transfer works and that the
minimum conditions of Victorian workers on state
contracts are safeguarded. We would hate to see, as
this second-reading speech says - -
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Mr Kennett - On the question of time.
Mr BRACKS - The question of time is crucial to
framing any amendments to this legislation. One of
the key aspects of the bill is the safety net provision,
which involves the transfer of schedule 1 of the
Employee Relations Act to the federal Workplace
Relations Act. The opposition needs time to
investigate whether better safety nets are available
for the 400 000 state workers who will be
transferred. The opposition wants to ensure the bill
is clearly framed so that it offers better safeguards
for Victorian workers. It can do that by proposing a
reasoned amendment, but it needs time to seek
advice. The opposition will not have that time if the
government continues to try to ram the bill through
by 4 o'clock on Thursday afternoon. That will leave
the house a bit over a day to debate the matterwithout properly considering it.
The transfer of any powers from the state to the
federal government gives rise to complex legal
questions. The opposition must examine the legal
implications this referral bill has for any future
handing back of those powers to the state. In other
words, the opposition wants to ensure the state is
able to take those powers back by examining the
legal underpinnings of the clauses that provide for
it. The oppositi0n needs time to take legal advice on
whether there is any facility for enabling those
powers to be returned. It will be difficult to get legal
advice in the two days the Premier is proposing.
Why does the government want to push this
through within a couple of days? Is it Simply to have
the system proclaimed and in place by the end of the
year so that there is supportive legislation at the
federal and state levels. If that is the aim, it is
understandable. But is the government rushing it
through because of the Premier's attempt, which we
learnt about today, to continue preventing state
public servants from gaining federal award
coverage? If the Premier is trying to do that, I ask
him to come clean and explain the reasons for it.
Mr Kennett - On time.
Mr BRACKS - This is absolutely relevant to the
question of time. If that is not the reason, I would
like the Premier to say why he is rushing the bill
through. I would like him to say he has no problem
with state public servants gaining federal awards.
That would be a great contribution and would in
some small way alleviate some of the concerns the
opposition has about the government's rushing the
bill through.
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I urge the government to reconsider its push to have
the bill dealt with by 4.00 p.m on Thursday. In the
Premier's own words, there are good reasons for
having a proper debate on the bill, based on proper
information, proper legal advice and the proper
briefing that two weeks would allow. Therefore, I
seek support for the debate on the bill to be
adjourned for two weeks and not rushed through by
4.00 p.m. Thursday.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I refer to the time
allowed for debate on this bill. I think we would all
agree that it is about time the Premier departed. We
will support the Premier any time he is willing to go.
I support the remarks made by the shadow
Treasurer about the time allowed for this debate.
The opposition seeks only two weeks to assess a
very important bill. Although the usual procedure is
to allow two weeks consideration the opposition
often seeks more time for important pieces of
legislation, especially those with ramifications for
workers or people in general.
I have always supported the overall principle of
moving to a federal system and I accept that
potentially many good things can come out of such a
move. However, we have to ensure that the Premier
does not transfer across to the federal sphere
provisions that are anti-worker and anti-union.
There is a bottom line. I do not believe we can trust
the Premier on anything. At the Liberal Party
conference at the weekend the Premier threatened to
stop $6 billion worth of public projects if unions and
workers did not behave themselves. Yet we are told
he is trying to do the right thing by the workers in
this bill. Anyone who believes the Premier needs to
have a reassessment of his state of mind.
It is almost 6 o'clock on Tuesday night. That leaves
the opposition only Wednesday for consultation
before debating the bill on Thursday. The opposition
is left with the ridiculous situation of having one day
in which to try to understand the ramifications and
implications of the bill. Those opposite may think it
is funny but it is a very serious issue. It is extremely
important that the opposition is allowed more than a
day to look at the bill. Under normal circumstances
the opposition would be arguing for six weeks or
eight weeks. It would probably ask for the bill to lie
on the table over summer so that it could fully
comprehend its implications.

The opposition is concerned about the safety net
provisions that are being transferred to the federal
sphere. Will workers currently under the Victorian
safety net provisions be covered by those in the
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federal act? The federal act involved a long process
of consultation. A senate committee took
submissions from around the country. I believe this
Parliament ought to set aside a miserable two weeks
for consultation purposes. The Premier is so
obstinate and so stubborn. He sets his mind on
something and that is the end of it. We have a
so-called can-do Premier. In some ways he can do a
lot of things and in other ways he can undo a lot of
things. We want to see what the Premier is all about.
We ask him not to guillotine this major piece of
legislation on Thursday. We ask him to make sure
that we have more than one full day to assess the
legislation. We want to understand the implications
for individual contracts, which are being turned into
common-law contracts.
Some of the provisiOns in the bill have tremendous
implications for workers. It is a scandal for the
government to allow the opposition only one day to
assess the legislation. I believe the Premier and the
Parliament must allow more time for the opposition
to fully comprehend the legislation. Employees who
went to the federal sphere under the previous
government knew what they were going into. Under
the current situation unions will not fully
understand what is occuning. It is ridiculous when
one considers that this government spent up to
$12 million fighting unions that were attempting to
have their members gain entry to the federal system
to escape Minister Gude. The government was able
to send millions of dollars of taxpayers' money
down the drain. No doubt the money was given to
some of the government's industrial lawyer mates
who have done particularly well out of this
government.
The Premier now sees the wisdom of having a
federal system and is trying to ram through the
legislation in one day. This completely unbelievable
action will have a major impact on working
conditions in this country. Workers will again be
forced into the master-servant relationship. This is
the classical thinking of conservative bullies such as
those in this state at present. Workers entering the
federal system will be ambushed by its limitations.
Changes in the federal act will mean that workers
are no longer fully protected by the industrial
relations system. The centralised system of
industrial relations allowed unions to negotiate and
develop an industrial relationship in this country
that stood up very well for many years. We had the
accord and the unfair dismissal legislation. We had a
whole range of issues that have enabled us to
restructure Australian industry.
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It is disgraceful that we are not allowed enough time

for consultation. The government should join with
the unions and not allow the workers to be
ambushed. I believe the government's real intent is
to do away with unions. All the government's
legislation has a tremendous anti-union bias. I am
looking for decency from the Premier. I ask him to
allow us time to scrutinise his bizarre performance. I
ask him to be a statesman for a change. I ask him to
come out and do the right thing for once in his life.
That is the impact of the Premier pushing the
legislation through. It gets the honourable member
for Werribee excited, which I can understand
because she has a deep interest in industrial
relations and in the people she used to make
representations for when she was working for an
industrial organisation.
Winding up on the question of time, I again put it to
you, Mr Deputy Speaker, that we need much more
than one or two days: we need two weeks to look at
the legislation and to consult with our
constituencies, our workers and people who I
believe would make more sense than the inane
contribution from the Minister for Planning and
Local Government, who ought to behave more
responsibly - I know he is capable of it from time to
time. We need that time to fully consult with the
people we represent out in the wide world. On that
basis I am totally opposed to debating the matter on
Thursday.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) Members of the opposition approach the debate on
the question of time with a feeling of deja vu. I say
that because if you look back at the original
industrial relations legislation that was introduced
into Parliament on 29 October 1992 you see that the
debate then was deferred for just one week, a few
working days, and look what a disaster it turned out
to be, Premier! Hundreds of amendments were
brought back here time and again. It was an
industrial relations disaster. People were fleeing
from state awards. The state government spent
$15 million trying to stop workers from transferring
to federal awards. It was a total shemozzle, a total
mess, a bizarre industrial relations system.
I should have thought we could have learnt
something from this parliamentary debate by
looking at the original industrial relations bill
introduced on 29 October 1992. It was rushed
through the Parliament; there was a one-week
adjournment, and even then when the bill was
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brought back for a few hours debate on Thursday,
5 November, the debate was gagged at 9 p.m.
All honourable members know in their hearts that
the original legislation - written after the former
Minister for Industrial Relations, Mr Gude,
consumed the bottle of Scotch - was disastrous for
Victoria, for Victorian workers, for employers and
for the economy as a whole. You would think we
might learn something from that. The one thing the
Premier might learn from it is that when he is
bringing in such groundbreaking legislation - as he
has described it - surely it is not unreasonable to
allow a two-week adjournment of the debate, which
is the norm for this Parliament.
When we address the question of time the
opposition's first point is that we should learn from
history and from the experience in this Parliament.
The second point is that to rush the legislation
through with just one working day's notice to obtain
consultation in the community is totally
unprecedented in the life of this and other Victorian
parliaments.
The third point is that the government's track record
on legislation that has been rushed through,
guillotined or introduced in the dead of night, such
as the casino and City Link bills, shows that the
government's intention has not been good; no good
purpose has been served. The opposition asks the
Treasurer and the minister for industrial relations:
what are the motives behind this endeavour to rush
the legislation through the state Parliament? The
answer is that the motives are no good; they are
poor, as I will explain in a moment.
There are six compelling reasons why debate on the
legislation should be deferred for two weeks. The
first is that because of the involvement of
complementary federal legislation I should have
thought it unwise at best to ram the legislation
through. It is essential that a draft of the federal
legislation be viewed prior to the completion of the
second-reading debate. I understand that the federal
second-reading debate will take place in early
December. On the question of time, for that reason
alone debate on the bill ought to be deferred.
The second reason is that the Premier and other
commentators have labelled the bill as the most
Significant change in federal-state relations since
1971.

Mr Kennett interjected.
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Mr BRUMBY - You have said it yourself,
Premier. If that is so why does the Premier want to
rush it through the Parliament in just two days? If it
is a landmark agreement - an historic agreement and the most important agreement in 100 years of
Federation, why on earth would he want to rush it
through the Parliament in two days? It is totally
inappropriate for the bill to be rushed through the
Parliament.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - What an inane interjection. We
are debating the question of time. There has not been
one cogent argument put about why the government
needs to rush the bill through the Parliament in two
working days. We are debating the question of time
because people out there in the real world are not
part of the inane interjections that the minister is
bringing to the debate. Employers, employees and
their families want the chance to look at the
legislation, which is not an unreasonable or
unprecedented request in this Parliament.
The third reason is that the interests of the workers
and employers currently under the state system
need to be protected. The shadow minister for
industrial relations, the honourable member for
Williamstown, made those points very succinctly. It
is absolutely essential that there be provision for the
safeguarding of workers currently covered by state
employment contracts. Again I stress to all
honourable members that it is not unreasonable for
there to be time for us to ensure that those
safeguards are put properly in place and that the
legislation is not rammed through on Thursday
afternoon.
The fourth reason the legislation ought to be delayed
is that it has only just been introduced into the
house. We have only just seen it; we have only just
seen the Premier's second-reading speech. Some
time is necessary for consultation in the community.
I know the government does not like consultation.
The Minister for Planning and Local Government
and the Premier do not like consultation, but the
opposition wants to be able to consult with
employer groups, trade unions and other groups
that will be affected. I cannot believe - Mr Mac1ellan interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - If your track record in this area
was so good you would have got the original
industrial relations legislation that you rushed
through right. But you did not. You ballsed it up.
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You stuffed it up. You got it totally wrong, and it has
been a disaster for the Victorian economy. You can
go around and talk to employer and trade union
groups and they will tell you how you stuffed up the
legislation.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! There was a
bit of language used along the way there that would
be better left out of parliamentary debate. More
importantly, the minister at the table is interjecting
across the table and the Leader of the Opposition is
debating with the minister and not through the
Chair. It might assist debate if the honourable
member would debate through the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - It would be handy if the
Minister for Planning and Local Government took
your advice, Mr Deputy Speaker, and returned to his
seat. As I said, the history of this legislation is
appalling. The government has messed up the
industrial relations system in this state and wants to
do it all again - make all the same mistakes again
and rush this legislation through in just two days.
There is a fifth reason why we should defer debate
on this legislation: namely, that it has profound
long-term economic and constitutional effects on
Victorian workers, employers and the Victorian
economy, and is something that we should not rush
into in any circumstances. Again, that supports the
case for a two-week adjournment.
The sixth reason I would put is, as the honourable
member for Williamstown said today, that we find a
whole raft of new material in the Premier's
explanation. Contrary to what was contained in the
statement made about a fortnight ago about this
historic new agreement with the federal
government, we in fact find in the explanation to the
bill and the clauses a whole raft of new material
which it was not possible to foresee in the Premier's
statement made a fortnight ago.
For those six reasons, because we need to look at the
federal draft and because it is the most Significant
change since Federation, this legislation should not
be rushed through. The interests of state workers
under the existing system need to be properly
protected and we need a proper period of
consultation. We should not be rushing into a
change as significant as this without that. Due also
to the new material that has been introduced into the
legislation we argue very strongly for a deferral of
the debate for two weeks.
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There are many members who wish to speak in the
debate today. I conclude by saying that the
arrogance that we have seen displayed by the
Premier and the minster at the table is not unusual
for this government. My plea to the government is to
think about the effect of this proposed legislation on
the broader community. We are talking here about
industrial relations and a workplace culture. I
simply put to the Premier that if we want a culture
that is cooperative and based on an equal
understanding of the relationship between
employers and employees, that is achieved through
a proper process of consultation, through a proper
process of respect and debate in this Parliament. If
one simply displays, as the Premier has done, the
sort of extraordinary arrogance that has been
displayed in this debate today and rushes legislation
such as this through, one creates a negative culture
in the workplace, creating unfortunate and
unnecessary barriers between employers and
employees. That will be precisely the outcome of this
arrogant decision by this arrogant Premier to rush
this legislation through the Parliament.
We can only appeal- we do not have the numbers
in this place to do otherwise - to the good sense of
the government on the basis of the reasons I have
outlined and of the need to put in place a decent,
cooperative workplace culture and not to further
sour workplace relationships by treating workers
with contempt. The attitude that the government has
taken in rushing this legislation through shows its
contempt for proper process and for Victorian
workers, and if one shows contempt for people one
does not get the best out of them in the workplace.
One would think that those are self-evident
observations. When one looks at the history of this
debate one sees the shemozzle that was caused
when it was introduced the first time.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - It was one of the great disasters
of the government, AIan, which you were personally
associated with: there were hundreds of
amendments here in the Parliament; the total act had
to be rewritten and a minister wrote it over a full
bottle of Scotch - and here we go again, wanting to
make the same mistakes. We believe the debate
should be deferred for two weeks. It is
unprecedented to ram legislation like this through.
The motives of the government are not positive or
good; they are ulterior motives designed to take
away the conditions which Victorian workers have
rightfully earned and enjoyed.
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MI5 MADDIGAN (Essendon) - I support the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Williamstown. I think the people of Victoria will be
astonished to hear today that the government is
trying to rush this bill through in two days. We had
the undoubted pleasure of listening to the Premier
last week telling us what a significant change this
was. He said in this house:
The industrial relations reforms will position us
exceptionally well as we go into the 21st century.

The Premier is talking about reforms that could be
going on for years into the next century but we are
not even allowed two weeks to have the opportunity
to examine the bill and consult with the people who
are really affected. As the Leader of the Opposition
said, the government's record in terms of legislation
relating to workers is extremely poor. The Leader of
the Opposition has clearly outlined the terrible
debacle that resulted from rushing through the 1992
industrial relations legislation. The government has
also rushed through a number of other bills to do
with workers' conditions. It is a great shame that
many workers in Victoria are constantly let down by
this government, which is not even prepared to
allow them to be involved in a discussion or
consultation process before their basic employment
rights are changed. It is unfair and unjust that the
government should continually proceed at this rate
with any bills that relate to workers' conditions. I do
not know who government members talk to, but it is
becoming clear that not only the workers and their
families but also the general community are getting
sick of the arrogant way the present government
overrules the interests of workers.
TIlls relates not only to the 1992 legislation or the bill

now before the house. The government has also
refused to extend time for debate on the Accident
Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill, which is
also due to be debated in this house, so that further
consultation may be entered into. In relation to shop
trading hours, the government reneged on an
election promise that would have allowed a period
of consultation on that measure, which will impact
quite significantly on and change the working
conditions of many people in the retail industry.
There is a constant attack on workers, a constant
refusal to consult with anyone in the community
about provisions that affect the daily lives of
workers. TIlls has gone on and on and the
community is heartily sick of it.
As the honourable member for Williamstown and
the Leader of the Opposition said, absolutely no
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reason has been given why the bill must be passed
by the house on Thursday. As they also said, we
have not even seen the federal legislation. We are
simply passing this bill through the house. I find it
extraordinary that members on the government
benches are quite happy to vote on a bill the future
consequences of which they do not know. It seems
extraordinary to me that they are being so cavalier
about this sort of legislation, which is significant.
Talk about buying a pig in a poke! It is amazing that
government supporters are prepared to sit there
quietly and allow legislation to be forced through
the house to entirely change the industrial relations
system in this state, and send it to where? We do not
even know yet, and this is all supposed to be done in
two days.
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groundbreaking and the agreement he had reached
was so laudable and something to be so proud of,
the Premier would have been able to talk about it at
length with large sections of the community - that
he would have welcomed the opportunity to show
his great work to the broader community and a large
number of organisations that are materially and at
first hand affected by his allegedly groundbreaking
agreement.
I have said in this place before that I consider the
agreement the Premier has reached on handing over
the state's industrial powers to the federal
government to be nothing more than a cruel hoax
perpetrated on Victorian working people. It tells us a
lot more about the government than we had known
previously. The federal coalition government's
extreme right-wing ideolOgical approach to
industrial relations was tempered by the federal
upper house. Our upper house does not operate in
the same way.

The honourable member for Williamstown touched
on one of the reasons the government is so keen to
force the measure through - and the government
certainly has not provided any other reasons to this
house. Could it be, as he said, that once again it is
trying to make life difficult for state public servants?
State public servants have just had a victory in this
state, and we know how upset the government gets
when anyone succeeds in any action against it. One
does not have to go very far to find examples of that.
State public servants are seeking a federal award. Is
the real agenda on this matter that the state
government wants to force this through before the
state public servants have the opportunity to achieve
that? Is there a secret deal, as the honourable
member for Williamstown suggested, between the
state government members and their colleagues in
the federal government? One would have to
conclude that the answer is yes, because certainly
no-one on the government side has given any
indication why this bill has to be rushed through in
two days. There is no good reason. There is no just
or honest reason. Once again, I strongly support the
motion of the honourable member for
Williamstown. There is absolutely no reason why
this debate cannot be adjourned for two weeks to
give workers the opportunity to examine the
legislation which will totally change their industrial
relations system and, as the Premier said, set the
ground rules for industrial relations in the 21st
century.

Ms GILLETI - It is of enormous concern that
the state government wants the federal coalition
government's industrial relations legislation. Its
unbalanced legislation is not designed to create a
harmonious atmosphere or to enhance the
progressive relationship that has existed between
employers, employees and their legitimate
representative organisations during the past
10 years. No, its legislation will be extreme, like the
federal coalition government that produced it and
like this coalition government which considers that
its industrial relations ambitions will be satisfied,
better than they could do for themselves, by the
extreme right-wing government in Canberra under
which we are all suffering.

Ms GILLETI (Werribee) - I support the
amendment on the basis of wishing to secure more
time to consider this measure. On the last occasion
when the bill was before this place we had to
contend with a press release from the Premier
singing the praises of this groundbreaking event.
One would have thought that, if the event was so

The indecent haste with which the legislation is
being forced through the Parliament is a
demonstration of the lack of respect the Premier and
the government have not only for working people
and their legitimate representative organisations that is, their unions - but also for the Parliament.
Their disrespect multiplies. They do not learn more

Mr Kennett - Why is that?
Ms GILLETI - I think it has something to do
with the lack of proportional representation.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable members for Knox and Tullamarine are
out of their places and disorderly.
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from being in govemment. They seem to become
more disrespectful, more intolerant, and less and
less able to understand that a better way to govern is
to listen to what people have to say and then be their
voice, than to seek to impose their views and their
narrow-minded ideology on the Victorian people.
I am a member of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. The disrespect of the
government extends to the Parliament and its
committees. The committee of which I am proud to
be a member has not yet seen - Mr A. F. Plowman - Mr Deputy Speaker, on a
point of order, I believe the member for Werribee is
not speaking to the amendment, which is specific
and deals with time. I do not believe the issues
considered by the committee to which we both
belong are relevant to this debate.
Mr Bracks - Mr Deputy Speaker, on the point of
order, the member for Werribee was expanding on
the need for examination of such a bill by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, and
that takes time. Clearly her remarks were on the
question of time and a referral to a parliamentary
committee is therefore relevant. I ask you to rule that
her comments were in order.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Williamstown is correct in
asserting that the honourable member for Werribee
is in order when she includes as part of her
contribution the reasons she would need more time
to consider the bill. I believe the point of order was
premature. However, she should indicate, as I
believe she was intending, to the Chair that her
membership of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee is related to her argument on the
question of time. There is no point of order.
Ms GILLElT - Mr Deputy Speaker, that was
my precise point: the Parliament has processes and
its committees were established for sound reasons.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, of
which the honourable member for Benambra and I
are both members, has an important role to play in
the processes of this Parliament. It is important for
the good governance and for the creation of good
legislation. After all, that is our job, among other
things. The most important feature of our duty
statements is to produce good legislation that takes
the quality of life of Victorians one step forward.

Time has not been allowed for members of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee to go
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through the proposed legislation properly,
thoroughly and logically. It is the job of that
committee to provide advice to Parliament on the
legislation that comes before it. On that one simple
but important matter, the Premier's indecent haste in
ramming through the legislation denies the
Parliament that one piece of advice - apart from all
the other processes that ought to be gone through
outside this place including gathering information,
seeking people's views and consulting first hand
with those materially affected.
The disrespect the government shows will
ultimately catch up with it. It might be a slow
process but it is absolutely certain that people will
begin to deeply resent being ignored, walked all
over and regarded as unimportant. Australians are
not a nation of babies and Victoria is not a state of
small children. We are participating in a democracy.
We need time. Parliament needs time to do its job
properly to create good legislation. The community
needs time to look at the legislation and to be
involved in the processes. As the Leader of the
Opposition said, one would think the government
would have learned from the results of its indecent
haste. But it appears it has not, and that is a tragedy.
The realities of life as they exist in this Parliament
are that the government still has the capacity to ram
through the legislation no matter what the
opposition does. What it can do - and it will do it
well- is to raise its voice and say, 'You are wrong;
you should not be doing it this way; you should be
taking some time and showing some respect for the
institutions you are part of and for the community
you seek to serve'.
But the government will not do that. Members of the
opposition will raise their voices, make their points
and watch. They will wait and they will remember;
and they will represent the people who they know
respect this institution. They will try to keep that
respect alive and well for at least another generation.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - In its entire
history this Parliament could not have had a
demonstration of such gross hypocrisy. If the Labor
Party has not been examining the issues raised by
the bill what on earth has it been doing?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - The bill implements the
aspiration of the Australian Labor Party and the
Australian labour movement. It is a step towards a
unitary industrial relations system in this country -
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a Labor policy for as long as anybody can remember.
Look at the hypocrisy of the opposition's position.
When the Victorian government enacted legislation
the then Labor federal government cut across it to
provide an avenue for workers to transfer from the
Victorian to the federal industrial relations
jurisdiction. lhis opposition not only lauded - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer
is speaking on the question of time.
Mr STOCKDALE - I certainly am, Mr Deputy
Speaker. I am making the precise point that the
opposition is in a better position than anybody has
ever been in the state's history to negotiate on a time
scale that will actually facilitate the implementation
of this important initiative. For as long as anybody
can remember, Labor's policy has been that this
country should have a unilateral industrial relations
system. Since Federation, and even going back to
colonial days, its aim has been to implement an
unitary system of industrial relations.
The former federal Labor government cut across the
employee relations legislation that was passed by
this Parliament. The state Labor Party gleefully
supported the creation of means by which Victorian
workers could desert the state jurisdiction and move
to the federal jurisdiction. The opposition knows the
federal system has had greater day-to-day
jurisdiction in Victoria than in any other state.
lhis matter can be dealt with expeditiously.
Members of the Labor Party do not need a lot of time
for reflection, consultation and debate. One
telephone call to the Trades Hall Council would give
them their marching orders. I would be amazed if
anybody in the Labor ranks in Victoria were
contemplating opposing the bill. I cannot conceive
that after spending so many years supporting a
switch to the federal industrial relations system and
talking so much cant and hypocrisy about how
workers' interests were being put at risk by the
Victorian legislation, the Labor Party will, when
given the opportunity to move all the state work
force to the federal jurisdiction - with a narrow
range of exceptions - choose instead to reflect,
consult with Trades Hall and then march in the
street to stop the government implementing Labor
policy.
This debate is itself grossly hypocritical. In 1985 I

remember the debates about time when, by an
accident of history following the Nunawading
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Province election, the Labor Party briefly had control
of both houses of Parliament. We did not see the
Labor government agreeing to bills being carried
over from one session to another to allow the then
opposition time to consider the legislation - and we
needed to talk to more groups than the Trades Hall
Council. The coalition was not given any
opportunity to consult on such important measures
as Workcare and the occupational health and safety
legislation.
The great respect for democracy Labor claims to
have today was not at all in evidence back in 1985,
when it controlled both houses of Parliament.
Members of the Labor Party have no credibility on
the question of time. They are simply stuck in a
groove: they oppose everything for opposition's
sake. That is why they are in opposition, and that is
why they will stay in opposition.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I support the
suggestion of the member for Williamstown that the
debate be adjourned for two weeks rather than two
days. Before the Treasurer leaves the chamber I
would like to thank him for his history lesson on the
Labor Party. It is a pity he does not learn about some
other parts of the policy platform.

The government has done enormous drumageto
Victorian workers in the name of the state of
Victoria. That is the reason for the introduction of
the bill- and the loss of face suffered by the
Treasurer and the Premier. The government could
not get it right: it went too far and had to be pulled
back into line by the federal coalition government.
Despite that, we are being given only one day to
debate the bill. The house was given more time to
debate paintball and the Firearms Bill. I agree that
time is of the essence because workers' conditions
are being destroyed, but the government says we
should debate the bill in one day!
The opposition does not even know what the federal
legislation says. We are asking for time to be able to
debate the legislation properly, which is not
unreasonable. Even by the standards of this Tory
government, we should have more than a day. We
have outlived the Thatcherites, yet a major piece of
legislation has to be passed by Thursday. There is
absolutely no need for it to be passed by that date.
I refer to the Treasurer's comments on the former
government's use of the upper house and his
suggestions of cant and hypocrisy. What an absolute
joke coming from him, who has fought to reduce the
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rights of workers, particularly public sector
workers-Mr Baker - He made a living out of it!
Mr COLE - That's right. While he was a member
of Parliament he represented employers who were
trying to destroy workers, which gave him a bit of
money on the side. Now, suddenly, the government
supports a unitary system of industrial relations
because its own system is not working and it cannot
hold out any longer. Because the government has to
do something, the opposition is being given no time
to prepare for the debate.
The history of the control of the upper house is
important. When the opposition was in government,
nothing like this occurred - not once! It is an
absolute act of hypocrisy for the Treasurer to claim
otherwise. The government has consistently used the
guillotine to cut short debate on major legislation.
The Workcover bill was debated for longer than this
will be. The opposition will be flat out getting an
hour to debate the bill- if it is lucky. The odds are
that the government will not want to face up to
criticism for even that short time. This legislation
will be rushed using the Premier's golden 4 o'clock
rule, because he controls the business of the house.
Given the bills scheduled for consideration this
week, there is no time for additional debate.
The Treasurer, who others claim is to some degree
respected in the wider community, talked about the
hypocrisy of the opposition when it is the
government that has done so much damage to
workers! This is one of the most historical bills since
Federation in 1901, a date both the Treasurer and the
Premier referred to. That is probably the only date in
the history of federation the Premier knows. He
overlooks other measures, such as 1942 legislation
on defence powers, which was probably a little more
important than this!
Parliament must not be treated with total disrespect,
which is why the opposition must be given some
opportunity to debate the bill. If the debate is
adjourned to Thursday, we probably will not get a
chance to debate it at alL Never before has
legislation of this magnitude been introduced in
state Parliament. Even if the opposition supports
this legislation, it should not be passed without
substantial debate and community discussion. This
is the act of a draconian government!
While the debate on time has been going on, the
Premier has asked about the numbers on both sides
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umpteen times. Democracy is about a bit more than
having power. The Premier never seems to
understand that until a crack in the wall appears.
Unfortunately, this time it had to be the paintball
issue, but the opposition will take it because it is
better than nothing. When the government members
race off to commando training schools to learn how
to take on the Premier over paintball, we cop it
sweet. But if a government consistently introduces
abhorrent legislation without the community's
consent or without discussing it with the trade union
movement - whether it is to do with victims of
crime, Workcover or industrial relations - people
will quite rightly stand up and protest. Let the
Treasurer be clear on this when he says the
principles of the Westminster system have not been
violated: the government's use and abuse of its
control of both houses is unprecedented in the
history of this Parliament.
This is the worst example ever. The legislation is
crucial to workers, but the Premier does not give a
damn about them, which is why the government is
ramming it through. The government's talk about
Labor's cant and hypocrisy and about how it is
complying with parliamentary procedures is
nonsense!
At the very least, the bill should be considered by
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee,
which the Premier lauded when he established it.
The trouble is, you are bloody hopeless!
Sitting suspended 6.31 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - On the matter of time,
Mr Deputy Speaker, there is no issue that is more
important to the Labor Party than the working
conditions of Victorians. It is outrageous that the
government has introduced the bill only today,
Tuesday, but expects the house to debate and pass it
Thursday. Because the bill has been included among
those which the government intends to have passed
by 4.00 p.m. next Thursday, the opposition will not
have the opportunity to consult with a number of
organisations and individuals and examine the finer
details. We know the government's record on
industrial relations is poor, because it stuffed it up
the first time!
The industrial relations powers of the state will be
transferred to the commonwealth, as the
second-reading speech states. However, the
opposition was surprised to hear about certain
provisions of which it was not aware. The
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opposition may need to seek to amend the bill after
consulting with interested parties.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr CARU - Yes, Premier, it is outrageous that
we cannot seriously discuss the bill. The importance
of scrutinising bills is a tenet of the Westminster
system. Both houses of Parliament should have the
opportunity to debate the legislation. Instead, the
government is attempting to ram the bill through. If
the government grants the normal two-week
adjournment to allow the opposition to properly
consult and canvass opinion, there is nothing to say
the bill could not be then passed without
amendment.
The opposition is seriously concerned about the
provisions dealing with common-law agreements
and the Magistrates Court. I am a member of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. The
Premier has often described the committee as an
important model for scrutiny legislation that is
designed to defend the interests of all Victorians,
including working people. The government
established the committee to examine every piece of
legislation and to decide whether it trespassed
against the rights of the individual. It is also the
committee's role to scrutinise and balance the rights
of government and the rights of individual
Victorians.
The committee needs time to examine the bill and to
consider whether it accords with the intent of
Parliament. It is important that the committee and
the experts assigned to it have the time they need to
say whether the legislation trespasses on or
diminishes the rights of Victorian workers. The
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee is
empowered by the government to do its job
properly, as was mentioned by the honourable
member for Werribee, who is also a member of the
committee.
During past debates on the adjournment of debate
on important bills, some government members have
demonstrated their displeasure at the Labor Party's
opposing the government's ramming its legislation
through this place. I support the amendment moved
by the honourable member for Williamstown, that
the debate be adjourned for two weeks. Normally
the second-reading debate is adjourned for two
weeks to give members time to examine the
legislation properly. However, in this case the
government will allow only two days. On Thursday
we will be expected to have consulted on and
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examined the bill; and regardless of the extent of the
debate, at 4.00 p.m. the government will apply the
guillotine. The opposition would like its constituents
and other interested parties to be given the chance to
examine the bill.
Mr CAMERON (Bendigo West) - I have
pleasure in supporting the amendment moved by
the honourable member for Williamstown. Why not
put debate on this matter off for two weeks?
Government members have failed to take the
opportunity to tell the house why the government
will not allow the bill to be debated in the final week
of this sessional period - that is, in two weeks time.
All honourable members are entitled to know what
the government is trying to hide, because it is
obviously trying to hide something. The opposition
is entitled to be allowed to appropriately scrutinise
legislation, but the government wants to allow it
only one parliamentary working day to prepare for
debate on the bill.
The government's 1992 legislation was bad. Its
changes have been anti-worker, so one must
question whether the bill is also anti-worker. In his
second-reading speech the Premier said that existing
state arrangements - that is, lower working
conditions - will be carried over into the federal
system so that workers who are presently in the
state system will not receive all the benefits that
workers in the federal system receive. In other
words, they will be second-class workers, without
leave loading, overtime, penalty rates and the like.
For that reason we should be given appropriate time
to examine the bill, rather than only one day.
Mrs Peulich - You do not sound passionate.
Mr CAMERON - The honourable member for
Bentleigh was elected to this place in 1992 and has
voted for anti-worker laws all the way along.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Bentleigh is out of her place
and is disorderly.
Mr CAMERON - What will happen to those
state workers who want to go onto federal awards
and benefit from better conditions? From what we
have been told today, they will be denied that
opportunity. I wonder what will happen to those
state public servants and others who want to move
to federal awards. The bill treats them as
second-class workers. The opposition needs to
examine the matter. The Scrutiny of Acts and
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Regulations Committee should be given the chance
to consider whether that involves a diminution of
people's rights. Will the bill diminish the rights of
workers to full federal coverage?
For all those reasons I support the amendment
moved by the honourable member for
Williamstown. The working conditions of Victorian
workers are important to opposition members. They
may not be to those on the government benches, but
they are to us.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I oppose the debate
being adjourned for less than two days and support
the amendment moved by the honourable member
for Williamstown for a two-week adjournment.
I will not go to the lengths I went to last week in
explaining the importance of matters such as these,
but I must emphasise that the government has an
obligation to the house to manage its business
program properly - and that is not happening at
the moment. There are 10 bills to be debated this
week, which allows for not much more than 1 hour's
debate on each. The word around the place is that
we may be sitting late at night, but I suggest to the
government that the solution to the problem is to
schedule an additional sitting week next week to
allow a more even spread of debate. That would
mean debate on the bill could be adjourned for the
fortnight, which is what the opposition is seeking.
Even if the government does not schedule another
sitting week next week, the bill could be brought on
for debate in the first week of December.
One must question the motives of the government in
trying to push the bill through in a couple of days. It
has not suddenly experienced a conversion on the
road to Damascus and decided to support industrial
relations becoming a federal responsibility! Rather,
the government has been so unsuccessful after
spending up to $16 million on legal battles to
prevent state workers going over to federal awards
and has created such a mess of the state system in
the process that it wants to whip the bill through
with little scrutiny.
The government has said the opposition supports
the transfer of the state's industrial relations
functions to the federal arena and wants to know
what are we complaining about. It is certainly true
that the opposition supports the transfer, but it is
entitled to be given the time to examine the bill
properly and consider whether it will result in a real
transfer.
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In the short time I have had to look at the bill I have
not satisfied my doubts about it. The prOvisions are
heavily qualified. The bill says a number of matters
will not be transferred, including superannuation,
long service leave and workers compensation. I
would have defined a number of those thing as
properly belonging in the federal industrial relations
arena. I am already beginning to doubt the extent to
which the bill provides for a genuine transfer of
powers. Last week the Premier made much of
announcing the ceding of the state's powers to the
commonwealth. Again, after examining the bill I
find that it provides for a funny sort of ceding. If
there is a change of government federally, the state
government can immediately turn around and say,
'Hang on a minute. You had those responsibilities
only temporarily. We will now take them back'.
The bill also contains three fairly complex schedules.
The first includes a range of amendments to the
Employee Relations Act, while the second amends a
further 25 acts of Parliament. I would have thought
members on both sides of the house would like more
than 36 hours in which to consider the impact of the
bill on those acts. The third schedule contains
transitional provisions. As a member of Parliament I
would like the chance to closely scrutinise the bill to
determine the impact it will have on workers who
are currently under state awards. One of my greatest
fears is that a number of workers will be trapped in
no-man's-land - that is, they will take with them to
the federal system the worse features of the state
system. I do not know how one can determine
whether that is true in 36 hours.
Each time this happens government backbenchers
are the real losers. They are prepared not to
scrutinise bills but to take the word of the executive
government and agree to ramming legislation
through this place. In doing so they are surrendering
their rights and abrogating their responsibilities as
members of Parliament. I am not sure why they
bother coming here if their only purpose is to put up
their hands when they are asked to do so by the
executive arm of government!
An adjournment of more than two days is needed
for appropriate consideration of this bill. The
traditional arrangement is that debate on a bill is
adjourned for a couple of weeks to allow the
opposition to prepare its reply and to consult
various parties. Given the nature of the bill that is
not an unreasonable position.
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) - In supporting
the amendment I will discuss the implications of
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having no more than 24 hours to consult on this
industrial relations bill. Industrial relations is the
key to many family and women's issues, which we
as opposition members and members of Parliament
must look to. The Treasurer and the Premier have
said that the bill is consistent with Labor policy. That
absolutely astounds me and many other opposition
members. Since when has the government embraced
Labor policy? We do not believe that this industrial
relations bill will do that.

legislation that will become law. But there will be no
opportunity to adequately do so. This bill
demonstrates the considerable difference between
the way the opposition and the government fulfil
their respective roles. The opposition wants to
consult. The government wants to stifle debate. In
discussing this bill the Premier said, 'Trust me'. Does
the Premier know that that phrase was made famous
in Jungle Book? Does he know who used that phrase
in Jungle Book? It was the snake!

This bill has grave implications for the workers of
Victoria. They are entitled to far more than 24 hours
for consideration of the matter. The assurance of the
Treasurer and the Premier that we can trust the
government on this bill is all the more reason to
examine it carefully. The opposition has not yet had
the opportunity of receiving a briefing on the bill. In
fact, the shadow minister is yet to be given a time for
a briefing - and there is only one day left in which
to do it. That is hardly adequate time for proper
consideration!

Mr HAMILTON (Morweil) - I support the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Williamstown that the bill should be debated in two
weeks time rather than in two days time. In effect,
the bill will come before the house in one day.

I am also very concerned to get advice from a range
of people including individual trade unions and
their peak bodies such as Trades Hall and the
ACTU. I will be interested to hear what the
Employee Relations Commission of Victoria has to
say on the matter. I will also be very interested to
hear what the employer organisations and other
peak bodies have to say about it. However, I will not
be given an opportunity to consult with them.
The federal Parliament is currently discussing
industrial relations legislation. That is another
matter that requires consultation and we will not be
able to do that tomorrow. I also wish to ask women's
and family organisations how the bill will affect
them. Once again, however, there will be no
opportunity whatsoever for consultation. We have
heard that 400 000 workers will be dramatically
affected by the legislation. Those workers require
clarity about the conditions under which they will be
employed.
This historic legislation is complex. The previous
speaker, the honourable member for Preston,
alluded to the fact that the bill has 25 consequential
amendments. It also has many provisions including
annual leave and transitional arrangements that
require consideration. We need to consider what will
happen with common-law contracts. Again there
will be no opportunity to discuss those matters.

1bis is government by the executive.
Parliamentarians are elected to debate proposed

Mr Kennett - Are you going to vote against it?

Mr HAMILTON - The Premier asked if I will
vote against it. Those on this side of the house are in
the habit of consulting with their constituencies to
ensure that they properly represent the people who
elect them. It is not a matter of what I decide
individually; it is a matter of what is in the best
interests of the people I represent. It was a facetious
question. If the Premier deals with his constituency
in that same cavalier manner one would have to be a
little concerned about representational democracy.
The Premier would well know that I come from an
area of the state that is very well unionised. Indeed,
the trade union movement in the Latrobe Valley has
a long proud history of being interested in what goes
on in the community. It would be remiss of me not
to take the opportunity to consult with those who
form the vast majority of the electorate of Morwell
which is situated in the heart of the Latrobe Valley. I
last met with the trade unions less than a week ago
when a deputation came to the house on another
matter of great public importance.
People in this house would well know that the trade
union movement takes a broad interest in what goes
on in the community. It is concerned about matters
such as health, which was the subject matter of the
deputation from the Latrobe Valley unions last
Thursday afternoon. It is important that the
opposition has time to consult properly with the
constituency that will be affected by this legislation.
Given the news broadcast tonight, one wonders why
there is such a rush. This is supposedly
complementary legislation to the federal legislation,
but we are yet to be convinced of that. We have seen
this throwing-in of the towel, as it were, on
industrial relations. We have seen a bit of a
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backdown. We are unaccustomed to seeing such
backdowns. We should have more time to debate
this bill simply because of the shock that we received
when we saw that the Premier and the government
threw their hands in the air and said, 'We can't
handle it. We will walk away from it'. Talk about a
Pontius Pilate act! The government is washing its
hands of industrial relations, the most important
aspect of manufacturing and production in this
state. This government says, 'We don't want to have
anything to do with it. We want no responsibility.
We want no accountability. It is too difficult'. No
wonder the government wants to rush this
legislation through Parliament. The government
introduced it and had the second reading on the first
day back this week. The government wants to ram it
through the house on Thursday.
The interesting thing is that, with a great fanfare, the
government set up the Scrutiny of Acts and
Legislation Committee of the Parliament, which was
charged with the responsibility of carefully
examining legislation. Last session the honourable
member for Doncaster did an outstanding job with
that committee. It did its job conscientiously and
very well. I have used the reports of the Scrutiny of
Acts and Legislation Committee to make a point in
this house many times. It is unusual that the
government will try to ram this legislation through
before the new committee has had a chance to look
at it, let alone to study it and report back to the
Parliament.
We will have the absolute farce of this legislation
coming before the house for the second-reading
debate before it has even been before what used to
be the all-powerful and all-seeing committee. That is
a pity. Does that show some lack of confidence in the
ability of the current committee? If that is so it is an
insult to the committee and its new chairman who I
would have thought would have taken his job very
seriously and approached it conscientiously.
We have an historic piece of legislation and it seems
to me that it is absolutely remiss of this Parliament
to ram it through as if no-one cared. The opposition
cares about the conditions of workers. It hurts me
when I hear members opposite blasting the trade
union movement. If we had good bosses and
benevolent employers perhaps we would not need
trade unions. But history has shown it to be
otherwise. We have to have trade unions because
there has to be some collective response to what has
happened to working people from time immemorial.

Mr Kennett interjected.
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Mr HAMILTON - I am proud of the trade
union traditions of the Labor Party. There is nothing
to be ashamed of. I have been a proud unionist all
my life and am proud to support the trade union
movement and its leaders, and to remember the
history of the Australian Labor Party.
The indecent haste with which the government is
attempting to ram the legislation through the
Parliament does little credit to the traditions of this
house, of Westminster and of democracy. If that is
its attitude one wonders why we have a Parliament
at all. If Her Majesty's OppOSition is going to have a
presence in this place it is beholden on the
government to at least attempt to show proper
recognition of due process.
The last thing I comment on is the lack of
justification from members opposite for this indecent
haste. There must be a deal of embarrassment
among those people. The honourable member for
Glen Waverley has a long and proud tradition in this
house; he appreciates the processes and principles of
the Westminster system. It is no wonder that I have
not heard him defending the indefensible. People
like the honourable member for Glen Waverley and
others who have been in this house for ages would
realise that they cannot defend the rush with which
the legislation is being passed through the house.
I stand firmly behind the honourable member for
Williamstown's amendment seeking that the debate
be adjourned for two weeks. The federal legislation
will not be proclaimed until February. Why the
rush? There will be no application of the bill until
February unless hidden in the legislation or in the
second-reading speech there are some devious and
damning criticisms of what is happening in the trade
union movement. Is it any wonder that we on this
side are suspicious?
The implied and stated application of the legislation
depends thoroughly on that legislation, which is
passing through the Senate in the federal Parliament
in Canberra at this very moment. The Senate has
ruled, agreed and will vote on the proposal that the
federal legislation will not be proclaimed until
February of next year, so why should we have to
rush the bill through by Thursday of this week? It is
absolutely indecent and it should not happen.
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - If anything
describes what the government is trying to do in
rushing the legislation through the house, debating
it and carrying it within the space of less than two
days, it is the terms 'indecent' and 'arrogant'. These
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terms characterise the style of this government. The
govemment shows a complete and utter disregard
for any form of democratic process. It uses the house
as a mere rubber stamp. We have a useless
backbench who stand up to the Premier on one
issue, the most important social issue of the day:
paintball!
This is an important piece of legislation that deals
with the livelihoods and careers of a large
proportion of the Victorian work force; it will affect
many Victorian families. It has significant
implications, the detail of which cannot be fully
discussed, consulted on or comprehended by the
community over the period during which the
govemment expects the bill to be considered and
debated. It is an absolute obscenity that the
govemment comes in here trying to have the
legislation dealt with in such a ridiculously short
time.
The former Minister for Industry and Employment
made changes and devised the industrial relations
system - reinvented it in his own image under the
influence of alcohoL It reads a little like a TAC ad if
you go back through the history of it. That minister,
influenced by alcohol, took a piece of industrial
relations legislation and the Victorian industrial
relations system and pranged them up against the
wall, proudly perused his wreckage, handed the
keys over to the federal government and said, 'You
drive'! That is what we are dealing with now. The
govemment expects the house to consider this
momentous and detailed legislation in an obscenely
short period. Debate and consultation count for
nothing. The people in the community count for
nothing. The backbench is really nothing but a
rubber stamp and the Parliament is being used as a
rubber stamp. This is an abuse of the Parliament and
an abuse of the democratic process. It characterises
what the government is all about, its style and that
of the Premier: indecent and arrogant.

Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr LW.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Lean, Mr (Teller)
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall, Ms (Teller)
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.D.

Noes, 29
Hulls,Mr
Kosky,Ms
Langdon,Mr
Leighton, Mr
Um,Mr
Loney,Mr
Maddigan, Mrs (Teller)
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Savage,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson,Mrs

Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks,Mr
Brumby,Mr
Cameron,Mr
Campbell,Ms
Carli,Mr
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Gillett, Ms (Teller)
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
~endEnentnegatived.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 21 November.

FIREARMS BILL
Second reading

House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 51
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley,Mr
Brown,Mr
Burke,Ms
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean,Or
Dixon,Mr

McLellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich, Mrs

Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services).
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - I am pleased to join in
this debate on the Firearms Bill. Many people in the
community may think that the proposed legislation
has gone too far, but in fact it is what the majority of
the community wants. Some people have said that
the legislation is far too strict, and some have been
gung ho and irresponsible in their actions. The
complaints that have come to my office about the
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firearm legislation have come mainly from people
who want to go shooting rabbits with semiautomatic
or repeating rifles. I suggest that that does not give
the rabbits or anybody else a fair go.
Access to or ownership of a firearm is not a right but
a privilege, and people must learn to respect that
privilege. I do not want to live in a country or a state
where we copy the American experience of
everybody having revolvers, guns or rifles. I do not
believe that is what we want in Australia. When I
was in the United States as a member of the former
Crime Prevention Committee, members of the
various police forces in that country pleaded with us
never to let the gun laws of Australia get to the
United States level. I am referring to members of the
FBI and the New York and the Los Angeles police
departments. They all said, 'For heaven's sake, keep
a tight control on gun laws'.
As I said, a lot of people think Victoria's gun laws
are strong and tough. There is no doubt the gun
laws in Victoria are tough; they are not the strongest,
but they are very strong. Because of the easy access
to other states, it is necessary for Australia to have
uniform gun laws that cover all states and territories.
It is no good maintaining the previous position, with
harsh gun laws in Victoria and lax gun laws in
Tasmania because a result of that was what
happened at Port Arthur. It is not appropriate that
that man should have legally owned the guns that
he used to kill 35 people.
There is no doubt that tightening up the gun
legislation has created a number of problems for
some members of the community. The concerns
expressed to me, as a member in the foothills of the
Dandenongs, have been mainly about the ownership
of old guns or heirlooms. The government has
adapted the legislation to allow people who own
heirloom firearms, either one gun or a matched pair,
to have them rendered inoperable so that they can
keep them. Some of those weapons have been
handed down over generations and it is very
difficult for people to accept that because the
government alters legislation with the stroke of a
pen they should lose weapons that have been in
their families for many years.
There has been a great deal of discussion about
firearms. Although I will not go over all aspects of
the bill, I will refer to a number of its parts. I am
pleased to note that the opposition supports the bill.
I refer to the definition of a prohibited person. It is
universally accepted that firearms should not be in
the hands of those who have demonstrated that they
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cannot meet the standards of behaviour approved
by the community. Accordingly, a person who is
classified as a prohibited person will not be entitled
to hold any licence or possess a firearm for a
specified time. As the minister said in his
second-reading speech:
'Prohibited person' is defined as:
a person who has served a term of imprisonment
for an indictable offence - including stalking an assault or a serious drug-related offence; or
a person who is subject to a domestic violence
intervention order in this or any other state or
territory; or
a person who is found guilty in a court of an
offence against this act, or an offence involving
firearms '"

Some prohibited persons can apply for a gun licence
at some future time. It is interesting to note that the
government has taken the initiative. If a person has
served a term of imprisonment longer than five
years, the term of the prohibition from possessing a
firearm shall be 15 years from the completion of the
term of imprisonment. If a person is sentenced to
10 years gaol and released after 6 years, which is
common under the lenient laws that seem to apply
to those in trouble, he or she will still not be entitled
to hold a firearm licence until 25 years have
elapsed - that is, 10 years plus another 15 years.
Some people may consider the provisions relating to
domestic violence intervention orders to be harsh.
The term of prohibition from possessing a firearm
will be five years. That has raised a number of
concerns. An intervention order can be taken out by
another party, as happens in some marriages. The
person against whom the intervention order has
been taken out has no right of appeal, and that could
be very harsh. Once the intervention order is issued,
there will be no right to obtain a firearm licence for a
period of five years after that date.
Persons in the third category - that is, those found
guilty in courts of offences against the firearm
legislation or of offences involving firearms or of
indictable offences - will not be entitled to possess
firearms for 12 months. I have a problem with that
because I believe 12 months is not long enough. The
government has endeavoured to ensure that
Victorians will not be able to legally own firearms
that could result in massacres like those in Hoddle
and Queen streets and Port Arthur.
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The legislation is important as it forms part of
uniform legislation across the country. As I said,
with the support of the opposition it will be very
difficult for people to own restricted weapons. Of
course some members of the community will feel
they are hard done by. Many people feel they have a
right to own the weapon of their choice. It is
apparent that some people owned rifles and guns
that were excessive to their needs, including
high-powered, rim-fire and centre-fire guns and
automatics with magazines of more than 10 shots. I
do not believe the average Victorian citizen needs to
have weapons of that kind. Although farmers need
high-powered weapons to remove vermin and other
animals that are causing problems to their stock, the
majority of people do not need high-powered
military-style rifles. It is apparent that people who
own such guns want to keep them, but in all fairness
they do not really need them.
The legislation is fair and reasonable and caters for
the majority of Victorians, the concerned members of
the community. The minister will be moving
amendments to the bill which make allowances for
members of the clay target shooting fraternity who
want to use double-barrelled or two-shot shotguns
in their sport. Although the legislation is fair, I admit
it is tough. Anybody who goes outside the law with
the possession of firearms will incur the wrath of the
government. The laws are in place to protect the
majority of the public. It is sensible legislation. I
certainly do not want to be around if another
massacre like that at Port Arthur occurs.
I was fortunate enough to have been brought up in a
community where it was customary for kids to have
airguns at 14 years of age and .22s at 16. Everybody
was taught how to handle guns and rifles. Although
it was nice to go out and shoot a few rabbits for
dinner, I did not really need guns, and I have not
used them for 20 or 30 years. I appreciate that many
members may not think I am that old but that is the
fact.
As I said, the legislation is fair and it has the blessing
of the opposition. I envisage Victoria maintaining its
strict firearm legislation for the benefit of the whole
community.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I support the Firearms
Bill, which is very important. It is clouded, more's
the pity, in enormous controversy and was
precipitated by a terrible tragedy earlier this year in
Tasmania.
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The Firearms Bill is a regulatory bill that defines the
methods by which an eligible person can obtain a
licence. There are many important provisions in the
bill which require considerable debate and
definition. In the speech I made earlier on the
industrial relations bill on the question of time, I
referred to the Firearms Bill requiring all those
involved in the game of paintball to gain licences.
We should include the member for Tullamarine and
the other government members who support the
game; they should also have to have licences of some
sort to carry on their work.
Something like that encapsulates the problems
involved in working out why people use guns. It is
tragic that people seek to play those types of war
games. It could be argued that they somehow
enhance teamwork and participation, but they are all
about learning how to use weapons of destruction to
kill people. I am reminded of the comment once
made by Peter Sellers about the ads designed to
attract recruits to the army. According to him they
said, 'Go to exciting new places, meet exotic new
people - and kill them!' That will be the result if we
do not try to understand the nature of violence and
the types of activities those people engage in. To
think that something like paintball is a game is
completely beyond me.
In the process of licensing paintball, for example, it
is important to consider the causes of violence and
destruction in our community, especially if we are to
eliminate acts of violence wherever possible. The
weapons of destruction we have at our disposal,
from nuclear weapons to self-loading rifles, give us a
capacity to destroy ourselves that we have never had
before. You could argue that all the regulations that
have been introduced will be totally useless, given
that there is no guarantee that a Port Arthur-type
massacre can be prevented. However, as I will
explain, some of the regulations do not go far
enough in attempting to avoid the problem that
occurred earlier this year.

When the gentleman responsible for the Port Arthur
massacre goes to court, having pleaded guilty, there
are sure to be pleas made on his behalf, and that is as
it should be. But it will also be argued that he is not
mentally ill. At the time of the massacre it was
alleged that he was schizophrenic. It seems he has
suffered a schizophrenic illness, but he has since
been assessed and has been found not to be
schizophrenic. At the time of the massacre the
hysteria surrounding people who suffered from
schizophrenic illnesses verged on the disgraceful, if
not the bizarre, because schizophrenia was offered
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as an explanation of why somebody would do such
a thing. That clearly showed that most people have
not one skerrick of knowledge or understanding of
the nature of schizophrenic illness. Is it lamentable
that the hysteria that surrounded the Port Arthur
massacre caused so much trouble for many people. I
hope the community has learnt something about the
damage that can be done when people go around
making allegations such as those.
The other important point is that of the 130 or
140 murders that have resulted from massacres in
our country and in New Zealand, not one has been
caused by a person suffering from a mental illness.
That is not to say the perpetrators were not
disturbed, because very often they were. But that is a
totally separate issue, which was not properly
discussed at the time of the Port Arthur massacre.
The most important issue is that the bill forces us to
examine the causes of terrible crimes such as those,
which we will not stop just by taking away people's
weapons. The other point is that although
prohibiting weapons may not work, it has to be
tried, which is what the opposition said when the
bill was introduced.
I personally have no real regard for guns or
weapons. I recall all too well the opposition's
attitude to the legislative changes that were
introduced back in 1988 after the Hoddle and Queen
street massacres. The position of the Liberal and
National parties was certainly not unequivocal; in
fact, it was extremely ambiguous. However, they
later decided to oppose any substantial change to
the laws prohibiting certain types of guns - and we
are worse off for that. We can see within our Society
some of the remnants of those sorts of problems, and
the Port Arthur massacre was but one example.
The member for Yan Yean, the shadow Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, rightly referred to
the almost unbelievable road-to-Damascus
conversion the minister has undergone. As the
member for Sunshine says, when it comes to guns
the opposition is right behind the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services. We are pleased by the
position the government has adopted. The minister
and the Deputy Premier and Leader of the National
Party decided enough was enough and that the time
had come to put the brakes on and prohibit the
ownership of these guns, no matter how difficult
and politically unpopular that might have been. It is
now done, and the opposition hopes the regulations
will be successful.
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I have never been able to understand the thrill
people get from using semiautomatic weapons. I
was in the Army Reserve; I trained with SLRs and
Armalites, threw the odd grenade, and even carried
an M60. Those weapons have no place outside the
military forces. Unfortunately, they have their place
in the military, even though I wish they did not.
They also have a place in the police force and in
some security industries, but other than that we
should avoid them altogether. There is no need for
people to own the types of weapons that were used
at Port Arthur. I do not think anybody can justify
using an Armalite rifle or the lightweight assault
weapons that are available here or anywhere in the
world - other than for military purposes. It is tragic
to think that the massacre may not have occurred
had the Tasmanian government gone along with the
joint agreements on and proposals for the
elimination of weapons such as these some six or
seven years ago.
We all accept the need for some form of gun
regulation. However, the opposition wants to take
account of the needs of sporting shooters. If people
want to shoot their guns at the occasional animal or
whatever, they should be entitled to do so. It is not a
big sport in my electorate, although there is an
abundance of rabbits - but the calicivirus should fix
them up. I suppose it is easy for the member for
Melbourne to talk in those terms. There is a pistol
club in Mount Alexander Road where people can go
to shoot pistols at targets, and if they want to do
that, they should be entitled to do so. However, I
emphasise the problem of violence in our
community. Using a gun is a crude form of violence,
and we should be conscious of these issues.
On the question of uniformity, I commend the path

of unifOrmity not only on this occasion but with
most legislation, so long as it is debated properly
and fully. It is tragic that it took a massacre the size
of the one at Port Arthur before such an approach
could be adopted. I commend the Prime Minister,
the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the
Democrats in Canberra, who have taken the
sometimes difficult stance they have taken because
of the political problems associated with this issue.
Uniformity of approach is of enormous value and
benefit to the community; it should be encouraged
wherever possible. It is time to stop thinking as
individual states and act as a nation; we should stop
competing against each other. The more legislation
is uniform, the better.
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Since the bill was last debated I have visited
England. I spent three days with Scotland Yard
officials looking at a whole range of issues. Even
though England has a population of about
67 million, very few deaths there are caused by the
use of hand guns. The British police, with few
exceptions, do not carry weapons and, I was told,
they do not want that right. I do not say our police
should not carry weapons; from a health and safety
point of view I do not argue they should not carry
weapons. I know some who should not carry them,
but I will not elaborate further.
I become concerned that the police on point duty in
Swanston Street are armed with dirty big batons,
guns and all the paraphernalia. I wonder whether it
is necessary to have those weapons on display.
Large populations in, for instance, England do not
lead to a high number of deaths and violence
compared with the situation in America, where large
numbers of violent deaths are the norm. Prohibition,
regulation and the culture that moves against guns
can reduce the level of violence through the use of
weapons. I hope this bill will achieve such a
reduction.
I also visited the United States. Suffice to say the
situation there is very different from what applies
here or in England. Although there are a number of
worried people in Australia, it is commendable that
we have adopted a bipartisan approach to getting
rid of guns. That would not have happened in the
United States. I was told by a Democratic lobbyist
there that the prohibition on automatic weapons,
including machine guns, was passed accidentally
because of some late-night confusion about voting in
the legislature. That is a terrible state of affairs and
an insult to the intelligence to hear people argue for
the right to own a machine gun. It is a credit that
through its maturity Australia has shown the way to
handle the issue, despite a few people who may be
unhappy about any ban.
The shadow minister referred to the regulation
concerning what constitutes a proper and fit person.
A provision in the original act which refers to
someone being a fit and proper person is as long as a
piece of string. I know the bill attempts to define that
provision, but it has left an enormous scope. We
should have more than the description 'fit and
proper person'. Denying a person the right to own a
weapon could be used as a method of preventing
people such as Mr Bryant et al from getting hold of
weapons.
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As I read the legislation, I regret that it contains no
guarantee that a person can be prevented from
obtaining a licence; it is probable that Mr Bryant
could still have obtained a gun licence. I want to be
cautious about what I say: there is no mandatory
provision there. What do you say to people with
personality disorder mental illness who have no
prior convictions? There is no provision about
whether they can get hold of weapons.
I do not say people with mental illnesses should not
have access to weapons. The people we are worried
about are not those who may have served 10 years in
Pentridge Prison for armed robbery; they will not
get guns. They are more likely to be involved in
mass killings. The problem is that people with
personality disorders will not be covered by the bill.
We should not preclude people with mental illness
from obtaining licences to carry weapons, but it is
important that we understand that people with
mental illness or personality disorders pose the
greatest threat to our community. Nothing in this
bill gives us the comfort of knowing that those
people will be prevented from obtaining guns; the
greatest danger they pose is to their own lives.
Clause 183 provides an immunity from liability for
health professionals and others who provide
information about a person they consider should not
hold a weapon or who consider a weapon should be
removed from the person's ownership. I ask the
minister to consider the question of confidentiality.
Will a health professional be required to
acknowledge that he or she, having spoken up, is the
reason an applicant has not received a gun licence?
Also, there is no onus on the people to tell if there is
a problem.

In the case of Mr Bryant, if his doctors or those close
to him had been required to report him they would
have felt obliged to do so and would have acted, but
the provision in clause 183 is voluntary, not
mandatory. We should institute a method of
ensuring that health professionals can make a report
rather than forcing them to make a decision. I am
not sure whether the minister has considered that
issue, but I am concerned about the confidentiality
aspects.
It is a difficult topic. It is one thing to remove the
guns, but another to get the hard ball and say, 'Who
is a fit and proper person to hold a weapon?'. It is
not sufficient to say that certain categories of people
are excluded when we are talking about a weapon
that can quickly kill 3S people. The bill eliminates
the use of semiautomatics, but bolt-action rifles will
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still be available. We must stipulate who are fit and
proper persons. We should not leave it to the Chief
Commissioner of Police, but say publicly that certain
types of people, other than those with criminal
records, fit within that category.
That is in the act, but there must be one further step.
Intervention orders, while a good idea, are
discriminatory .
Members should keep in mind the comments of the
shadow minister regarding fit and proper persons
when considering the bill. The preclusions are
insufficient. It is time the community defined
specifically those people who should not get access
to weapons. Looking into people's prior convictions
is not enough; it is an ineffective means of stopping
deaths. Often the people involved in shootings are
eligible for licences, anyway. We have to take it one
step further. We can do that either by further
regulation or by defining the powers of the chief
commissioner and giving him the support he needs
to make the decisions, however unpalatable they
may be - and that may include denying people
with mental illnesses access to licences.
The concern about clause 10, headed 'Reasons for
applying longarm licence, category A and B', is
valid. Gause 10(1)(d) in particular refers to security
or prison guards applying for licences. The police do
not have to apply for licences; they are automatically
granted them. I would have thought - Mr W. D. McGrath - We pick that up in the
amendments. Prison guards are the same as police.
Mr COLE - They may carry hand-held weapons,
but they sometimes have to carry longarm weapons
as well. Besides that being a health and safety issue
for them, prison guards should not have to apply for
licences individually. That can be and must be done
corporately. The corporation should apply for
licences for them.
The provision also appears to be open ended. A
person could apply for a licence to use a hand-held
gun as a prison guard and also be eligible for a
longarm licence as well. People who apply for
licences in their capacities as prison guards should
not necessarily be allowed to have longarm licences.
The issuing of longarm licences should be restricted
so that they apply to weapons that are used only on
the job, unless a person can prove he needs a gun on
another ground. I do not think that a person who
has a licence for a hand-held gun should
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automatically be given a longarm licence. I hope the
provision covering prison officers is amended.
This has been a difficult bill for many reasons, but it
is important that the community has made this
much progress. I hope we will see a significant
reduction not only in mass murders but also in
deaths from guns generally. The legislation will
work if we approach it in a mature way. Prohibition
is not the answer. We need to attack the cause of
these deaths - that is, violence within society. We
should also take the difficult step of defining who is
a fit and proper person to carry a weapon.
Mr ANDRIGHEITO (Narracan) - I support the
bill. While I listened with great interest to
honourable members I remembered my first contact
with the Firearms Act some 20 years ago. At that
time the act was nothing more than a couple of
pages stapled together, and the most heinous
offences it referred to were shooting on Sundays or
in a populous place or town. How things have
changed. There has been a dramatic change in the
community's attitude to firearms, and rightly so.
As a result of the atrocious events in Hoddle and
Queen streets in the 1980s the firearm legislation
was tightened leaving Victoria with the toughest
gun laws in Australia. At that time certain sections
of the community were outraged and believed the
end of the sporting shooters life as they knew it had
arrived. However, they were the same people who
later commended the legislation and wondered why
the rest of Australia could not follow the lead set by
Victoria.
When speaking about the Hoddle and Queen streets
events we often do not speak about the unfortunate
people who lost their lives. How many honourable
members recall the number of deaths that occurred
as a result? I recently travelled to Tasmania in the
company of Mr Dixon, the honourable member for
Dromana, and the Honourable Cameron Boardman,
a member for the Chelsea Province in another place.
We visited Port Arthur, and I will never forget
walking down the grassed area to a wooden
memorial which has been erected in recognition of
the 35 people who lost their lives on that fateful day
on 28 April this year.
I stood in front of the wooden memorial, which is an
upright old beam with a piece of dressed Huon pine
across the top so that it resembles a cross. The shape
was very striking. A posy of flowers had been
dropped at the base of the memorial and in front of
the upright piece of wood was a rebate which held a
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brass plaque with the names of the 35 people who
had lost their lives. I can still feel the hairs rise on the
back of my neck and can remember the feeling I had
as I read the surnames of those people. Surnames
were repeated when more than one member of a
family lost his or her life. I could not help but think
of the reports I had read and heard about the poor
children who in terror tried to run away but who
were eventually shot dead. It was a very moving
experience. All of a sudden the rhetoric that had
been heard in houses of Parliament around the
country had a different meaning for me because I
had stood on the very spot and had realised the
victims were real people, not statistics or reports in
newspapers.
The reality of it all struck me then and I have
thought about it many times since. I think about the
number of constituents that came to my office and
complained about the tough new legislation
proposed by following the resolution of the
Australian police ministers.
I thought about my attitude then and my attitude
after the experience I had follOwing my visit to Port
Arthur. There needs to be a change in culture. I wore
a gun for the first 16 years of my career. I did not
particularly like it. In fact, I remember how I used to
try to get out of going to pistol practice; I did not like
the noise. Even though I wore a gun I saw a need for
it and it was not really a concen:t to me.
I have no objection to people having guns for
recreational purposes and being involved in
sporting activities. My brother is very keen on it. We
are very good friends and we have discussed this
matter. I do not particularly want one but I respect
other people's right to have guns.
But I see a change in culture occurring. I can see the
difference from the situation when I was a cadet in
secondary school. I can remember going home on
the trams and the trains dressed in cadet uniform
with a .303 rifle, and I was not the only one. Many of
us carried .303 rifles on public transport. Thirty
years have passed and I wonder what the reaction
would be if commuters saw 14 or 15-year-old
children getting onto trams or trains toting .303
rifles. Because a change in culture has taken place
the community now views those issues differently.
The culture will continue to change because of the
change in our circumstances. Australia's population
is increasing and a large number of people visit our
national parks and recreational areas.
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I support the bill, and I am sure it will continue to be
discussed by recreational sporting people. However,
I am sure that over the years, even within their own
ranks, their attitude will also change.
The number of firearms available in the community
is also an issue. Homicides or murders generally are
the result of very serious domestic disputes. That is
well known to members of this house who have had
previous experience in the services or in the police
force. It comes as no surprise that the availability of
weapons in domestic premises is one of the reasons
why the rate of homicides involving firearms is so
high. I suppose there will always be the likelihood
that they will occur in any event, conSidering the
amount of dangerous items that can be found in
houses. I question the need to have a number of
firearms in domestic premises. People put them
there and people have access to them.
As the minister said in his second-reading speech,

the bill represents the concern of the Victorian
government. However, I believe it also represents
the genuine concern of the community generally
about the presence of firearms in our community.
The community is also concerned about the need for
firearms training. Although there is no doubt that
the incidence of training has increased, the amount
of training received before the introduction of this
bill was far greater than it was many years ago. But
training has a long way to go. One has only to
consider the amount of training required to drive a
motor car. We would reel back in horror at the
thought of somebody being put behind the wheel of
a motor car without proper training or guidance
about how the vehicle should be used. But firearms
are just as dangerous, if not more dangerous, than
motor cars when used by irresponsible people.
Another community concern is that we make sure
that persons authorised to have access to firearms
meet strict suitability criteria. The honourable
member for Melbourne touched on that issue
extensively and there is no need for me to repeat his
remarks.
The legislation enacted by this Parliament conforms
with other legislation around the country, and it is
important that it be consistent. It would be totally
untenable, as it has been in the past, if one could
cross the border and have totally different laws
applying. One can ask: what were the laws in
Queensland or Tasmania on that dreadful, fateful
day of 28 April this year? If those states had taken
Victoria's lead a few years ago would that tragedy
have occurred? Would the loss of life have been the
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same? The reality of non-uniform laws throughout
the country posed a problem in itself.
I hope resources are provided for a national register
of guns and licences. Thanks to modem technology
that marvellous thing we cannot live without today,
the computer, will be of great benefit. This is not
something we should strive for; rather, it is a
minimum standard that should be set for the
accurate keeping of records of guns and gun users.
Without that the intention of the legislation may not
be totally supported.
I feel for the law-abiding members of the community
who will be affected in some way by this legislation
and who will say, 'We were not in Port Arthur at the
time. We are not criminals, yet we seem to be treated
like it'. I feel for them, but I say to them that the
issue is bigger than that. It is not a case of being
directly involved; it is a matter of looking at the
culture and looking at the way the community is
going.
I encourage everyone to do what I did and visit Port
Arthur. Stand in front of the wooden memorial and
think about what it represents. If the hair does not
stand up on the back of the visitor's neck I would be
very surprised. This issue is bigger than the rights of
some people to have the guns they desire for
sporting and associated purposes. I believe as time
goes on that will be realised.
I refer to the compensation payments, which I
believe have been fair. I must admit that I have not
had any complaints. I do not know if any other
honourable members have any complaints about the
amount of compensation paid. The anecdotal
evidence to which I have been privy suggests that
the people involved are more than happy with the
compensation paid.
What of the future? I simply say that the future will
change whether we like it or not. We all remember
the values we held dear many years ago. We are in a
state of flux and we always will be. If we are unable
to change as the community develops we will not be
able to continue the social reforms that have
occurred so far. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr SAV AGE (Mildura) - I am pleased to speak
on the Firearms Bill. I acknowledge that there is
much to be endorsed as desirable, but it is clear
many clauses of the bill are draconian. The number
of amendments we have received today is an
indication that the bill has been put together hastily.
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I looked through the bill yesterday and I am now
pleased to see an amendment to clause 130. That
clause said it was an offence to carry a firearm
anywhere, which could be a problem for people
transacting business on the way to and from the
range, police stations and gun dealers. The provision
is an indication that some things may become
problems in the future.
My greatest concern is that we have walked into a
minefield of property confiscation without a great
deal of consideration for the future. It is true that
there is compensation for the people who have
prohibited weapons, but there is none for the people
who will from this moment on be denied the
opportunity of holding a firearm licence because
they do not qualify as a person with genuine need,
do not belong to a registered club and are not
primary producers.
The heirloom aspect of the firearm legislation is also
a problem. The conditions that apply to making such
a firearm safe have gone past the point of being
necessary. One of those operations on a firearm
would be adequate, but about four or five steps are
required for the simple removal of a firearm's
effectiveness.
Members of the farming community are concerned,
and I have some sympathy for their concern. I will
give an example. I have in my possession a firearm
permit that was issued to a farmer by the registrar.
The farmer was successful in obtaining an automatic
shotgun licence, but the registrar has reviewed the
use of this firearm by stating that it cannot be used
to destroy cats, hares, rabbits, galahs or cockatoos
because, he says, other methods are more effective. I
am sure the farming community has a long history
of understanding what is necessary in the
destruction of feral pests. To tell a farmer that he
cannot use a certain type of ammunition in a
shotgun or that he cannot use it to destroy cats,
hares, rabbits, galahs or cockatoos is ridiculous.
With these sorts of restrictive elements in the bill we
will be winding back and including what is clearly
unnecessary from the previous measure, and there
will be many problems in the future.
Clause 11 refers to target shooting and will restrict
people to shooting clay targets. Will it mean that
unless you are a member of a clay target club you
will be restricted totally?
Another aspect that concerns me is public interest.
What is the definition of public interest? This gives a
tremendous power to the Chief Commissioner of
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Police in the issuing of licences. Public interest is not
defined. Where will this lead? We may have a
responsible chief commissioner today, but what
about tomorrow? Some things about that clause
concern me.
I wonder why there is a restriction under clause
21(2)(b) on the issue of firearm collectors licences to
people unless they:
... can demonstrate that the fireanns collected will be of
obvious and significant commemorative, historical,
thematic Or investment value.

If you do not already have a collection, you will be
denied the opportunity of starting one.

Clause 36 deals with noncompliance with the licence
conditions and provides penalties of between 60 and
240 units. One person can do 15 months gaol for
manslaughter, yet another can be sentenced to four
years imprisonment for noncompliance with licence
conditions! That is way over the top of what is
necessary to manage the Firearms Act.
I give a concession in the case of clause 58, which
provides that a permit can be issued by the chief
commissioner for the holder of a collectors licence to
participate in a commemorative or historical event.
That is a desirable element of the bill and I commend
it.
Will clause l04(a) relating to an application for a
permit to acquire a semiautomatic rifle restrict the
issue of such firearms? These are terribly difficult
situations for people who have large collections of
firearms, and will have grave ramifications for the
future. Clause 121 delivers a harsh penalty60 units, $6000 or 12 months imprisonment - for
the incorrect storage of firearms held under longarm
and hand-gun licences.
Gun dealers do not seem to have an exemption
under clause 134, which makes it an offence to alter
a firearm. Why can't a gun dealer buy an heirloom if
the owner wants to sell it? That is reasonable.
Fortunately there has been an amendment in clause
150; until it came out today there had been no
mention of a wildlife officer demanding a licence.
There is no mention in clause 155 of anybody
representing the Sporting Shooters Association
being represented on the Firearms Appeal
Committee, although that organisation represents
about 16 000 shooters in Victoria. Two appointments
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to the panel will be from the Shooting Sports
Council of Victoria. There may be some problems
here if the membership of the committee is not
opened up to a wider selection of people. This
matter was mentioned by the honourable member
for Melbourne, who also had some concerns about
whether the committee could advise the Chief
Commissioner of Police on whether a person was
suitable to hold a firearm licence. The only danger I
see in that provision is that there would be no way
to right the wrong if it turned out that someone had
sent a vindictive communication to the chief
commissioner. Perhaps the clause should state that
the committee must pass on the information to the
chief commissioner rather than to an individual, so
that there is not that element of a possible payback
from another situation.
Clause 191, dealing with regulations, talks about
possible restrictions by the Governor in Council on
the amount of ammunition a person can hold. It may
cause difficulty for some shooters because in one
day's competition a shotgun can use up to
1000 rounds. I hope a significant burden will not be
placed on competitive shooters to prevent them
from competing properly because the restrictions are
so draconian.
Clause 195 is a continuation prOvision. The new
legislation will now perhaps remove firearms that a
person already holds under an existing licence. I
hope the administration and changeover are
reasonable so that people are not unfairly dealt with.
If a person has a firearms collection he or she cannot
dispose of it to a licensed firearms dealer. I cannot
understand why a firearms dealer cannot be given
the authority to purchase firearms from a collection
rather than from another collector.
I am opposed to the clauses I have highlighted. I
have not changed my view that the legislation has
been an unnecessary intrusion into the life of
Victorians. The previous Firearms Act was a good
act, although it could have been improved.
I commend some of the points in the new bill.
People who own firearms will have to give up their
personal freedom. It has been said on many
occasions that the new legislation will not preclude
events like the massacre at Port Arthur from
happening again in the future. We are targeting
law-abiding people who have a long history of
responsible behaviour. I think the legislation evades
the core problem that has caused these massacres in
the past.
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Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - I join the debate,
and there is no doubt that it is a very emotive one.
That has been the case for some time, and certainly
since the events of Port Arthur. The question could
be asked: why have this legislation? Why not
upgrade the existing legislation of the Victorian
Parliament? There is no doubt that the Port Arthur
tragedy did spur governments around Australia into
action to do something to improve the gun laws
throughout our country. There is no doubt that
Australia was stunned by the events at Port Arthur,
as were many people around the world. This
tragedy hit home to many families and communities.
It affected my own home town, and I refer in this
debate to a wonderful and very popular couple in
the Ballarat area, the late Merv and Mary Howard,
whose lives were taken at the cafe at Port Arthur.
They had won a raffle through the local football
club - they were very much involved with football
around Ballarat and other parts of Victoria - and
the prize was a trip to Tasmania for the weekend.
They left their family to go to Tasmania for the
weekend and did not, of course, return home. They
were part of the tragedy of that day, so the
Howards' grandchildren will not be sharing
Christmas with their grandparents. I know that as a
community we will be feeling for them and for other
members of that family at that time as they
reminisce over the happy times they had in previous
Christmases. This will apply to families around
Australia and overseas who were directly involved
with the Port Arthur tragedy.
I took the opportunity to watch the television news
tonight at 6 o'clock, and anyone who saw it would
realise how tragic the Port Arthur case is. The matter
was before the courts in Tasmania today, and some
of the stories resulting from the actions of the
accused person on that day are horrific. Many
people will be extremely distressed while viewing
and listening to the news as the court case
progresses. I am sure there will be a sense of relief
when the case is over and justice is served.
As I mentioned before, there has been heavy debate
throughout the community and much reaction on
the part of people who are involved in the sport of
shooting. I can understand their feelings on the
matter, but the situation is that new guidelines have
been prepared following meetings of the police
commissioners and ministries around the various
states of Australia under the organisation of the
Prime Minister. It was quite historic to have these
meetings taking place to come up with the
guidelines for the bill currently under consideration.
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One of the results of discussions concerned the
organising of firearm collection centres and the
payment of compensation to people who have guns
that are no longer lawful in this country. Since the
Ballarat firearms collection centre has been open and it was opened by the minister at the table some 3700 firearms have been handed in from the
Ballarat area alone. To date in Victoria more than
100 000 firearms have been handed in. That is an
enormous response to the program and, of course, it
has been achieved at some expense. So far
$43 million has been paid out. I congratulate
responsible firearm owners who have taken
advantage of the collection centres to bring the
firearms in for destruction and receive their
compensation payments. Some people have done
very well with this opportunity to hand in their
firearms. I will not mention his name, but an
honourable member who is sitting close to me has
done pretty well with his firearm collection. He got
more than he paid for a weapon 28 years ago. He
has had great sport with it but has now handed it in
and bought a barbecue with the proceeds, so no
more firearms for this honourable gentleman; I
guess he will have to go back to using a popgun at
Christmas! Overall, I compliment the responsible
owners who have handed in their weapons.
Concerns have been expressed by some shooters as
to the future without their favourite guns and so
forth. I can understand that, but I am getting
feedback now that many of the shooters who were
complaining some months ago have handed in their
banned firearms and purchased new guns that are
suitable under the new guidelines and are still
enjoying their sport and at the same time doing a
very effective job of vermin control in farmland and
national park areas.
Some interesting events are occurring where families
have found firearms that have been in their
possession for perhaps 20, 40 or 50 years and have
asked the police to come and collect them and take
them out of their houses. The guns have just been
lying there and the owners do not feel they should
necessarily apply for the compensation but should at
least get rid of the weapons so that they can be
destroyed, because they have no further use for
them in family situations. I congratulate those
people on what they are doing.
Many concerns have been raised on this whole issue
and many members of this house have been
challenged strongly by users and owners of firearms.
The debate has been emotive and sometimes
insulting to us, but I accept that and I understand
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people's frustration. The overall future of firearm
control in Australia will be all the better because of
this bill and the bills that will mirror it in the other
states. I congratulate the police ministers and the
Prime Minister on what they have done in setting up
the guidelines and the activity that has been
involved in ridding Australia of the hundreds of
thousands of firearms that were unnecessarily lying
around. Some were being used but others were not;
in other words, it was a good chance to clean out the
pantry and get on with life. I am sure that the overall
feeling generally in the community - and there has
been a lot of positive support for this action in the
community, despite the protests from a minority is one of relief to know that legislation has brought
about a far better control of firearms throughout
Australia, certainly in Victoria. We can all go on
living life feeling a little more comfortable about
where we sit in the future. I commend the bill to the
house.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN
(Mr Cunningham) - Order! The time has arrived
under sessional orders to give consideration to the
adjournment of the house.
Sitting continued on motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services).
Ms GILLETI (Werribee) - I am pleased to
participate in the debate on this important piece of
legislation. The points that I seek to make this
evening will be brief and few in number. Earlier I
had the opportunity to speak on related legislation,
and I wish to reiterate a number of points and raise a
number of matters pertaining specifically to this bill.

The shadow Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and I have had the benefit of hearing
representations from a number of groups that have a
strong interest in the Firearms Bill. The interests of
those groups and their particular issues have been
raised in detail and with great competence by the
shadow minister. There is no need for me to raise
them specifically again, save to say that the most
deep-seated concern remains with the lack of appeal
rights for prohibited persons, as defined by the bill,
and the lack of opportunity for those people, once
they are defined as prohibited persons, to take steps
to remedy the situation. The matter has been raised
by a number of speakers this evening.
Many people in Werribee own firearms. I
congratulate those licensed shooters who owned or
bore registered firearms and who, at great personal
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cost in some cases, handed in those firearms with
great commitment and diligence, motivated by their
respect for the law and their commitment to the
community. Werribee is fortunate in that one of its
favoured sons, Russell Mark, is an Olympic gold
medallist. He has led the way and his example
stands the community in good stead.
I raise another matter that relates particularly to the
genesis of the proposed legislation. The awful events
in Tasmania, which are coming back to us via the
reports of the court hearing, will leave a scar not
only on the community in Tasmania but also on the
rest of the Australian community. What took place
in Tasmania led to the federal government making a
concerted effort to deal with the issues relating to
the possession and use of guns in our community. It
is a great pity that the way the federal coalition
government went about the matter has caused large
sections of the community to be excluded from the
processes of contributing to what would have been
much better legislation had they made their
contribution. It has led those sections of the
community to feel isolated and to feel that in some
way they are to blame for what took place in
Tasmania. I place on the record that as far as this
participative process is concerned, they are not to
blame. licensed shooters who have registered
firearms are not the problem that the community is
facing. By and large they are responsible and
capable people, who are staunch supporters of their
communities and they are remarkably respectful of
their firearms. They are not responsible for what
happened in Tasmania and they should understand
that we know that, too. It is a pity, therefore, that
greater consultation has not been entered into and
greater acceptance of their advice in the drafting of
the proposed legislation was not evident. The
government should take to the community any
proposed legislation and, beyond that, take on board
the advice provided to the government by the
interested parties in the community. The bill could
do with such strong scrutiny. The issues raised by
the shadow Minister for Police and Emergency
Services should be taken into account by the
government as quickly as possible when it comes to
reconsider the legislation so that significant and
responsible members of our community can feel
included and respected in the legislative process,
rather than feeling isolated and feeling that they
bear the burden for what happened in Tasmania.
Mr TREASURE (Gippsland East) - The Firearms
Bill is very important. In many ways it is a landmark
in Australia's culture and reflects the way we are
going in our behaviour as a nation. It reflects our
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maturity that we are able to achieve uniformity in
national firearms control so quickly and with so little
disagreement between the states. Only a few years
ago that sort of thing would have been totally
impossible.
The agreements are to no small degree the result of
the Australasian Police Ministers Council meeting
held on 10 May earlier this year. The meeting
involved all nine governments that represent
Australia, consisting of the six states, two territories
and the commonwealth. The result of that meeting
was a uniform agreement on national gun laws and
now we are seeing one of the earliest pieces of state
legislation being set in place in Victoria. That is no
surprise, of course, because Victoria has traditionally
been the state that has led the way in reform over
many years. It is the first state to set up a
compensation scheme for the handing in of firearms.
It has come to be expected that Victoria can and will
lead the way. Within a matter of a few weeks of the
scheme being set up, many thousands of firearms in
the banned category had been handed in for
compensation.
I commend the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. Many members of Parliament might look at
the ministerial benches and aspire to be there, but I
do not think a single member of this house has
envied the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services for the position he has had to take and the
very difficult decisions he has had to make over the
past few months in getting the bill up in a workable
way.
I must recognise also the many Victorians who have
acted in a law-abiding and responsible way by
handing in banned firearms. Many thousands of
legitimate shooters in this state are, of course,
law-abiding and decent people. Despite the fact that
some of them felt somewhat offended by the fact
that they had to hand in their firearms, they realised
that it was in the national interest, that this was
bigger than the individual, and that ultimately it
was for the good of their nation to do just that. I
commend these people on their actions and on the
very responsible way they have acted over the past
few months. I realise dedicated shooters who have
put a lot into saving up, in some cases, and
purchasing expensive firearms do not readily want
to give them up.
The bill provides for exemptions of certain
categories of person. Among them are primary
producers who can show good reason why they
should possess category C semiautomatic firearms,
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which include rim-fire rifles and shotguns. If I have
a criticism of that, it is that category C allows those
farmers to possess and use those weapons, but only
for certain types of game or vermin.
Imagine a primary producer hunting foxes or rabbits
or some other type of vermin. If he were using a
category C firearm he could suddenly find himself
in the situation where he had to find another firearm
to act legally. That would not be the most practical
solution, so perhaps as a government we could have
another look at that.
I have mentioned the many sporting shooters who
have had great success over the years representing
Australia. No doubt we always think of the Olympic
competitors, and I commend the shooters in our
Olympic team on doing so well. Adrian Cousins,
who lives in my electorate, is a three times world
champion and nine times Australian champion, and
he has a list of other good results to his credit. He
recently won the world skeet shooting
championship in Texas. There were approximately
1000 competitors. After they had shot 250 rounds,
21 ended up with a perfect score, one of whom was
Adrian Cousins. After the shoot-off, he and the
referee were the only two left out there. To his great
joy, and perhaps surprise, he was world champion
for the third time. I commend him on his wonderful
efforts. It is worth noting that provision has also
been made for those competitors who in some cases
may need category C, or normally banned, firearms.
Semiautomatic shotguns tend to have much less
recoil than ordinary two-barrel, under-and-over or
side-by-side shotguns, and as a result suit certain
categories of people who are perhaps not physically
robust. It is good to see that people involved in
competition or members of recognised clubs can use
the types of firearms that best suit them.
Uniformity is probably the most critical part of the
bill. All states have gone about achieving uniformity
because, without it and without cooperation across
state borders, the whole concept of national gun
laws and controls would become irrelevant and
unworkable, as would the registration of firearms. I
believe the bill is a landmark because it allows so
many of these things to happen. A one-year amnesty
commenced on 30 September 1996, giving those who
own banned firearms the chance to hand them in
and gain compensation. If that were to be changed,
my wish would be that it be changed to allow any
person wishing to dispose of a firearm to receive
compensation regardless of whether the firearm was
banned or not. The level of cooperation has been
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high, and a large number of people are taking
advantage of the situation by not only getting rid of
their banned firearms but also getting compensation
for them as well. Junior licences will be continued.
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Mr BAKER - The record should show that the
minister is blushing for a change, now he has sold
out the people who - Mr Ryan - Get on with it!

Although certain shooters have found the changes
difficult to begin with, I believe there is a growing
understanding that the bill is bigger than any of us
and, as such, is in the national interest.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I will make a brief
contribution to this significant bill. It is a pretty sad
reflection on not only this legislature but legislatures
around the country that it took the heat and emotion
of and the political opportunity offered by the tragic
events at Port Arthur earlier this year to cause
people on both sides of politics to try to come to
terms with the emerging gun culture and to act as
catalysts for a major cultural shift in the way people
go about owning and using guns. Unfortunately, the
change is a sad reflection on some luminaries of this
Parliament and other parliaments, I suspect, who
before this adopted a position entirely contrary to
that which they are adopting today - although I
notice they have been singularly quiet.
Where are all those National Party members we saw
in the television clips in 1988, when John Cain
introduced legislation on gun control? Where are the
people who marched behind the shooters and used
them for their political advantage? Why did those
luminaries not get behind John Cain, who knew
nothing about guns but knew there was a problem?
This is a classic lesson in how to manage change or how not to manage it.
For those of us who were brought up in the bush
and taught how to use guns properly, including
being given a strong sense of how to behave around
them, today is cause for significant regret because
the change could have been managed better. If the
Cain option had been taken up by people of
goodwill and understanding on both sides of
politics, we would not be in the situation where we
have produced something - -

Mr BAKER - I want to hear from the member
for Gippsland South. I want to hear what the Mouth
from the South - another lawyer representing
farming people - has to say on the issue. I notice
the members on the other side who have got up to
speak are not farmers, not people who come from
the land. They have all disappeared. Instead we hear
from former coppers, bush lawyers and real estate
agents - next we will hear from the stock agents,
the lowest of the low! I do not know how people
from the bush are so constantly gulled by those
people, who purport to represent them.
If those coalition members had any courage, they
would not have rolled over and would be sticking
by their constituents. In 1988 they should have said,
'We have to get hold of this issue and manage
change' because, to a large extent, for those of us
who were brought up in the bush and taught how to
handle guns, this is simply a country versus city
issue. The people in the bush who were brought up
with guns and taught to respect them and to
understand what they were for do not go around
shooting signs. The people in the city are the ones
who abuse guns. As I said in a previous debate, if
you could draw a line and then make a law that
said, Those who live beyond this barrier - -

Mr Gude interjected.
Mr BAKER - You have drawn a few lines in
your time! Have you had a long dinner? You're not
back on the juice, are you? Perhaps the government
could have drawn a line and said, 'Those who live
beyond that line will have certain rights to handle
guns and those who live in the city will not have
those rights'. That may have been worth examining,
but unfortunately it is not feasible. Where does the
city end and the bush begin? Would that change if
you drew a line?

Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr BAKER - You behaved very badly. You

should hang your head in shame!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member for Sunshine will
address the chair.

However, in 1988 the Cain government offered
options to sporting shooters and those were
disadvantaged by the way in which the law had
been drafted.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BAKER - This is an extraordinary bill. The
honourable member for Narracan, a former
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policeman, and, as such, one who whose comments
on matters relating to firearms should be given
credibility, said the first firearms act he read had
only two or three scant pages. Look at this
document. Look at the definitions. You can see it has
been cobbled together - Mr Steggall - Are you opposing it?

Mr BAKER - No, I do not oppose it. But if you
provoke me, I will go longer.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr BAKER - Look at the definitions! They are
signs of eluttered and tortured minds.

Mr Gude interjected.
Mr BAKER - I do not pretend to be a lawyer,
but what about the clause 5 offence for carrying a
silencer? Why would you want a silencer although I can quickly think of a few reasons when I
look at the honourable member for Gippsland
South! The penalty for contravening the prohibition
on using a silencer is 240 penalty points or four
years in prison. Subclause (1) of clause 57, which
refers to permits for possessing, carrying or using
silencers or prescribed items, states:
A non-prohibited person must not possess, carry or use

a(a) silencer; or
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not have been done that way; you could have fixed it
up.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member will address the
Chair.

Mr BAKER - They could have fixed it up, but
they did not. They took advantage of the political
situation at the time. They could have got behind the
shooters and said, 'Listen, the game's up. There is a
strong feeling, particularly in the city, that change
has to come. Let's pick up the Cain legislation,
embrace it and take it on board'. If that had
happened, we would not be in this situation. When
the shooters and the members of the farming
commwrity who have been disadvantaged by that
vote at the next election, they should know who to
hold accountable for this mishmash and for the way
in which some of the more draconian prescriptions
laid down in it have been forced on them.
In some cases the law will be unworkable. How will
the poor desk sergeant at a busy police station
handle the bill? The police will have to do the lot. Of
course, life is not like that - or it certainly is not at
the Sunshine police station. Many of my constituents
are shooters. The government has not thought it
through because the bill was conceived in emotion,
in a sense of political expediency and political funk.
That is the worst basis on which to draft legislation.
Good legislation is simple. This is not, by any
definition, simple legislation, and the government
should be held accountable for that.

(b) prescribed item ...

The penalty for doing so is 120 penalty writs or two
years in prison. I detected that anomaly with only a
cursory eye. How many other glitzes are there?
All sorts of blues occurred in the coalition over the
bill. Some country members tried to stand up for
what they believed in, but in the end nobody knew
what anybody else was doing. The paintball fiasco is
the ultimate manifestation of the tortured minds that
have produced the bill.

Mr Gude interjected.
Mr BAKER - I will support the bill. You would
not want to see me if I were against it, would you?
The legislation will have to be revisited time and
again. We need a cultural change because far too
many people are being killed as a result of domestic
violence. Something had to be done nationally, but it
has been done in a way that has trampled on some
people's existing preserves and subcultures. It need

What about the National Party members who have
not been game to come here and show their faces,
who have been singing one song in the electorate but
who have not sung in here at all? I can run through
the roll. The honourable member for Swan Hill has
been wandering around trying to hose down the
issue throughout the state; yet, when he comes in
here he does not even make a contribution.
I have never known him to be shy or short of a word
before. It is curious! He can be incoherent - in fact,
he is usually unintelligible - and can get up and
make a hole in the air every now and again. But we
have not heard him talk on the bill today.
I am delighted to support the bill, and I want all
those members over there to know, as I said before,
that I am fairly and squarely behind them!
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - I am pleased to
join the debate, particularly following the careful
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words of the honourable member for Sunshine. I am
sure we all remember the graphic scenes of the Port
Arthur tragedy, which I will not refer to because
others have spoken on it at length. However, it
played a significant part in spawning the legislation
before us.

ministers conference and put Victoria's position. If it
had not been for the minister, and perhaps one other
minister who supported the stance he took, the
meeting which started at 9.00 a.m. would have been
over by 9.30 a.m. and the ministers could have been
on their jets and on their way home.

I am sure our hearts go out to the families of those
who were tragically killed as well as those who were
wounded, some not necessarily physically. I include
the many people at the scene: those who treated the
injured and those who still bear the scars of that
dreadful event. It is important that we recognise the
dreadful tragedy the massacre was for the folk in
Tasmania, as well as for the many slain and
wounded from all around Australia.

As it happened, the meeting concluded at 6.00 p.m.
The main discussion was about protecting farmers'
rights, particularly their right to be properly
accorded licences to use category C weapons, as we
now know them, for the proper pursuit of their
farming interests. Tribute should be paid to
Victoria's Minister for Police and Emergency
Services because the legislation is a great credit to
him.

I listened with some interest to the comments of the
honourable member for Sunshine. One of the
principal tenets of taking part in any debate is to
make one's own argument before responding to
those of one's opponents. While the honourable
member for Sunshine is in the house I will refer him
to the bill, because he was concerned about the
apparent disparity between clauses 5 and 57. I will
explain the clauses to him because he has told us
that legislation such as this needs to be drawn in
simple terms so that people can understand it. The
bill is drawn in simple terms; perhaps his inability to
understand it is a comment on his simplicity.

I also wish to pay tribute to Mr Gary Howard, a
constituent in my electorate and a co-proprietor of a
retail gun dealership in Sale. From the time of the
initial discussions on the proposed legislation he has
conducted himself with absolute decorum on behalf
of the various interested shooters groups. I have
heard him many times speaking on radio programs,
and he was selected as the person to introduce the
Prime Minister to the crowd at the Sale football
ground. I have relied on him for guidance and
assistance in presenting balanced arguments on
behalf of the interests he represents, and I take this
opportunity to pay due tribute to his efforts.

Clause 5 refers to the offence committed by a
prohibited person possessing, carrying or using a
silencer, which attracts a penalty of 240 penalty
units. If one looks at the definitions clause one finds
that 'prohibited person' means a person who is
serving a term of imprisonment for an indictable
of~nce. Clause 57 says that a non-prohibited person
must not possess, carry or use a silencer, and so on,
and the penalty in that instance is halved to
120 penalty units. I regret that the honourable
member for Sunshine has now left the chamber.
Nevertheless, even on a cursory examination of the
matters he raised I find a clear distinction between
those two provisions. I wish the honourable member
for Sunshine would check before shooting his mouth
off and misrepresenting important legislation.

This issue has been the subject of many
representations from people in my electorate. I
believe we have achieved a balance which serves the
purposes of the majority of those people. Certainly
not everybody will be happy with the legislation,
but given the dichotomy of views we have achieved
as happy an outcome for all the parties as has been
possible in the circumstances. The bill represents the
best we could hope for.

Other members have spoken at length about the bill,
and I do not want to go through it chapter and verse.
Rather, I will use the time available to congratulate
specific individuals and identify specific issues.
First, I pay tribute to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, Mr Bill McGrath, who has been
influential in bringing about the results embodied in
the legislation. On 10 May he went to the police

At a meeting in the Sale memorial hall I said the
issue was about uniformity and that if we could not
achieve unifOrmity among the states after the
tragedy at Port Arthur the tragedy would have an
even greater impact on our memories than it
presently does. As legislators we have a clear
responsibility to achieve something in memory of
the poor devils who were killed or wounded at Port
Arthur, and the key to that is uniformity. This bill
achieves that basic aim. The achievement of
uniformity around Australia is a great thing.
The honourable member for Sunshine had plenty to
say about the National Party's contribution in years
gone by. It is all very well for him to say that, but the
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honourable member for Benalla, the then Minister
for Police and Emergency Services, led the debate on
achieving uniform gun laws throughout Australia
when the Port Arthur tragedy occurred. The
honourable member for Benalla first drove the issue
hard to get the result we now have. Far be it from
any member of Parliament to turn on the honourable
member for Benalla and criticise his conduct in the
debate!
Before the Port Arthur tragedy the Victorian
legislation was recognised as the strongest and
toughest in Australia. The problem was that we
could not get the rest of Australia to reach the high
watermark that had been set as a result of the efforts
of the honourable member for Benalla. Rather than
bagging him, the honourable member for Sunshine
should have had the wherewithal to acknowledge
the magnificent contribution the current Minister for
Agriculture and Resources has made to the debate in
years gone by.
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fundamentally endorsed the process of the
legislation. I believe that does the ADA great credit.
The association recognises the need for the
legislation and has been big enough to understand
that changes had to be made. The ADA participated
in the process that unfolded over the past few
months and can say it has part-ownership in the
outcome.
I think the same would apply to the many people
involved in this process on the way through. I hate
to think how many conferences, discussions and
hours of talks have been held by the police minister
and his advisers and members of government,
including the chairman of the bills committee, with
all the people representing the interests of shooters
from a huge variety of community aspects. It is to
the credit of all those involved that we have
approximated the best possible balance we can get.
I refer to another gentleman in my electorate,

Mr Ted Hattam of Leongatha North who, along with
I refer to exemptions which, of necessity, is a
difficult area in the legislation. The way one
structures it philosophically depends on one's
starting point. The philosophy was always to start
with uniformity. However, as soon as one moves
away from uniformity as a starting point or
benchmark, to a degree, one weakens the strong
link. Therefore, of necessity, the question of
exemptions must be very carefully examined.
I am very pleased that through the efforts primarily
of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
we have been able to achieve exemptions for farmers
pursuing farming as a primary activity. They are
therefore able to take appropriate measures to
defend their stock and their properties against the
threat of vermin. I recently mentioned in the house
that this year many foxes are roaming
South Gippsland and causing problems. I am
pleased exemptions can be made for farmers who
are able to demonstrate the necessity to use
category C firearms.
I am also pleased to note the creation of a category
for junior licence-holders so that those interested in
pursuing the sport of shooting will be able to
continue to do so. On the night I spoke at the
meeting in Sale the Australian Deer Association was
critical of many aspects of the firearm legislation. I
hasten to point out that the association put its
position very responsibly that night. Yesterday I was
delighted to receive a letter dated 15 November from
the State President of the Australian Deer
Association, Mr John Morrissey, in which he

his wife, has the most magnificent collection of
historical firearms that one would ever wish to see.
Without for a moment wishing to do him a
disservice I think it is fair to say that he has been a
faithful correspondent of police ministers over a
period of years as he sought to accommodate the
needs of his premises. His collection is absolutely
superb. Although I am not imbued with the
knowledge of some with respect to the history of
firearms, I assure the house that when one visits his
premises it is self-evident that he and his wife have
gone to an enormous amount of trouble and no little
expense over a long period to accumulate a
collection of which they are justifiably very proud.
As I understand it, Mr Hattam will be entitled to a
collector's licence, which will alleviate the worries he
has raised with me over the years and which he has
also raised with successive police ministers. I am
delighted to say that I believe the legislation will
allow this gentleman and his wife to rest easy
because we will at last provide a solution to them.
They are very genuine small business proprietors
who happen to be the owners of a unique collection
of firearms. I have made many representations to the
police minister on their behalf to try to ensure that
their position would be protected. As I understand it
the legislation will achieve that end.
In conclusion, I reiterate that the legislation will
stand as a monument to many things in Australian
history. It is something of which this nation can
properly be very proud. We are debating this
legislation at a time when, I think, the British House
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of Commons is doing likewise in the aftermath of
the Dunblane tragedy earlier this year. I suppose it is
one of those awful ironies that life offers every now
and then that around the world countries are
debating legislation of this nature that has arisen
from similar tragedies in their histories. If we can
achieve the position this legislation contemplates
and if Australia will be a safer place as a result and I believe that will be the case - it may well be
that those who lie beneath the soil in various parts of
Australia after the tragic events in the latter part of
April this year at Port Arthur can rest easier than
might otherwise have been the case.
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I join the debate to make
some observations on the bill. It is a pity and a
matter of concern to me that we are now debating a
bill that had we had bipartisan support could have
been dealt with in 1988. If that had been the case we
might have been able to get the whole country
behind the campaign. There has been plenty of time
to debate and discuss the bill.
By way of background, I point out that this country
had to be shocked into action because of the tragedy
at Port Arthur. It was close to home and we
observed it on the media. I campaigned for such a
bill under the Cain government. I ask honourable
members to consider the traumatised migrants who
have come from war-tom countries. I have seen
people buying guns, and this has psychological
effects on those people.
Most members of this house have not lived through
or survived the theatre of war. Regardless of
whether they are used for sporting purposes, for
self-defence or to get rid of vermin guns intimidate
many Victorians and Australians. I happen to be one
of those people who, in 1944, was fired at with
machine guns from aeroplanes, and I survived. In
1948 I bitterly remember that the allied forces were
holding a war exercise. Unfortunately they did not
notify the civilian population. Schools, government
offices and businesses were closed because the war
experience was so close to everyone. We were all
petrified. It was just a war exercise.
In my younger days I recall incidents with
fireworks. Because people were not notified that the
explosions were caused only by fireworks, they
packed up, put on their clothes and ran for their
lives. They did not know where they were running
to. I am not the only Victorian or Australian who has
gone through that experience. One has only to think
of our traumatised ex-servicemen in Vietnam and
other battlefields. N~one counselled them or saw
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them through their experiences. Only now are we
seeing reports emerging about the needs of soldiers
and ex-soldiers.
I have fired numerous weapons in the Australian
army. From the .303s to the SLRs and the old Bren
gun, I used them all, but it is still a shock to a lot of
other people. My wife will not have a gun in the
house; she feels intimidated by guns. Although I
used guns, I never owned one. Shooting is a male
sport. A gun in the wardrobe gives a male power
over the women in the household. In 1988 and
before that we spoke about removing guns from
those scenes and keeping them safe by locking the
ammunition away separately. We spoke about
protecting the family so that after a few drinks or a
violent incident someone didn't grab a gun and
frighten the whole family and neighbourhood. Too
many of these instances are reported in the media
around Australia. The situation is still serious.
I support the bill and encourage everybody in a
position of power and influence to remove guns and
their associated violence from society, along with the
mentality that believes that disputes, whether
between individuals, states or nations, can be
resolved only by using guns. They are my grave
concerns.
The government had time to ensure that the
legislation was workable, economical and easily
enforced. However, a letter from the Shooting Sports
Council of Victoria states that after the second
reading of the bill on 31 October copies of the bill
and the second-reading speech were not available to
enable its members to have an input. The council
complained that the bill was badly drafted and
unworkable in the way it was presented to
Parliament. I hope the council's fears do not come to
pass because the bill should be workable.
A number of amendments to the bill have been
presented, so the government must have some
concerns. Let us hope the minister has heeded those
concerns because the Shooting Sports Council of
Victoria says that:
The shooting sports want to see sensible and workable
fireanns legislation. The bill in its present fonn fails on
both of these tests and will become a costly
bureaucratic nightmare which will need extensive
amendment.

The council says debate on the bill should be
delayed pending further consultation to make it
workable. Responsible bodies of shooters
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organisations want the legislation to be enforceable
and controlled so that the sale of firearms, the
import and all the matters associated with guns and
their registration will be controlled. We do not want
a Treasurer in the future to say we have to have a
saving in that area, that the licensing fees are not
paying for self-administration costs because of its
user-cost principle. We do not want to be told that
we have to save money and that the government
will get rid of a few people in that department and
from the committee and reduce the membership of
the board to 13 because that way we save a few bob,
as we have on education and hospitals and
everywhere else.
I hope the minister takes note of that and that the bill
will be able to carry out its job. The majority of
Australians have been shocked into the legislation
and have forced all sides of politics to embrace it.
This is our one chance in history to have proper
bipartisan-developed legislation that will last
forever and make Victoria, our family homes and
our community safer.
As I said, the people of different backgrounds who
have suffered and are fearful of guns will utter a
sigh of relief. The current court case in Tasmania
brings back memories of their own life experiences
to a lot of people. I am sure that if you talk to any of
the recent emigrants from war-tom countries who
have faced the bullets and seen their parents and
relatives shot you will realise how traumatised they
are and how concerned they are that the issue is
properly debated.
While the bill is between here and the other place I
urge the minister to look at his amendments and to
take on board the comments from members of
various organisations who have had an input so that
the legislation will be workable. The intention of the
bill is to remove the danger of guns and to allay any
fears the community may have.
People want to be sure that the large amount of
money obtained through the levy on Medicare to
recover the guns is not wasted. My electorate, as the
honourable member for Sunshine pointed out, has
the highest collection of guns in Victoria, and the
minister will verify that. It makes me pleased
because that is an area where there are a lot of recent
arrivals from war-tom countries and guns are going
to go out of that community. I hope the minister will
continue with the funding and that we do not have
any hiccups with that. The idea of buying back guns
and removing the danger from that area is very dear
to me, as it is to the whole society. It is not just a
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matter of law and academic debate here: the
legislation has meaning. In the future the money will
be there, along with the commitment of future
Treasurers and ministers not to reduce funds in a
cost-rutting exercise. We will have the publicity of
Port Arthur for the next six months, although the
accused man pleaded guilty so there will be less
publicity. The honeymoon period is over and things
must go on as they used to.
I urge the minister to take the matter seriously and
ensure that the organisations that have not been
consulted have an input so the legislation is more
workable and successful and the community will
comply with it. You cannot have a law that the
community is not willing to comply with. If people
rebel against the law it will not function because
there will not be enough law enforcement agencies
to carry it out.
I wish the bill a speedy passage and urge the
minister while the bill is between here and the other
place to take note of the views of some of the
organisations, particularly those expressed in the
Shooting Sports Council of Victoria letter. I hope
also that when the bill comes back here the
amendments will be taken care of.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I am pleased to
make a contribution to the debate on the Firearms
Bill tonight. I commend the honourable member for
Keilor, who has just spoken, on his contribution
because I have been interested in the bipartisan
approach to the legislation.

I support the bill and, like other members who have
spoken this evening, was sickened and revolted by
the tragedy at Port Arthur. I support sensible
national firearm legislation and the moves to reduce
the large number of guns in the community.
Like other members this evening, I am concerned
about the rising level of violence and the increasing
tendency to use firearms. The more guns we can get
out of the community the safer it will be. I have no
doubt that the ready availability of firearms is a
factor in the escalating number of suicides,
particularly youth suicides. That is another sound
reason for getting surplus firearms out of the
community.
I commend the former Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, the honourable member for
Benalla, on the excellent job that he did when he was
police minister in trying to get sensible national
legislation based on the excellent legislation that we
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have had here in this state since 1988 which has
worked well and served the community well.
Victoria's 1988 legislation was not only workable,
sensible and accepted but was achieving the
objective of responsible firearm ownership. I regret
that the legislation we are discussing tonight has its
genesis in the tragedy at Port Arthur. There was
certainly outrage in the community and a demand
for much tougher firearm legislation following those
events. The Prime Minister responded to the
community demand. I regret that there was not
more consultation with gun clubs and firearm
owners. If that had occurred the legislation would
have had a higher degree of acceptance.
I put on the record that responsible and law-abiding
firearm owners were not in any way to blame for the
tragedy at Port Arthur. There has been an element of
blame attached, de facto, to sensible, law-abiding
shooters in the Victorian community. I dissociate
myself from any tendency to blame those shooters
for the events at Port Arthur. It is also those same
sensible, law-abiding citizens who have been most
affected by this legislation because they are the ones
who will have to surrender their treasured firearms.
It is the lack of resolution of other states, notably
Tasmania and Queensland, in the past that has led to
the legislation that we have at the moment.
I certainly commend the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services for the tremendous job he has
done in trying to get sensible national legislation.
Nobody could have fought harder for the very
people that I have been talking about, the sensible
and responsible firearm owners. The minister
deserves a great deal of credit and commendation
for the fight that he fought. It was unsuccessful in
the end, but his fight achieved many sensible
provisions. The minister is the one who deserves the
thanks for that.
I referred to the fact that the Prime Minister
responded to widespread community demand for
much tougher firearm legislation. At the police
ministers meeting on 10 May it was absolutely
essential to find a consensus. The minister played a
very significant role in the meeting, and the outcome
did not reflect a want of trying on his part. The
decision of 10 May was supported by all political
parties, all parliaments and all political leaders in
Australia.
There is widespread consensus and community
support for the legislation that we are discussing
tonight; however, I understand the hurt and
frustration of those who have surrendered treasured
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firearms that could well have been in the family for
decades; many of them have been awarded to the
owners as trophies. They may have had them for
years, so I understand the attachment many shooters
have had to the firearms they have had to surrender.
It is also important to point out that one of the
premises of national firearm legislation was that
proper compensation be paid. As other speakers
have noted tonight, it is generally acknowledged
that the compensation being paid is fair and
reasonable and, on the whole, people who are
surrendering their weapons are receiving adequate
compensation for their guns.
I understand the dedication and commitment of
people who participate in the various shooting
sports and particularly those involved in clay bird
shooting. In my electorate of Rodney there is an
excellent clay bird shooting club at Echuca. It is a
credit to the club that national championships have
been held there, and after further improvements are
made we hope that it will be a training ground for
people who are participating in the Sydney Olympic
Games.
In conclusion, I acknowledge that with more time
this legislation probably would have been different;

however, I note the widespread community support
for national firearm legislation. The legislation will
enable farmers to control vermin, particularly foxes.
It provides for sporting shooters, and I am delighted
to see that semiautomatics have been allowed for
people who need them - the aged, disabled and
junior shooters. I had hoped there would be another
category to cover people who have semiautomatics
for sentimental reasons such as because they have
belonged to a member of the family, but that is not
the case. There are many shooters in my electorate
who are affected by this legislation. The change in
culture that has occurred already and which this
legislation will strengthen is to be welcomed,
because it will lead to a safer society. I regret the
genesis of the bill; I had hoped for more
consultation. I note the widespread community
support and I commend the minister for protecting
the farmers' interests in the difficult job that he had
in getting sensible legislation through. I support the
bill.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I thank the honourable
members for Yan Yean, Knox, Melbourne, Narracan,
Mildura, Ballarat West, Werribee, Gippsland East,
Sunshine, Gippsland South, Keilor and Rodney for
their contributions, which have given us an
indication of the strong feeling surrounding this
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issue. It has been a very significant issue and
probably one of the toughest issues that I have had
to deal with while in Parliament, particularly as
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. We had
two extreme positions: the pro-gun lobby and the
anti-gun lobby. They were miles apart and we had
to achieve a balance in the whole issue. We have had
good gun laws in Victoria for a long time, since
1988 - and whoever likes to take the credit for that,
so be it.
I should like to make a couple of points, bearing in
mind that we have been criticising one another
across the table. Had the gun laws been in place in
Tasmania they would have restricted the purchase
of weapons such as AK47s and AKS military-style
rifles, in which case we may not have been sitting
here tonight. It may not have prevented the tragedy
from occurring but may have limited the extent of it
if those weapons had not been available in the
community. All parties in this Parliament in 1988
prescribed the banning of military-style centre-fire
rifles. This has been a critical issue in this debate.
I could spend a couple of hours responding to the
points made by various members tonight. I will take
one point. While the member for Yan Yean made
many worthwhile comments on the legislation, I
take exception to the comments he made about the
former Firearms Consultative Committee. He said
that basically it was manipulated by the former
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, and that
he had some difficulty getting a copy of the report. I
have never believed that the Firearms Consultative
Committee could be manipulated by the former
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, and it
reflects badly on the honourable member for Yan
Yean that he thinks that could be the case. The
committee should be congratulated on the way it
conducted its business. It is interesting to look at
how the Firearms Consultative Committee was put
together under the government of the time. To
suggest that that committee could be manipulated
by a minister of any persuasion does little credit to
the honourable member for Yan Yean.
It is fair to say that the recommendation of the
Firearms Consultative Committee was to try to
achieve national uniformity for licensing and
registration. The former Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, the Deputy Premier, chaired a
working party of representatives of all states to try
to bring about national uniformity so that all states
would come together and comply with the Victorian
laws.
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The events at Port Arthur overran the desire of the
Deputy Premier to introduce national uniformity on
the licensing of firearms. As a result a police
ministers conference was rescheduled on 10 May in
Canberra instead of the original dates of 3 and 4
June. It needs to be put on the record that we were
trying to get all the other states to reach a common
position, so that we could ban the military-style
centre-fire semiautomatic guns that signal
Significant danger in the community because of their
velocity, power and quick repetitiveness of fire. It is
a pity and a tragedy that some other states had not
seen fit to reach the same position as Victoria.
I commend the honourable member for Gippsland
South on his excellent contribution. I endorse the
remarks he made about Gary Howard, who was a
member of the working party. With the member for
Ballarat East, who is the chairman of my bills
committee, and other honourable members,
including the honourable member for Berwick, he
worked hard on the issue and brought about the
consultation that took place over the past two to
three months. Although that consultation has been
extensive, there will always be criticism that it was
not enough. I accept that. But an enormous amount
of consultation has taken place. People such as Gary
Howard, Bill Woolmore, Sebastian Ziccone, and Jim
Kelly from the VFF and many others have been
involved in the consultation process. Although
61 amendments will be made to the bill, it is fair to
say that basically 18 amendments to the legislation
came from the working party. It is because of that
working party that we have been able to make the
changes.
The honourable member for Keilor also made a very
good contribution to the debate. He said he hoped
there would be no hiccup in the level of
compensation that will be paid in the buy-back
scheme. I assure the honourable member that the
commonwealth government has absolutely
guaranteed that compensation will be paid to those
who surrender prohibited firearms.
I think the honourable member for Mildura asked
where owners of non-prohibited firearms sit in
relation to compensation. Under the scheme they
will not be compensated. If people wish to surrender
non-prohibited firearms they have the right to go to
gun dealers or traders and sell them.
One other matter was raised with me by a person
who is a significant figure in the field and game
association - that is, the definition of intoxication. I
gave him a commitment that I would spell it out.
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The definition of intoxication will not necessarily be
a measurement such as the .05 blood alcohol level.
An intoxicated person will be incapable of proper
control, will smell strongly of intoxicating liquor and
will be unsteady. He or she will have glazed eyes
and his or her judgment will be impaired.
Mr Traynor interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - As the honourable
member for Ballarat East interjects, it will be very
much a person who is unable to walk a straight line.
As a district firearms officer, he cannot recall an
occasion of somebody in a gun club being charged
with intoxication or with being under the influence
of alcohol. I hope that always remains the case. If
there are charges of intoxication it will be up to the
courts to make a judgment on the matter.
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We will have to revisit the legislation sometime in
the next 12 or 18 months, because anomalies will
arise. But, as I said, it was important that the bill be
passed in the spring session to accommodate the
resolutions.
I thank those members from both sides of the house
who contributed to the debate. Their contributions
have given us an overall sense of the significant
change in our thinking on firearms since the
unfortunate events at Port Arthur.

The SPEAKER - Order! Because the bill requires
to be passed by an absolute majority of all the
members of the house and because there are fewer
than 45 members present, I ask the Clerk to ring the
bells.
Bells rung.

Finally, I refer to the contribution of the honourable
member for Ballarat West, who mentioned Merv and
Mary Howard. I knew Merv Howard very well
through football administration. It is a great tragedy
that someone on recreational leave, holidaying in
Tasmania, should be caught in the tragedy. I express
my sympathies to the Howard family. As the
honourable member for Ballarat West outlined, this
must be a very difficult time for those people with
the sentencing of Martin Bryant and the finalisation
of the process that is currently taking place in
Tasmania.

Members having assembled in chamber:
The SPEAKER - Order! As there are more than
45 members present I will put the question, which is:
That this bill be now read a second time.

All those in favour say aye.
Honourable Members - Aye.
The SPEAKER - Order! I believe the ayes have

One of the great challenges facing our law
enforcement officers is coming to terms with NEPI,
the National Exchange of Police Indexes. Getting
firearms onto a national registration system will take
a lot of resources. The commonwealth government
has made a strong financial commitment to see that
process through. If we are able to register that
information on a national database we may well be
able to come to terms with prohibited persons or
illegal firearms in our community and therefore
prevent some of the crimes that are caused by the
unlawful use of firearms. It is a real challenge for us.
I know the bill is not perfect; I am the first to admit
that. It has meant very hard work for a lot of
dedicated people in my ministry, the government
and the police force to reach this stage. It is
necessary to put the legislation before Parliament at
this time to accommodate the 10 resolutions agreed
by the Australasian Police Ministers Council. It was
of the utmost importance that the resolutions be
embodied in legislation.

it.
Mr Savage - No.

The SPEAKER - Order! Because there is a voice
for the noes, I ask honourable members to stand in
their places to signify their support for the bill.
Required number of members having risen:
The SPEAKER - Order! I declare the second
reading to be carried by an absolute majority of the
whole and point out to the honourable member for
Mildura that his dissent will be registered in the
record.
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Ordered to be committed next day.
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Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services).
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company called CPS Catering. The ASC is not doing
its job properly in investigating what has happened,
leaving $1.5 million in debts to many creditors,
including a superannuation fund.

ADJOURNMENT
Schools: chaplains
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and

Emergency Services) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Cl Catering
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I raise for the attention
of the Treasurer an investigation into a company
that has gone bankrupt and the issue of
superannuation that has arisen as a result. A firm by
the name of Cl Catering, which is in my electorate,
recently went bankrupt. Its creditors were owed
$1.5 million. After having been declared bankrupt,
the directors turned around and set up another
company named CPS Catering, which is now
functioning. The names of the directors are Christo
and Shona loannides. They are operating with the
help and assistance of Mr Porspes, who has acted in
their stead with the phoenix company.

The problem I am most concerned about is that the
Australian Securities Commission has done very
little to investigate the company and the major
problems it has caused, the most important of which
is that one of the preferential but WlSecured
creditors is owed $100 687 in employee and
employer superannuation contributions, which were
not paid into the superannuation fund. I am led to
believe there has been no criminal investigation into
why the superannuation was not paid.
I am very concerned, as I am sure the Treasurer will
be, that the same thing has happened not only with
phoenix companies but with other companies that
go into bankruptcy. There should be no possibility
that a superannuation fund should be left as a
creditor; superannuation contributions should be
paid immediately. We must insist on very strict
requirements. I am at a loss to understand why there
has not been a major investigation. I am concerned if
no action is taken now not only this superannuation
money but the whole concept of superannuation will
be put at risk.
I ask the Treasurer, who has responsibility in this
area - although I am not sure exactly which
minister has direct responsibility - to investigate
Cl Catering. This company had a catering contract
with the railways, and later emerged as a phoenix

Mr WELLS (Wantirna) - I raise for the attention
of the Minister for Youth and Community Services
the funding of school chaplains throughout Victoria.
There are about 45 school chaplains working in the
secondary colleges, most of them in full-time
positions. The Department of Education plays a
major role in funding school chaplains, but I believe
youth services could also provide funding.
There is a perception that the only thing school
chaplains do is teach religion, but that is a
misconception. They play a strong role as student
cOWlSellors. If secondary school students are having
problems at home, one of the first ports of call is the
school chaplain. In my electorate there are problems
with domestic violence, whether it is violence
between parents or between parents and children.
Whichever way the problems are resolved, they will
have enormous impacts on and be disruptive for the
students involved, especially when they are
studying for exams.
There are a number of people to whom a student can
turn. The first is the teacher, but that may be a little
difficult and uncomfortable. The principal is not
likely to be equipped to handle the problem because
of his or her situation, and although many schools
have student welfare officers who do excellent jobs,
they are not considered independent because they
are still part of the school system.
The school chaplain is an independent person and is
obviously highly respected not only by students but
by parents. It is more likely that in the event of
trouble at home students will turn to a chaplain. The
Department of Education provides Significant
funding, but the Minister for Youth and Community
Services should examine this issue and try to fund
the youth counselling concept because school
chaplains are at the coal face. It is better to stop
problems at school than to have students going onto
the streets and seeking assistance from youth
workers who may be removed from the problem.

Gaming: West Heidelberg site
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) - I ask the Minister
for Sport to direct to the attention of the Minister for
Gaming in the other place a matter of concern. Has
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the government given approval for the installation
of 80 to 85 poker machines at the old Colosseum
Hotel site in West Heidelberg? Prior to the election
the former member for Ivanhoe, the Honourable Vin
Heffeman, promised that a new police station would
be built on the site of the destroyed Colosseum Hotel
at the corner of Bell Street and Oriel Road. He said
the government had allocated $5.1 million for that
construction, but that promise has been broken. The
local council has received an application for
approval of construction of a new hotel on that site.
Mr Haermeyer - That's important!
Mr LANGDON - That may be important, but a
police station would have been better! According to
the application, there is no plan for the installation of
poker machines, yet through sources at the highest
level I have been led to believe that approval has
been given by the government for the installation of
80 to 85 poker machines in the new hotel.
That site is owned by Mr Bruce Mathieson, who has
been closely associated with the Premier and his
wife. Mr Mathieson may have had an agreement
with the government to which the opposition has
not been privy, but I am trying to establish whether
an approval for installation of poker machines has
been granted. As I said, before the election the
government promised $5.1 million to build a new
police station on that site, but now an application
has been made to build a hotel.

examined this matter and produced what I consider
to be a well-reasoned report which, among other
things, recommends terminal gate pricing. I
commend the minister for raising this matter at the
ministerial council level, thereby placing petrol
pricing on the national agenda. This problem can
only be resolved nationally.
I note that on 8 February last the Premier and the
then federal shadow Minister for Industry, Science
and Technology made a significant policy
commitment that, upon election, a coalition federal
government would implement a four-point plan
involving transparency in wholesale pricing at the
terminal gate; open access to terminals;
establishment of an industry code of practice; and
monitoring of costs, prices and profits by the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.
I enthusiastically supported and welcomed that
policy.
After the ACCC report was produced - it was a
disappointment because it did not provide the
blueprint required to implement the coalition
policy - the Premier called for petrol pricing
reform, as agreed, to be implemented without delay.
Some three months later I ask the Minister for Fair
Trading what progress has been made in discussions
with the commonwealth or in any other discussions
about implementing the federal coalition's petrol
pricing policy.

HumeWeir
An honourable member interjected.

Mr LANGDON - West Heidelberg needs more
poker machines like it needs a hole in the head!
Clearly the government has reneged on its
commitment. Has the government brokered secret
deals to install poker machines on that site?

Ms GARBUIT (Bundoora) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture and
Resources the compensation paid to farmers affected
by floods along the River Murray downstream of the
Hume Weir. I raise this issue on behalf of affected
residents, and I ask the minister to expedite
compensation payments.

Rural Victoria: petrol prices
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I direct a matter to
the attention of the Minister for Fair Trading
concerning petrol pricing and, more specifically, the
difference in petrol prices between country and
metropolitan areas. It goes without saying that
country people have little access to public transport
and often have no alternative but to use cars for their
business, social, sporting and leisure activities.
Petrol pricing has a heavy impact on their daily lives.
I note the coalition's backbench petrol pricing
committee, chaired by the Honourable David Evans,
a former member in the other place, exhaustively

This issue has been mentioned several times in this
house, including at least once by the minister. After
the floods began in September their effect was
extended by about two weeks because more water
was released from the Hume Weir into the river
following a shift in and concerns about the safety
margins in the dam wall. On several occasions the
minister reassured the people that compensation
would be paid, but that has not occurred.
People are becoming increasingly nervous about
whether they will see any compensation. I visited
the region while the flood was in full torrent and
spoke to farmers, caravan park owners, residents,
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and a number of other people in the area. Their
message was that it was not simply the floods that
had to be endured but the extended flooding and the
lack of notice from the Murray-Darling Basin
Commission which had caused the problem. They
explained that, for example, farmers can feed cattle
on high ground for three to four days without too
many problems but not for two weeks, because after
that fodder must be flown in. After two weeks the
flooding kills the pastures resulting in a lack of
regrowth. In the caravan parks the problems caused
by three or four days of floods can be overcome, but
after two or three weeks caravan fittings start to rot.
At wineries the grape vines are killed after two or
three weeks of flooding.
There has been much talk in the area about the
payment of compensation. Farmers are talking about
taking legal action to force the payment of
compensation because they are fed up. Assessors are
just arriving and the government appears to be
concentrating on obtaining legal advice rather than
paying compensation to affected Victorians. Many
are afraid that the government may choose to hide
behind legal action rather than accept liability.
I ask the minister to take action to hasten the
process, to clarify the state's responsibility and to
start delive. :ing instead of talking.

Rye: foreshore erosion
Mr DIXON (Dromana) - I ask the Minister for
Sport to direct to the attention of the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management the erosion of
the main beach at Rye on the Momington Peninsula.
The beach in question is the main Rye beach
opposite the shopping centre, next to the pier and
the boat ramp, and adjacent to the main park. It is
probably the premier tourist attraction in the area
and the reason people like to holiday there.

The erosion has reached a serious level. During the
winter and into spring the area has been subjected to
many high tides and north winds. Consequently, not
only has the sandy beach actually disappeared even at low tide - but the erosion is now starting to
eat into the park.
Every time there is a strong north wind another
couple of metres of park is lost. The tree lines are
being eaten away and when the roots of the trees are
damaged the trees are blown over. It is also about a
metre away from the well-used bike trail around the
bay, which is about to disappear into the bay - we
will probably soon be riding our bikes under the
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water. Only a few metres away is a children's
playground.
This beach is important to the traders and
community of Rye particularly with the very busy
summer season coming up. If there is no beach for
holiday-makers they will not stay in Rye. The nature
of the businesses at Rye means traders need the
couple months of warm weather and the
holiday-makers to see them through the year. They
are prepared to do their bit and to work hard. They
make their shops attractive, but people will not visit
them if they do not have a beach to visit. The local
Shire of Momington Peninsula and the community
are willing to put their hands, backs and money into
an effort to save the beach.
Will the minister inform the house what action she
will take to help the community of Rye to help itself
to restore this beach?

Wyndham: commissioners
Ms GILLFIT (Werribee) - I seek the advice and
assistance of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government on a range of incidents relating to an
attempt by the appointed commissioners of the Oty
of Wyndham to obtain an extension of their
appointment to administer that municipality. The
minister may recall that I sought his assistance some
weeks ago to identify the appropriate part of the
Local Government Act 1989 which articulated the
provisions for the conduct of a poll and ballot to
allow the commissioners - -

The SPEAKER - Order! Will the honourable
member make some effort to not simply read her
contribution.
Ms GILLFIT - Certainly, Mr Speaker. There is
some requirement for precision here, which will
become obvious in a moment. The minister referred
me to schedule 3 of the act and he was, in his usual
thorough way, correct. However, the minister will
understand my concern when I discovered that both
the petitioners and the commissioners were not
relying on schedule 3 at all, which has a requirement
for a petition to contain signatures of 10 per cent of
the residents of a municipality. Rather they were
relying on the much less stringent schedule 1 of the
Local Government Act, which has no such
requirement for a percentage of the municipality
expressing a view of any kind.

My recent correspondence to the minister, to which
he has responded, has sorted out the matter and the
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petitioners and commissioners are now working in
accordance with schedule 3 of the act. However, I
am advised the petition, which now must contain
signatures of 10 per cent of the municipality, has a
number of significant irregularities. I am advised
that the petition is sponsored by a group called the
Wyndham 2000 Club. Neville Goodwin is the chair
of this organisation and is also one of Wyndham's
commissioners. Mr Keith MacGregor is another
commissioner and a long-time member of the
Liberal Party. I am advised that his wife,
Mrs MacGregor, was engaged in obtaining
signatures for the petition at Werribee Plaza last
weekend.

If those two licensees, which are supermarkets,
achieve the predicted sales, three-quarters of those
sales will come from the existing licensee. However,
because the licence is paid up-front and in full, if the
two new licensees achieve the expected $2 million in
sales and the sales of the existing licensee are
reduced by three-quarters, the cost to him will be in
the order of $165 000, which equates to the licence
fee paid on anticipated sales that will not eventuate.

I am also advised that the petition has at the
moment a lot less than 10 per cent of the
municipality signed on the dotted line. Yet the
commissioners are seeking an exemption from the
minister for pecuniary interest to allow them to deal
with the petition this coming Thursday.

Disability services: early intervention

I seek the minister's advice on the irregularities
pertaining to the petition. Further I seek his
assurance that he will not grant any exemption for
pecuniary interest to allow the commissioners to
deal with the fundamentally flawed petition at the
special meeting of council to take place this
Thursday.
The SPEAKER - Order! Before calling the next
speaker, I commend members not to simply read
from a prepared text on the adjournment. It should
not be beyond a member's wit to simply refer to
notes and not read from a prepared text.

Liquor licence fees
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I direct the
attention of the Treasurer to liquor licence fees,
which are currently set up-front or charged on the
basis of the previous year's sales. Obviously the
fairer way of doing this is for the fee on the goods
and services to be charged and paid for on either
purchase or receipt of an invoice.
Because fees are a form of excise it is determined
constitutionally that they must be paid in advance.
However, this is brought into question when an
existing licensee is located close to another licensee.
The case in question concerns a licensee who is
concerned about two new licences that have been
granted to operators within a distance of about
100 to 200 metres. Each of the two new licensees
believe they will sell approximately $1 million worth
of alcohol.

Will the Treasurer review the situation and examine
means by which the licence fees might either be
reimbursed or charged on the actual sales of the
existing business?

Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Youth and
Community Services concerning a constituent,
Mrs Helen Woolley, and her four-and-a-half-year
old son, Justin. I will be happy to provide further
information in writing to the minister, particularly
their address and copies of various reports. Will the
minister examine whether Justin needs placement in
an early intervention program and whether such a
placement can be found? Justin has PDDNOS, which
is high-functioning autism.
His mother has made available to me copies of
various profesSional reports, the results of which
show that Justin has the equivalent skills of a
two-year-and-nine-month old in repetitive language,
poor auditory attention and specific difficulties with
language context. In regard to expressive language,
he has poor conversation skills and echolalia. His
play skills are described as disordered and rigid.
Given his difficulties with language, his low social
skills make interaction with his peers difficult.
He attends preschool and he is now looking at
having to repeat preschool in 1997 because without
the support of an early intervention program he will
struggle in mainstream schools, which is where his
parents want to send him. He was diagnosed
relatively late even though he is only
four-and-a-half-years old. His mother knew there
were problems at birth so she started seeing a GP.
However, he was on the waiting list at the Austin
hospital for three months which meant he was not
diagnosed until the age of three. By the time they
identified his needs other people had got in first. His
mother was also unaware of the available services.
He requires placement in an early intervention
program at a facility such as Norparrin at Mill Park
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or Kilparrin in Greensborough. However, especially
since the Diamond Valley special development
school's early intervention program will not be
funded next year, early intervention programs are
unavailable. I ask the minister to have his
department examine the need for Justin Woolley to
have such a placement and whether a placement can
be found in an early intervention program. I will be
happy to provide the minister with further details
and to furnish him with reports.

Roads: dangerous driving
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - I direct the attention of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to
the apparently increasing number of motorists who
run red lights. From my observations when traffic
lights turn to caution some drivers try to run the
lights and cars are entering intersections after the
lights have turned red.

On the way to Parliament this morning, at the first
set of traffic lights I came to in the City of Knox I saw
four cars run the red light; at the next intersection
two vehicles ran the red light, one of which was a
truck that came through quite late. From my
observations it appears to be becoming a common
practice. I wondered whether the reason was that
the red light cameras are not operating. I have not
seen many lights flashing lately. Thank goodness I
have not been caught on one!

It is a matter of concern and a number of people
have raised the matter with me. It is a very
dangerous practice. When a truck runs red lights it is
possible that some fool will try to start off a bit early
and the result is a nasty accident. I am concerned
that perhaps the police are not enforcing the law. If
the red light cameras are not operating motorists
will start gambling and trying to flout the law. If the
government is not ensuring that the police are doing
their job the number of road deaths will increase. On
the border of the Knox and Wantirna electorates we
had a very nasty accident where one car ran the red
light and the other car, because of the changing
sequence on the right-hand turn, also ran the red
light. As a result a fatality occurred. It was possibly
the fault of the motorist that had run the red light
going east to west. I ask the minister to examine this
matter. I believe it is a growing practice that should
be stamped out. I would like to see the road toll
reduced as much as anyone else and perhaps that is
one way we could do so.
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St Albans-Sydenham Road
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I ask the Minister for
Transport to refer the Minister for Roads and Ports
in another place to the St Albans-Sydenham Road
intersection at Sydenham station. This is an urgent
matter requiring the minister's attention because the
land at that intersection, which is in private hands, is
for sale. I believe some of that land should be used to
make the intersection safe. I would not like to see the
land acquired and built on and the government
having to incur extra costs in an endeavour to plan a
proper intersection at Sydenham station with the
Keilor-Melton Highway. A shopping centre and two
churches are being built in the area. There is also the
extension of the Catholic Regional College and the
erection of a child-care centre. These buildings are
all within SOO metres of the intersection. The amount
of traffic will increase enormously.

The extra traffic now travelling to Melton is making
it impossible to make use of the St
Albans-Sydenham Road to enter the Melton
Highway. It will require proper planning rather than
simply traffic lights. It might even require deviation
of the road. I am pleased that the minister has
announced that road construction will be
undertaken on the other side of the railway line on
the Keilor-Melton Highway for traffic lights. That
problem will be solved. However, with the
development of the new shopping centre, the
churches and the extension of the school we need to
re-examine the situation and make suitable plans.

Responses
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - The honourable
member for Melbourne referred to a company,
CJ Catering. which he correctly said involved
potential action under the Corporations Act by the
Australian Securities Commission. That matter
actually falls within the responsibility of the
Attorney-General to the extent that it is within the
purview of state authorities. I will ensure that that
matter is brought to the attention of the
Attorney-General. A considerable volume of
purported factual information has been set out and I
am sure the Attorney-General will be in a position to
comment on the matter.

The honourable member for Benambra referred to
the methodology of the calculation of liquor licence
fees. That, along with tobacco and petroleum
franchise fees, is brought about by the constitutional
limitation on the authority of the states to levy
imposts of this kind. The prohibition on the states
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collecting excise has required the development of a
system of franchise fees, and one of the mechanisms
which, on the authority of successive High Court
decisions, has been used to avoid the appearance of
the state's levying an excise is the lagging of the
collections so there is not a pro rata collection on
production which conduces to the finding of the
existence of an excise. For that reason, it is extremely
difficult to contemplate any change in the manner of
levying the licence fee without incurring a
significant risk that it might be held to be an excise.
I think all the states would take the view that it has a
number of undesirable consequences. It obviously
means that the impost is not directly related to the
current activities of the business concerned, and the
sorts of anomalies to which the honourable member
drew attention flow from that constitutional
limitation. I regret that there is not a great deal the
states can do. It is particularly unlikely, in view of
recent discussions about these matters at a federal
and state level, that the commonwealth would agree
to support a change in the current High Court
approach; even less likely that the commonwealth
would support any attempt to change the
constitutional limitation. Even if it did so, it is
unlikely that that would get through the Senate. I
think the realities of our constitutional pOSition are
such that I cannot offer any prospect in the
foreseeable future that we will be able to deal with
the sort of problem to which the honourable member
drew attention.
Or NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) - The honourable member
for Preston raised a matter of concern regarding a
constituent, Ms Helen Woolley and her
four-and-a-half-year-old son, Justin, who was
described by the honourable member as being a
high-functioning, autistic young boy. I understand
the issue the honourable member raised and the
need for early intervention. I agree with the
honourable member that any child with a
developmental delay, and particularly with autism,
would find early intervention productive.

I understand from what the honourable member
said that Justin attends preschool. While he is at
preschool, commonwealth funding should be
available. In addition, it would be appropriate that
the child receive early intervention services. I will
investigate the matter on the honourable member's
behalf. If he could provide me with particular details
of Ms Woolley and her son I will investigate the
matter.
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The honourable member for Wantirna raised some
concerns about school chaplains. The honourable
member is a great advocate of this system and
introduced me to Rev. Peter Whittaker, who
coordinates the program throughout Victorian
secondary colleges. The school chaplains, as he
adequately described, provide counselling, advice
and assistance to young people. They support young
people and their families to ensure that when they
are having difficulties they can often remain at
school and with their families. By working through
their difficulties and retaining their contact with
their education and families, they can move on to
bigger and better things.
I understand he is seeking some funding assistance
for the program. I am pleased to advise the
honourable member that I have been able to provide
$10 000 to the program to assist the good work being
done in Victorian secondary colleges.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer indicated
he would refer a matter to the Attorney-General. I
think he was unaware the Attorney-General had
come into the chamber at that stage. I ask the
Attorney-General to answer the matter raised by the
honourable member for Melbourne.

Mrs WADE (Minister for Fair Trading)Unforturiately I missed the contribution of the
honourable member for Melbourne but I will
certainly take it up if the Treasurer makes me aware
of it. I am actually here in my capacity as Minister
for Fair Trading to answer a matter raised by the
honourable member for Rodney on the question of
petrol pricing. I will certainly respond, but I regret I
was not quick enough to hear the contribution made
by the honourable member for Melbourne.

The honourable member for Rodney referred to the
differential between petrol prices in country Victoria
and metropolitan Melbourne. The issue has been
raised with me by members from country Victoria
over the past three years on a regular basis.
The honourable member for Rodney referred to
some of the history of the issue. He also referred to
the problems encountered by people in country
Victoria who are extremely dependent upon their
cars for access to education, recreation facilities and
other services. I am in no doubt that this is a serious
problem, and over the past couple of years I have
spent an enormous amount of time investigating the
issue of petrol prices.
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The difference in prices appears to be related largely
to the difference in wholesale prices as a result of the
fact that petrol suppliers sell at a greatly reduced
rate due to the support facilities they set up for
metropolitan service stations that are not available to
country stations.
The honourable member for Rodney referred to a
working party that was established by a number of
National and Liberal Party members chaired by
David Evans. It did a lot of work on the issue, and it
is really due to the working party that I am now in a
position of understanding much better the various
aspects of the petroleum industry. I pay tribute to
the work done by David Evans; he was an absolute
terrier. He has chased after every explanation that
has been put forward by the petrol companies over a
number of years and shown that many of the
explanations have no basis whatsoever.
One of the most fascinating aspects of the whole
project has been to see the explanation of the petrol
companies completely change over three years. They
are now quite happy to admit that explanations they
were giving three years ago had no basis. One of the
stories was that at various times the companies were
overcome with large quantities of petrol and had to
dispose of it very quickly. Last night I was talking to
a person from a petrol company in a senior position.
He laughed at that explanation, but it was put up
very seriously a couple of years ago.
The current explanation is that petrol stations are
being subsidised by hamburger sales in particular
and sales of other goods from convenience stores
and that these sales are more prevalent in
metropolitan areas than they are in country Victoria.
Earlier this year, prior to both the state and federal
elections, coalition policies were put forward to
bring more transparency into the petrol pricing
issue. The Victorian coalition policies, and
subsequently at a federal level coalition policies in
exactly the same terms, were put forward to provide
for improved access to the refineries and
transparency in petrol pricing. The idea was to have
posted prices at the refinery and open access to
anyone who had a safe petrol tanker to go to the
refinery and purchase petrol at the posted price. At
present that is not possible because of an agreement
called the Laideley agreement, which restricts access
to petrol refineries. It was also proposed that petrol
prices should be published in the daily press on a
per-litre basis so that a person purchasing petrol in
Mildura or Albury-Wodonga would be aware of the
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wholesale price at which petrol was available at the
refineries at Altona and Geelong.
Unfortunately, immediately prior to the federal
election the then Labor government referred this
matter to the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC). The commission has been
undertaking an inquiry over a number of months
and has recently reported on its findings. The report
was a great disappOintment to everybody interested
in petrol pricing because basically the ACCC came
to the conclusion that the only thing to do was to
monitor the situation and to wait and see whether
availability of imported petrol will have an effect on
petrol prices in this country.
There is some indication that cheaper petrol is
coming in by way of tankers from Singapore in
particular, and it may well be that that will influence
prices, but it is going to take some time to discover
whether that is the case. Immediately after the
ACCC report the Premier asked the federal coalition
to bring into operation the coalition policies that
were announced prior to the election, but that has
not yet happened. The honourable member for
Rodney asked for progress on this. Given that
nothing has happened at a federal level I met a
couple of weeks ago with Professor Allan Fels, the
chairman of the ACCC, and members of his
organisation. Professor Fels had indicated to the
Premier that he felt that there were workability
problems with the coalition policies and that
therefore it was not possible to implement them.
I took the opportunity of going through the coalition
policies with Professor Fels, and he found that going
through them one by one he actually could not
identify any workability problems. He has now, as I
understand it, decided that the coalition policies
present quite a lot of promise in this area. He has
indicated that he has some other ideas that he would
like to put forward to me which could be combined
with the coalition policies and may well lead
towards a solution to the problem.
I have confirmed the agreement that was reached at
this meeting with the chairman of the ACCC in a
letter. I am waiting for him to come back to me with
a more detailed proposal. I hope we will then be in a
position to put that proposal to the federal
government so that we can look forward to an early
improvement in this very serious situation.

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management> - The honourable member for
Dromana raised with me the matter of erosion on
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the front beach at Rye - a matter that I know has
been of considerable concern to him and, obviously,
his constituents. The beach has been subject to
erosion over a number of years. If there is one thing I
have learnt in looking at erosion of coastal and beach
areas it is that it is very difficult to resolve. Whether
it is large amounts of money, a lot of groynes, a lot
of rocks or a lot of man-made solutions, it does not
solve the problem.
At Rye beach there is probably a short-term and a
longer term situation. In regard to the short-term
resolution of the problem, on which I have a great
deal of sympathy with the local member and the
people he represents, the government will try to
improve the amenity for this summer. The
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council has
commissioned a report on options for an early
resolution and at least a temporary resolution.
The council suggested some dredging could take
place near the Rye boat ramp immediately west of
the Rye pier and proposes to take the dredged sand
to the eroded section of the beach to the east of the
pier. The Mornington Peninsula Shire Council is
currently seeking approval from the dredge protocol
committee and a decision should be available as
soon as possible. If it is approved the work could be
carried out before summer and provide a short-term
solution to the problem. The Department of Natural
Resources and Environment supports the approach
and has asked the shire to advise it of the costing.
The department will work with the shire in the
funding of the dredging proposal.
The long-term proposal to build groynes for the area
might help, but it will be costly - the estimated cost
is at least $160 000. The difficulty is that it might
solve the immediate local problem but result in
increased erosion further down the coast and east of
the affected area. Building groynes will resolve the
problem in one area but create further problems to
the east or west.
I commend the action already taken by the
honourable member for Dromana and ask him to
continue to liaise with the local community. I will do
my best to support joint funding of the project with
the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council to address
the immediate problem.

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning and
Local Government) - The honourable member for
Werribee raised a petition received by the Wyndham
council in relation to a possible poll to enable the
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residents and constituents to determine whether
they wish to keep commissioners.
The honourable member will be disappointed to
know that I have already given an exemption
regarding the commissioners taking a decision on
the matter. Whether the poll is conducted or not will
depend on the number of signatures received, and
the results of the poll will depend on the voters of
the City of Wyndham.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The honourable member for
Knox raised his concern about people running red
lights at intersections and alluded to a recent fatality
in his region. The incident brings home some of the
dangers of disobeying road rules and regulations.

A lot of work has been done in helping to lower the
number of road accidents, including the
1064 program, which referred to the number of road
deaths in a particular year. Last year the number of
road deaths was 3BO, the lowest on record, although
still too high. This year the number of road deaths is
up by about 20 over the same period for the
previous year, so we must examine the policing and
the attitude of drivers.
The honourable member rightly referred to one of
the possible reasons for the increase in fatalities. The
Monash University research unit demonstrated that
random breath testing and speed camera programs,
including supporting publicity, saved some 10 BOO
serious crashes between 1990 and 1993. The
estimated cost of $200 000 a crash meant savings of
$2160 million.
The cost of conducting random breath testing
stations and the speed testing program, including
publicity from 1990 to 1993, was $92 million, so the
cost-benefit ratio was 22 to 1. I also remind the house
that some 31 red light cameras have been placed at
intersections around the metropolitan area and
54 speed cameras overall. I will take up the matter
raised by the honourable member with the police,
obtain some information and advise him how police
believe policing activities and the traffic cameras are
working at intersections around the metropolitan
area.

Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport) - The
honourable member for Ivanhoe raised for the
attention of the Minister for Gaming concerns about
the approval by the Casino and Gaming Authority, I
presume, for poker machines at a hotel where it was
proposed to build a police station. I will raise this
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matter with the minister, but the honourable
member should know that the Casino and Gaming
Authority gives approval for poker machines, not
the government. Tabcorp and Tattersalls allocate the
machines from their stock.
The honourable member for Bundoora raised for the
Minister for Agriculture and Resources the matter of
compensation for flood damage downstream from
the Hume Weir. The issue was so important to the
honourable member that she has not waited for an
answer and has left the chamber, so I will not worry
too much about the answer.
The honourable member for Keilor raised for the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place the condition of Sydenham Road
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where it intersects the Keilor-Melton Road near the
Sydenham railway station. As a person who
regularly travels along that route, I wholeheartedly
agree with the honourable member. I will have as
much pleasure raising the matter with the minister
as the honourable member has had raising it with
me. The road needs fixing, and I support him fully.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 12.17 a.m. (Wednesday).

